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‘Promising freebies during
polls a serious issue’

BRIEF

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):

President Droupadi Murmu
with Chief of the Air Staff, Air
Chief Marshal VR Chaudhari
during a meeting, at
Rashtrapati Bhavan in New
Delhi, Wednesday.

Withdraw
New Delhi: The government on Wednesday
withdrew the Data
Protection Bill from the
Lok Sabha. The Bill was
introduced on December
11, 2019. It was referred
to the Joint Committee of
the Houses for examination and the report of the
committee was presented
to the Lok Sabha on
December 16, 2021.

Tremor
Ahmedabad: A tremor of
3.6 magnitude was
recorded in Kutch district
of Gujarat on Wednesday
afternoon, but there was
no report of any casualty,
officials said. "A tremor
of magnitude 3.6 struck
the district at 2.31 pm on
Wednesday, with its epicentre being 13 kms
South-Southwest (SSW)
from Rapar," the Institute
of Seismological
Research (ISR) in
Gandhinagar said.

Watery grave
Betul (MP): Two men
drowned while bathing in
the Maru river in Madhya
Pradesh's Betul district,
police said on Wednesday.
The men, part of a group
of ten from Chhindwara
district, were swept by the
flow of water when they
ventured deep into the
river while bathing on
Tuesday evening, Aathner
Police Station in-charge
Ajay Soni said.

Vacant posts
New Delhi: There were over
9.79 lakh vacant posts in different Central government
departments as on March 1,
2021, Union Minister of
State for Personnel Jitendra
Singh said on Wednesday.
Of the total of 9,79,327
vacant posts, 23,584 are of
Group A, 1,18,801 of Group
B and 8,36,936 of Group C
categories, he said in a written reply to a question in
the Lok Sabha.

Arrest
Guwahati: Two Assam government employees were
arrested for allegedly taking bribes in Cachar and
Kamrup district on
Wednesday, police said. In
Cachar's Lakhipur area, forest range officer Debabrata
Gogoi was caught redhanded while taking a bribe
but on seeing the personnel
of the Directorate of
Vigilance and AntiCorruption, he ran away
from his chamber along
with the bribe money.

The Supreme Court on
Wednesday asked stakeholders like the Centre,
Niti Aayog, Finance
Commission and the RBI,
to brainstorm on the "serious" issue of freebies
announced during elections and put forth constructive suggestions to
tackle it, saying no political party will oppose such
handouts or like to debate
it in Parliament.
A bench comprising
Chief
Justice N V
Ramana and Justices
Krishna Murari and
Hima Kohli hinted at ordering setting up a mechanism for suggesting
measures to the government to deal with the
issue.
The
Election
Commission and the government cannot say that

Freebies leads to future economic disaster: Centre

we cannot do anything
about this. They have to
consider the issue and
give suggestions, the
bench said.
The Centre, through
Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, supported the PIL
and said,"The freebies distribution inevitably leads
to future economic disaster and the voters also
cannot exercise their
right to choose as an in-

Distribution of freebies inevitably leads to "future economic
disaster", the Centre told the Supreme Court on Wednesday
where it came out in full support of a PIL against the practice of
political parties promising handouts during elections. The fresh
stand of the central government before a bench headed by
Chief Justice N V Ramana assumes significance as earlier it had
said the issue of freebies needed to be dealt with by the
Election Commission. The poll panel, however, had put the onus
on the government during the July 26 hearing. The bench on
Wednesday asked all stakeholders, including the Centre, Niti
Aayog, Finance Commission and the RBI to brainstorm the issue
of freebies promised during elections and come out with constructive suggestions to deal with it.

formed, wise decision.
The top court, while listing the PIL of lawyer
Ashwini Updhyay for further hearing on Thursday,
said all stakeholders
should think on it and
give suggestions so it
could set up a body to address the issue. We are of
the considered opinion

CLIMATE CHANGE

Cabinet approves India’s updated NDCs
New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):
The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday
approved
India's updated Nationally
Determined Contributions
(NDCs)
incorporating
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's 'Panchamrit' strategy announced at the
Glasgow conference into
enhanced climate targets.
According to the updated
NDC, India now stands
committed to reducing
emissions intensity of its
GDP by 45 per cent by 2030,
from 2005 level, and achieving about 50 per cent cumulative electric power installed capacity from non-

fossil fuel-based energy resources by 2030.
NDCs means national
plans and pledges made by
a country to meet the goal
of maintaining global temperature increases to well
below 2 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial levels,
while aiming for 1.5 degrees
Celsius to avoid the worst
impacts of climate change.
At the 26th session of the
Conference of the Parties
(COP26) of
the UN
Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)
last November, Modi had
announced that India's nonfossil energy capacity will
reach 500 GW by 2030.

He had said India will fulfil 50 per cent of its energy
requirements from renewable energy sources by 2030
and reduce its total projected carbon emissions by 1
billion tonnes by that year.
India will reduce the carbon intensity of its economy by 45 per cent, over 2005
levels and achieve the target of net zero emissions by
2070, Modi had said.
The five-point agenda is
called 'Panchamrit' (five
nectar elements).
Net zero means achieving a balance between the
greenhouse gases put into
the atmosphere and those
taken out.
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Low

̈ In disproportionate
assets case
New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):

The Delhi High
Court has suspended the four-year sentence awarded to former Haryana Chief
Minister
Om
Prakash Chautala
during the pendency
of his appeal against
the conviction in a
disproportionate assets (DA)
case.
Justice Yogesh Khanna
while granting bail to the 88year-old politician said that
the suspension of sentence is
subject to the payment of a
fine of Rs 50 lakh imposed by
the trial court as well as the
execution of a personal bond
of Rs five lakh with one sure-

ty of like amount. The court
noted that Chautala admittedly spent about one year
and six months in custody
and the appeal might take
some time to come on board
for a hearing.
The sentence of
the appellant/applicant (Chautala) is
suspended till the
pendency of the
present appeal, subject to payment of a
fine of Rs.50.00 Lacs
as imposed by the
learned Trial Court and also
on his executing a personal
bond of Rs.5.00 Lacs with
one surety of like amount to
the satisfaction of the
learned Trial Court. The appellant shall not visit abroad
except with the permission
of the learned Trial Court,
said the court in its order released on Wednesday.

Parliament
on
Wednesday passed a bill
which seeks to provide a
statutory framework for the
functioning of the National
Anti-Doping Agency and
the National Dope Testing
Laboratory.
The National AntiDoping Bill, 2022 was
passed by a voice vote in
Rajya Sabha. It was cleared
by Lok Sabha last week
along with certain official
amendments.
Sports and Youth Affairs
Minister Anurag Thakur
while responding to debate
on the bill said that currently India can carry out only
about 6,000 tests a year, and
the law would help in increasing the testing capacity significantly.
He said for holding any
large international championship, the number of tests

ALL FOR LIVELIHOOD
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DRI detects Rs 2,217 cr customs
duty evasion by Vivo India
New Delhi, Aug 3 (PTI):
The Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence (DRI) has detected
customs duty evasion of
around Rs 2,217 crore by
smartphone maker Vivo India,

a subsidiary of China-based
Vivo Communication
Technology, a Finance Ministry
statement issued Wednesday
said. During the investigation,
searches were conducted by DRI
officers at the factory premises

of Vivo India, which led to the
recovery of incriminating evidence indicating wilful misdeclaration in the description of
certain items imported by it for
use in the manufacture of
mobile phones, it said.

ED seals Young Indian office
What Cong
leaders say.....

New Delhi, Aug 03:
The
Enforcement
Directorate Wednesday
sealed the premises of
Young Indian (YI), in
Congress-owned Herald
House in New Delhi, instructing that the premises
not be opened without
prior permission from the
agency.
The
Enforcement
Directorate
(ED)
on
Wednesday temporarily
sealed the premises of
Young Indian (YI) in the
Congress-owned National
Herald office in Delhi as

Sealed Young Indian (YI) office in the premises of Congress-owned
Herald House, in New Delhi, Wednesday.

part of an ongoing money
laundering investigation,
official sources said. The
temporary seal has been
put in order to "preserve

Shakti bill

The Lok Sabha on Tuesday
passed a bill that seeks to
convert the National Rail and
Transportation University, a
deemed-to-be-university,
into Gati Shakti
Vishwavidyalaya, an
autonomous central university. The Central Universities
(Amendment) Bill, which
also seeks to expand the
scope of the University from
beyond the railways to cover
the entire transport sector to
support the ambitious
growth and modernisation in
the field, was passed by a
voice vote after a brief discussion. Education Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan
responded to the debate.

required could be as high as
10,000 a month. Thakur also
said that with passage of
this bill, India will join the

France, which have their
own laws related to check
doping in sports. Several
amendments moved by the
Opposition were negated.
The bill is intended to
provide a statutory framework for the operation of
the National Anti-Doping
Agency (NADA), the
National Dope Testing
Laboratory (NDTL) and
other dope testing laboratories, and for the creation of
a National Board for AntiDoping in Sports to
strengthen anti-doping activities in sport .
It seeks to give NADA
powers of investigation,
levying sanctions for antidoping rule violations, the
disciplinary procedures to
be adopted and the powers
of inspection, sample collection and sharing and free
flow of information.

DANGEROUS VERDICT
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BULLION
A fisherman spreads his net on the Hooghly river during sunset in Nadia district, Wednesday.

At least 17 Opposition
parties, including the TMC
and AAP, on Wednesday
expressed "deep apprehensions" about the long-term
implications
of
the
Supreme Court verdict, upholding the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) amendments, and
strongly pitched for a review.
In a joint statement, the
parties said the judgment
will strengthen the hands
of a government that "indulges in political vendetta" to target its opponents
in a "mischievous and malicious manner" and expressed hope that this
"dangerous verdict will be
short-lived". "We place on

record our deep apprehension on the long-term implications of the recent
Supreme Court judgment
upholding, in entirety, the
amendments
to
the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act, 2002,
without
examining
whether some of these
amendments could have
been enacted by way of the
Finance Act," the statement said. The parties
said, "they hold and will always hold" the Supreme
Court in the highest respect. "Yet, we are compelled to point out that the
judgment should have
awaited the verdict of a
larger Bench for examining the constitutionality of
the Finance Act route to
carry out amendments."

CM had announced
to release water
from Tandula
Reservoir
Collector meets
farmers in the villages of North Patan

Central Chronicle News

̈ Day after raids at
Herald House

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):

MARKET
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Recently-listed Life Insurance
Corporation (LIC) has broken
into the latest Fortune Global
500 list, while Reliance
Industries has jumped 51 places.
The nation's biggest life insurer
with revenue of USD 97.26 billion and a profit of USD 553.8
million, was ranked 98th on the
just released Fortune 500 list.
Reliance Industries jumped 51
places to 104 on the 2022 list.
This is the first outing of LIC on
the list, which ranks listed companies by sales. Reliance, with
revenue of USD 93.98 billion and
a net profit of USD 8.15 billion in
the latest year, has been on the
list for 19 years.

Oppn parties on
SC ruling on PMLA

NIFTY 17,388.15 7
SENSEX 58,350.53 7
GOLD
SILVER

that all the stakeholder,
beneficiaries... and the
government and organisations like Niti Aayog,
Finance Commission, RBI
and the opposition parties
have to be involved in the
process of brainstorming
and giving some constructive suggestions on these
issues.

LIC breaks into
Fortune 500 list
New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI)

the evidence" which could
not be collected as authorised representatives were
not present during the
raids on Tuesday, they said.

After the ED’s latest move on
Wednesday, senior Congress
leader Mallikarjun Kharge
termed it a “tactic to scare
people.” “This is just a tactic
to scare people. But people
will not be scared. They will
rise up in revolt,” Kharge said.
In a press conference,
Congress leader Ajay Maken
said the “abrupt action” was a
“distraction ploy from the
Congress’s planned protest on
unemployment and inflation”.
Speaking at the same presser,
Abhishek Manu Singhvi said
the government, through the
“police gherabandi”, wants to
“ensure that issues like job
crisis fall out of headlines”.

HC suspends OP
National Anti-Doping Bill gets Parl nod Cong leader Kuldeep
select countries like,
Chautala’s 4-year sentence New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI): LS passes Gati club
Bishnoi resigns as MLA
the US, China, Japan, and

Weather
High

Farmers pleased with the
release of water for irrigation
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Chandigarh, Aug 03 (PTI):
Haryana MLA
Kuldeep Bishnoi,
who was expelled
by the Congress
from all party positions for cross-voting in the June
Rajya Sabha polls,
resigned from the
assembly Wednesday, a day
before he joins the ruling
BJP. The 53-year-old
Bishnoi submitted his res-

ignation to Speaker Gian
Chand Gupta here. This
necessitates a bypoll
for the Adampur
seat in Hisar district, which Bishnoi
currently
represents. "I am joining
BJP as an ordinary
worker,"
said
Bishnoi, who also
quit the Congress formally
"taking into account my
own feelings and those of
my supporters".

Bhilai, Aug 03: On the demand of the villagers of
Tarra, the Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel had given
instructions to release
water from Tandula reservoir during a public function at village Karsa on the
occasion of Hareli.
The instructions were
immediately complied with
and within ten minutes, the
Chief Minister informed
the farmers during the
gathering that the water
has been released. On
Wednesday,
Collector
Pushpendra Meena visited
village Tarra to get appraised with the situation
in the villages where water

has been released through
canals. The farmers informed that the water was
released at the right time
and hoped that they would
get a good crop. With the decision of
the Chief
Minister, water was available at the time of need for
agriculture.
The farmers are very
happy now. In Patan, many
villages received good rains
but Tarra and adjoining villages received very poor
rainfall. The release of
water from the canal has
given life to the fields. A

farmer of village Tarra Sevaram Verma stated that
the water was released at
the right time and it
reached the fields in sufficient quantity. He hoped
that they would have a great
harvest. Suresh Pandey,
Executive Engineer, Water
Resources Department said
that water from the canal
was released in 32 villages
in North Patan, in which
water has reached 28 villages as of now.
He said that the Sipcona
canal has also been opened
in South Patan as a precau-

tionary measure. District
Panchayat CEO Ashwini
Devangan and SDM Vipul
Gupta were also present on
this occasion.
Collector visited the site
of Thakurintola and gave
instructions for beautification. He said that this place
has a great religious importance. Laxman Jhula is also
being built here on the instructions of the Chief
Minister. The natural beauty of this place is great and
it has good potential for
beautification and to be developed as a good picnic

spot. The natural habitat of
birds makes it a rare place.
The project will be prepared for its overall development. Collector also visited Anganwadi centers of
Patan block and inspected
the
weight
festival.
Anganwadi workers informed that the weight of
all the children is being
taken and height is being
measured.
The Collector also saw
the activity happening
under the weight festival.
He said that keeping an eye
on malnourished children

is the most important task.
The Collector asked the
officials of the Women and
Child
Development
Department to conduct a
special survey of the area
to see if there is malnutrition in any particular part.
If discovered, plan for it
separately so that malnutrition can be removed from
the entire area, he said.
Collector
visited
Srinivasan's farms in
Achanakpur. Srinivasan is
a BE graduate and is doing
farming. He has fenced the
fields and has also made a
Dabri for fisheries. He has
a big plan for goat rearing.
He said that the overall
model of farming on which
the Chhattisgarh government is working is very
good. Collector visited
Arsanara and saw the activities and livelihood activities of Gauthan. He
praised the women of the
self help group. Apart from
this, the Collector also inspected the Community
Health Center and CSC
Center.

Junk dealers fined for
obstructing road; illegal
hoardings removed

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: Bhilai Municipal
Corporation is working continuously in the direction of keeping
the city clean and beautiful. In
this sequel, illegal posters and
publicity materials like pamphlets, hoardings are being removed.
Corporation
Commissioner
Lokesh
Chandrakar has given instructions to the officers to remove illegal publicity material and random posters from the places of
government property. In compliance with the order of the
Commissioner, the employees are
taking action to remove the illegal
publicity materials from the roadside as well as the electric poles.
Simultaneously, illegal publicity
materials placed above the divider were also removed and
many hoardings were removed
from the side of the main roads.

Posters that spoiled the beauty of
the city and were installed on
government properties without
permission were removed in all
zones. Tractors and JCBs are
pressed into service for this task.
In Vaishali Nagar area at ward
number 14 and 15, vehicles were
parked by the Junk Dealers blocking the road at two places. BMC
imposed fines of Rs 3000 and Rs
5000 on the junk dealers.

Branding of organic paddy, fruits and
St Thomas College celebrates
vegetables to be done for better marketing
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: The NSS
and NCC unit of St.
Thomas College, Bhilai in
association
with
Sashastra Seema Bal,
Bhilai organized an activity
of
Weapon's
Demonstration and a
Rally in the Ruabandha
Sector on the theme Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahitsav and
Har Ghar Tiranga. People
were motivated to hoist
the national flag in their
homes.
The chief guest of this
program was Thomas
Chako, DIG SSB Bhilai.

First of all, the Principal
of
College, Dr MG
Roymon congratulated all
the students for the 75th
Year of Independence and
said that we have to hoist
the National Flag in our
homes and also we have to
motivate others for this.
Chief
Guest
DIG
Thomas Chako said that
the objective of this
weapon's display program
is to reduce the gap between the armed forces
and civilians. During the
program
Asst
Sub
Inspector Nishant Singh
Chahal explained briefly
about the weapons, their

maintenance and their
use during the war. On
this occasion Dr Surekha
Jawade, NCC Officer
Girl's Wing, Santosh
Yadav NCC Officer Boy's
Wing, Heads of all departments and other faculties
were presented. 55 NCC
Cadets and 22 NSS volunteers participated in this
program.
On this occasion a memento was presented by
SSB to St Thomas College,
Bhilai. Program direction
and vote of thanks was
given by Mahendra Ikhar,
NSS Program Officer, St
Thomas College Bhilai.

Bhilai, Aug 03: After the
introduction of Rajiv
Gandhi Nyay Yojana and
encouraging farmers to
cultivate aromatic paddy,
the area of cultivation of
aromatic paddy is increasing in the district. The
arrangement for its processing through Mini Rice
Mills etc is also available
in Gauthans.
Now, branding and attractive packaging of the
aromatic rice will be done
and it will be sold through
C-Mart and other commercial centers. Along with
this, organic fruits and
vegetables are also being
produced in the Baadis.
These items can also be
sold through C-Mart and
other centres.
Collector Pushpendra
Meena gave these instructions in a meeting of concerned officers held in
Patan block on Wednesday.
He said that during the

BMC serves notices to Rastogi Education
Society and Hi-Tech Multi Specialty Hospital
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: Bhilai
Municipal Corporation
has served notices to
Rastogi
Education
Society and Hi-Tech
Multi Specialty over the
incident in which about
39 students fell sick and
complained of vomiting
and diarrhoea.
The Bhilai Municipal
Corporation has issued
a notice to Rastogi
Education Society stating that permission for
building permission
was obtained for residential purposes. But
the constructed building is being used illegally to run an educational
institution
named
Rastogi College of
Nursing, which is a violation of section 293, 294
and
301
of
the
Chhattisgarh Municipal
Corporation Act 1956.
In the notice issued by
the Commissioner, it
has been instructed to
immediately stop the
use of the building as an
educational building,
within three days of receipt of the letter. The
representative
of
Rastogi College of
Nursing must appear in
the building permission
branch of the corporation office or communicate the compliance of
this order in writing be-

fore the building permission officer.
Another notice has
also been issued to
Rastogi
Education
Society, which mentions
the lack of adequate facilities for running the
hostel like drinking
water, toilets and cleanliness of the hostel
building premises, fire
safety registration and
equipment in the hostel.
The water purification
equipment was found
damaged and in a dilapidated condition during
the investigation.
In respect of all these
shortcomings, the hostel managed has been

asked to give clarification and reply. Apart
from serving notices to
Ramesh Mishra and
Vijayalakshmi, the hostel management has
been asked to close the
hostel immediately and
submit its clarification
for running the hostel
in the building having
permission for residential purpose.
At the same time, the
corporation has also issued a notice to Hitech
Multi
Specialty
Hospital. It has been
mentioned in the notice
that the hospital management did not convey
information within the

appropriate period to
the Bhilai Municipal
Corporation / District
Administration about
39 students, who were
undergoing treatment
for three consecutive
days in Hi-Tech Multi
Specialty Hospital due
to complaints of vomiting and diarrhoea.
The activity on the
part of the hospital
management was a violation of the Nursing
Home Act. The events
were not informed to
the district administration at the right time.
The corporation has
asked to furnish an explanation regarding
this irresponsible and
negligent attitude of the
hospital management.
It needs to be mentioned here that after
getting
information
about the incident,
Mayor Neeraj Pal had
reached the hospital to
meet the girl students.
During this visit, he had
discussed with the
Collector Pushpendra
Meena to investigate the
matter and take proper
action in the matter. In
this sequel, Bhilai
Municipal Corporation
Commissioner Lokesh
Chandrakar has issued
a notice to the Rastogi
Education Society, seeking a proper explanation.

visit of Gauthans in the
district, he found that
farmers and groups are
producing crops and fruits
and vegetables through organic farming.
After completing three
years, they will be able to
get the certificate of organic farming. There are
some groups which have
completed three years.
There is a good demand
for organic products in the
market. People want vegetables produced from the
Baadis.
With their availability

Bhilai Mahila
Samaj to celebrate Foundation
Day on Aug 04
Bhilai, Aug 03: Bhilai
Mahila Samaj, one of
Bhilai's
prominent
women institutions is all
set to celebrate its 65th
Foundation day on
August 04th, 2022. A cultural programme has
been organised at Nehru
House of Culture, Sector
01 from 3 pm to mark the
occasion. Dr Smita
Sinha, Gynecologist
from Durg District hospital will be the Chief
Guest during the programme.
Triparna
Dasgupta, President,
Bhilai Mahila Samaj
will address the gathering on their Foundation
day. A summary of activities of Bhilai Mahila
Samaj will be shared by
the Office bearers. Also,
a cultural programme
by members of different
units of Bhilai Mahila
Samaj will be presented
at Nehru House of
Culture. Bhilai Mahila
Samaj has been working
in the field of primary
education, health and
self-empowerment of
women since the inception of Bhilai Steel
Plant. The Samaj runs
different units to empower women and make
them self-sufficient.
Bhilai Mahila Samaj
also runs an all women
Petrol Pump 'Samriddhi
fuels' in Bhilai.

under one roof and in important centers like CMart of the city, people
will be able to buy such
products
easily
and
groups will also get good
benefits.
District Panchayat CEO
Ashwini Devangan was
also present on the occasion. He inquired about the
activities related to NGGB
and directed to start six
livelihood oriented activities prominently in all the
Gauthans. SDM Patan
Vipul Gupta was also present in the meeting.

The Collector took information about the condition of Kharif crop in the
meeting of the officials.
He inquired about the
compliance of the instructions given in the last
meeting. He questioned
about the publicity of alternatives of DAP. The
Agriculture Officer said
that the AREOs have visited among the people and
suggested alternatives of
fertilizers to solve the
problems of the farmers.
The Collector said that
running water facilities

should be available in all
schools. He instructed to
immediately start the repair works at the schools
which are marked for the
same. He asked the officials to ensure the quality
of education in schools
and effective monitoring
of mid-day meals etc.
The work on the buildings of Swami Atmanand
Schools should be completed on time. According to
the instructions given during the last visit, arrangements should also be made
for the activity classes.

RLAMC organised
multifarious events during
Acharya Charak Week

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: Acharya
Charak Week was successfully organized under the
joint aegis of Rajiv Lochan
Ayurveda Medical College,
Chandkhuri, Durg and
Vishwa
Ayurved
Parishad, Chhattisgarh.
On the first day, Principal
Dr Vandana Fating and
senior faculty members offered prayers to Lord
Dhanvantari
and
Maharishi
Charak.
Thereafter,
Samhita
Pathan was organized in
which the students recited
the Samhitas. On the second day, an essay competition was organized for the
students.
Samiksha
Tandon won the first prize,

Navodit Paikra got the second prize, while Amisha
Patel stood at third position in the essay competition. In the Shloka recitation competition, Anjali
Prasad got the first place,
Akanksha Jaiswal stood at
second
place
and
Samiksha Tandon got the
third position. During this
week, 100 fruit bearing
and medicinal plants were
planted by the students.
On the last day, on the occasion of Acharya Charak
Jayanti, Lord Dhanvantari
Vandana was conducted
by Guneshwari Sahu
(Lecturer,
Samhita
Siddhanta). Dr Kusum
Lata Rathore (Head of the
Department,
Samhita
Siddhanta) administered

the Charak oath to all the
students.
Dr
Anitta
Rajpuriya threw light on
the
biography
of
Maharishi Charak. At the
end of the programme, Dr
Manjusha
Sonpipre
(Professor, Department of
Kriya Sharir) proposed
the vote of thanks. The
program was conducted
by Dr Yogeshwar Pandey
and Dr Dharam Pal
Thakur.
Maharishi
Charak
Jayanti
Programme was organised under the guidance
and support of Vishwa
Ayurveda
Parishad,
Chhattisgarh
General
Secretary Dr Sushil
Kumar Dwivedi and
RLAMC
Managing
Director Shri R Sahu.
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IT conducts survey-raid in
more than 45 establishments

 Of Steel and Power
sector in the state
 IT’s investigation wing
takes action
 Survey-raid in four
cities including capital
city and in Jharsuguda,
Kolkata as well
Central Chronicle News

Raipur, Aug 03: A huge team of
Income Tax’s Investigation wing
from Chhattisgarh and Madhya
Pradesh (MP) conducted raidsurveys in 45 premises of establishments related to Steel and
Power sector here on Tuesday.
The team had also conducted
raids and surveys in Jharsuguda
(Odisha) and in Kolkata (W.B.).
The IT sleuths have taken the
offices, residential premises and
units of the businessmen of
Steel and Power sector along
with their authorised traders
under scrutiny. IT team started
the search at 6:00 in the morning on Tuesday jointly at all the

establishments of different
groups.
Factory in Urla-Silatara,
Kharora
The firm related to Steel and
Power Plants business viz.
Gravity Sponge and Power, AC
Strip, Maruti Ferrow, HRS Rerollers, Nirman TMT, Nutan
Ispat, Dhankun Steel and other
units have been taken under
investigation. The records in 810 factories in Raipur and
Raigarh are being scrutinised
and searched. The members of

IT team are checking the
records of products made,
records of raw materials and its
sales and purchase. The factories near the capital city are
being run in Urla, Siltara and
Kharora. In this survey cum raid,
the two main business groups
and their associated companies
have been targetted by the IT
team.
Survey in more than a dozen
residential premises
The IT team has conducted survey in more than a dozen resi-

dential premises and offices of
the Directors of the Steel and
Power Plants and their partners.
The houses of the owners of the
plants are in Luxora Mowa,
Farishta Complex, Wallfort City,
Romeneque Village Labhandi.
The search in Farishta Complex
was going on in 4th, 5th, and 6th
floor of ‘A’ block.
Assessment of jewelleries
The IT department is planning to
call the valuers in order to
assess the jewelleries found in
the residential premises of the
Directors of the above firms.
Along with valuation of the jewelleries, it will be tallied with the
records in the books of account
and it is after completion of the
assessment of valuation of the

jewelleries, the amount of jewels allowed as per the IT’s rule
will be permitted to the families
and rest will be seized. IT team
has found some lockers as well
and it has been sealed.
Highest number of establishments in capital city
There are more than 30 places in
capital city including factories in
Urla, Siltara, Kharora and residential premises and offices
where the survey was conducted. Initially the search started at
40 places and then it was
extended to five more, taking it
to 45. The survey in one or two
places are expected to be completed by late at night.
Team of 250 officers
from MP-CG
The IT’s investigation wing from
MP and Chhattisgarh are
involved in the survey and raids
in these institutions. They were
called here a day before and for
help of these IT sleuths, 100
jawans accompanied them.
Sources informed that this survey and raid would continue in
coming 2-3 days.

REHEARSAL

Women are making the Tricolors with the spirit of national service
Raipur, Aug 03:

The jawans of different forces are doing rehearsal for the Independence Day at the
Police Parade ground here on Tuesday.

Anti incumbency behind poll debacle: BJP 11 cases of Swine flu detected in state, alert sounded
 Regional
Organizational
General Secretary
Ajay Jamwal sought
the reason behind
party defeat

Central Chronicle News

Raipur,
Aug
03:
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) office-bearers said
that lack of enthusiasm
among party rank and file
as well as anti incumbency
was prime reason behind
the debacle in the last
Legislative Assembly polls.
Office-bearers made the
above statement when the
newly-appointed National
Regional Organisational
General Secretary Ajay

Eligible EWS people
denied additional
food grains: MP
Raipur, Aug 03: Lok
Sabha member from
Raipur Sunil Soni on
Wednesday said that despite central allocation,
the people from weaker
section of society did not
receive the additional
foodgrain. Raising the
issue in Lok Sabha, the
BJP Parliamentarian said
that investigation should
be carried out into the entire process. He said that
additional five kg of rice
per member had to be provided to the eligible beneficiaries under Garib
Kalyan Yojna and subsequently, the allocation was
done for May and June
2021 which had continued
till date but in reality, the
eligible people were denies
the above facility as the
PDS outlets had not provided them the additional
5 kg rice to them.

Jamwal sought the reason
from them about the poll
debacle. While interacting
with the party leaders on
his maiden visit, the central leader asked them to
highlight the good works of
previous BJP government
during the tenure of 15
years as well as the
achievements of NDA government at the Centre in
comparison to the working
of Congress government
here during the next few
months. He further added

that team of party workers
at booth level would ensure BJP returns to power
in
next
Legislative
Assembly polls. On day
two
of
his
visit,
Organizational General
Secretary Jamwal held discussion on the expansion
of Organizational activities to strengthen the party.
He is separately holding
meeting with different organizational units to actually know the status of
party.

Health Ministers asks people to strictly follow Covid-19 Appropriate Behaviour
Raipur, Aug 03:
Amidst the increasing
cases of corona, Swine flu
has made its entry in the
state and total 11 patients
of Swine flu positive have
been found in capital city
and other 7 districts of
the state. The treatment of
these patients is in
progress and two have
been relieved and five are
still in the hospital. In
view of sudden detection
of such cases, the CHMO
has called for an emergency meeting with officials of the health department. Health Minister TS
Singh Deo has made an
appeal to people to remain
on alert in view of diseases likely during rainy
season, apart from following Covid appropriate be-

Raipur, Aug 03:
With assistance under
the
Amrut
Mission
Scheme
of
Potable
Drinking
Water
Augmentation Scheme in
urban areas, the work that
of inter-connection of 80
MLD water purification
sumpwell with 150 MLD
plant was completed well
within the stipulated time.
On completion of this
work, pure water will
reach all the proposed 14
new overhead tanks of
RMC. With this a total of
around new population of
5 lakh from newly connected villages within RMC

newly constructed can be
supplied water under
Amrut Mission. Under
this a part of 1000 diameter MS pipeline was grouted with concrete and was
linked with the sumpwell
of both the plants from the
bottom.
Since the work of construction of sumpwell was
done 12 yrs back and
breaking of thick size RCC
was quite a sensitive job
and therefore entire technical team of RMC under
guidance of Municipal

Union Bank’s Zonal Head
inaugurates new branch of MSME

Govt to offer 24%
rebate in
energy charges

 Three-day visit
to Bilaspur division

Union Bank’s Zonal
Head, Roop Lal Meena visited Bilaspur city on a
three-day visit to Bilaspur
division. He discussed
business related activities
with the senior officials of

negative. But there are
total 8 cases of MonkeyPox detected in other
states and therefore it is
necessary to take all necessary precautions. He informed that 11 cases of
Swine flu have been detected in the state and out
of which two patients
have been dis-charged and
9 are still undergoing
treatment in a private
hospital in Raipur. In
view of the cases of
Swine flu the health department has issued an
alert as well. Health
Minister Singh Deo has

Population of 5 lakh from new villages to get pure drinking water

 Mayor and Collector
extends greetings to
RMC’s technical
team for successful
completion of work

limit will get pure drinking water facility. Collector
Narendra Bhure and
Mayor Ejaz Dhebar have
appreciated the works of
entire team of RMC well
on time.
It is notable here that
this important work of
inter-connection of 30
MLD purified water out of
80 MLD plant with that of
150 MLD capacity water
treatment plant through
gravity was started on
August 1 so that 10 new
over-head water tanks

Raipur, Aug 03:

haviour (CAB) to avoid
Corona
along
with
Monkey-Pox virus and
now Swine flu as well.
In a statement made,
Health Minister said that
with arrival of rainy seasons comes variety of
water-borne diseases and
rise in infection due to
low immunity and appealed all to remain on
the alert and take all necessary precautions. The
health Department has issued instructions in this
regard to all the Medical
College
Hospitals,
CHMOs, Civil Surgeons at
state and district level.
Health Minister informed that a suspected
case of Monkey Pox had
come
to
fore
in
Chhattisgarh, but later its
report was found to be

the bank and instructed
for speedy work and directed the officials to
make efforts so that the
benefit of the new
schemes reaches the common people. In this series,
inaugurated a new MSME
branch in Raigarh, and

discussed about giving
loans to small and middle
class traders at low interest rates, as well as the
Union Bank’s initiative to
give new heights to the
small scale industry.
Addressing the scribes
here, the Zonal Head discussed in detail about the
new schemes of Union
Bank, to be very beneficial
in the interest of the customer. On the occasion
Union Bank’s Circle Head,
Paramjit Singh, Deputy
Circle Head Sita Ram
Bhoi, Chief Manager
Inderjit Ghosh, Vishal
Singh, Rajesh Singh,
Veena Prasad and all
branch managers were
present.

Raipur, Aug 03: The Chhattisgarh
government has decided to give a
special 24 per cent rebate in energy charges to stand-alone steel
rolling mills for a nine-month period, an official said on Wednesday.
The concession will be provided
for the electricity consumed
between July 1, 2022 to March 31,
2023. The state government
would bear the cost of rebate by
making an advance payment to
the Chhattisgarh State Power
Distribution Company Limited
(CSPDCL), the official said. The
objective was to help stand-alone
rolling mills included in the HV-4
tariff category cope with competition following the implementation of a new power policy by the
Chhattisgarh State Electricity
Regulatory Commission, he
added. Constantly increasing coal
prices and expensive electricity
have affected the profitability of
these mills and the rebate was
aimed at protecting jobs, he said.
There are 175 rolling mills in
Chhattisgarh including 125 in
Raipur alone.

Commissioner
RMC
Mayank Chaturvedi completed the task on alert
mode. Entire work was executed keeping in mind
the time-limit of 48 hours.
In this work, CE RK
Choubey,
EE
Badri
Chandrakar, Asst. Engg.
Narsingh Farendra, EE
Amrut Mission RK Gupta,
AE Nitish Jha, Pradeep
Yadav, Yogesh Kuddu, subengineer Anurag Patkar,
Ramesh Patel and entire
team of PDMC were involved with sheer grit and

determination. To ensure
that the general citizens
do not face any problems
RMC had made arrangements of water tankers to
ensure supply water in
every ward in co-ordination
with
Zone
Commissioners of every
zone. Mayor Ejaz Dhebar
has extended greetings to
entire technical team of
RMC and other staff in ensuring timely and successful completion of the
work and said that it was
with team work and planning that now around 5
lakh population of new
villages within RMC limit
will get pure drinking
water.
Collector
Dr
Sarveshwar Narendra
Bhure also extended greetings to RMC team for execution of the work with
proper planning and hard
work put in by all.

made an appeal to use
masks always while going
into public area and ensure cleaning of hands
and use sanitizer frequently and strictly follow
Covid
Appropriate
Behaviour (CAB) . Swine
flu also has the same
symptoms as that of
Corona and it also affects
the lungs.
Further
Health
Minister Singh Deo informed that in case of
people of Sukma district
found affected with
Kidney diseases, there the
content of iron and fluoride has been found to be
high in the water sources
and samples have been
sent to check presence
other harmful minerals
in it to the labs and its report is expected to come

Compensate appointment
family members on
cards of Sikshakarmis
Central Chronicle News

Raipur,
Aug
03:
Family members of
the Sikasha kar mis
have received new
hope of appointment
on
compensate
grounds as the state
government has initiated a process to accommodate them.
It is notable that the
merger
of
Sikshakarmis were at
later stage whereas
several of them had
died before the state
government’s decision
to merge them with the
gover nment departments.
Directorate
Public Instructions

has written a letter to
all
the
District
Education Officers and
Joint Directors to provide information related
with
the
Sikshakarmis who lost
their life before the
merger process.
It is understood that
nearly 900 family members may get the benefit of appointment on
compensate ground
which was not their
previously.
In support to their
demand, the family
members had resorted
to several agitations.
But now steps have
been taken in this regard.

Evidence-Based Practices must be adopted, said Experts
Central Chronicle News

Therefore, they should
have state-of-the-art facilities and trained human
resources.
Premier
Institutes should also be
prepared to play a pivotal
role in providing trained
human resources to other
peripheral institutes located in their vicinity.
Guest speaker Dr. Ayya

Syama Sundar, AIIMS,
Bibinagar explained various ventilator-associated
events in nursing care.
He suggested reinforcing
education, defining roles
in the care of patients receiving ventilation, and
implementing communication strategies between
departments for better

The Chief Minister Mr.
Bhupesh Baghel has requested the state’s residents to make the Hamar
Tiranga campaign a success by hoisting the
Tricolor in their homes,
shops, and organizations
during the Independence
week between 11 and 17
August.
The
Chief
Minister has also urged
the residents to upload
their display pictures on
social media using the
Independence week special display picture frame.
To upload your profile
photo, you can click on
http://twb.nz/hamartiranga.
The Har Ghar Jhanda
Campaign is being organized to make the Amrit
Mahotsav of India’s independence memorable.

The Har Ghar Jhanda
Campaign is being organized to make the Amrit
Mahotsav of India’s independence
memorable.
This
year
on
Independence
Day,
Tricolors made by the
women in Chhattisgarh’s
women’s self-help groups
will be hoisted under the
Har Ghar Jhanda campaign. To make this cam-

paign a success, the
women belonging to the
state’s self-help groups are
making the tricolors while
keeping the spirit of national service alive, and
are also becoming economically empowered.
Women of the Parvati Selfhelp Group in the
Dantewada district are
preparing tricolors. These
women view the work of

making tricolors not as a
mere task but as a service
to the nation.
Yamini Sahu of the
women’s self-help group in
Mahasamund district’s
Komakhan said that she
has just received an order
to make 1500 flags, and
more orders are expected.
She added while expressing her happiness that she
is proud of the fact that
the flags made by the
women in her group will
be hoisted in the homes
and Government offices of
the district.
While the work of making flags is awakening the
spirit of patriotism, on
one hand, it is also providing employment to women
on the other.
The responsibility to
make the national flags
has been given to women’s
self-help groups.

District Hospital tops in Kayakalp
Scheme ‘Swachh Aspatal Yojna’

 District Hospital
Bijapur will get
Rs 50 lakh as reward
 MLA Vikram Mandavi
congratulates the
hospital management

Bijapur, Aug 03: The
Health and Family Welfare
Department of the State
Government has announced the ranks of hospitals across the state for
the year 2021-22 for the
Kayakalp Scheme-“Swach
Aspatal Yojna”. According
to which District Hospital
Bijapur, a tribal-dominated
area, has got the first place
in the entire state for the
cleanliness of its hospital,
facilities provided to the patients, record keeping, in
which seventy types of
records are maintained
with good cleanliness. For
which Rs 50 lakh and certificate will be provided to
District Hospital Bijapur

by Health and Family
Welfare
Department,
Government
of
Chhattisgarh. According to
the list released by the department on 1st August
2022, the first-place district
hospital Bijapur has got
overall percentage of district is 87.53 and rank winner. On the other hand,
Kawardha District Hospital
has got 85.71 overall percentile and rank runner up.
Vikram Mandavi, MLA
Bijapur congratulates
the entire health department
“The result of the hard
work and good management
of
District
Administration Bijapur,

Health Department and the
residents of the district is
that, District Hospital
Bijapur has secured first
position in Kayakalp
Scheme “Swach Aspatal
Yojana” in the entire state”.
Rajendra Kumar
Katara, Collector Bijapur
There is teamwork,
everyone has done a good
job and played magnificent
role. Our priority is to utilize DMF head provisions
for facilities to provide
maximum support. We do
whatever is required of us.
The doctors and health
staff are doing a good job.
Those who are working
hard have been recognized,
this is a good thing, this

will motivate them more
and give better service.
Dr. Abhay Pratap
Tomar (Civil Surgeon)
Surgeon, District
Hospital Bijapur
This award is related to
district hospital cleanliness, facilities provided to
the patients, record keeping and cleanliness.
The entire staff of the
district hospital works by
contributing 100%. And the
patients get all the facilities. Though there are several issues, seen in the district. The reward amount
received
by
District
Hospital Bijapur will be
spent for the upgradation of
the hospital.

Allen Raipur announces IIM Raipur celebrates Munshi Premchand Jayanti with great zeal
launch of Tallenttex 2023
Raipur, Aug 03:

in three days. The Sukma
District administration
has being asked to issue
alert in this regard and
extend all possible assistance to those facing
Kidney related problems,
he added.
About entry of Swine
flu in the state, Director
Epidemic Control Deptt
Dr Subhash Mishra informed that so far 11 cases
have been detected and
out of which 4 are from
Raipur and rest two from
Raigarh and one each
from Dhamtari, Durg,
Dantewada, Rajnandgaon
and Bastar district. The
treatment of all 11 has
being started and two
have been discharged and
9 are still undergoing
treatment in private hospitals in Raipur.

AIIMS-R imparts training for critical care Nursing
Raipur, Aug 03: To introduce critical care practices to nursing officers
and students, the All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences organized a oneday CNE on Critical Care
Nursing.
Around 400 participants across the state
were trained on various
critical nursing issues in
CCUs/ICUs.
Experts
called it a specialized
branch of nursing and
motivated nursing students to get regular updates on the subject.
While inaugurating the
CNE, Prof. (Dr.) Nitin M.
Nagarkar, Director said
that with the changing
times, referral institutions like AIIMS are
bound to get the sickest
patients.

Tricolor made by women will be hoisted
in every home this year on Aug 15

outcomes.
Dean
(Academics) Prof. Alok C.
Agrawal motivated nursing students to learn advanced technology for
better patient care outcomes. Deputy Director
(Admin.)
Anshuman
Gupta said critical care
nursing is crucial in hospitals, and AIIMS is trying to provide the best
critical care services.
Financial Advisor B.K.
Agrawal, Principal Dr.
Benu
Mathew,
Ms.
Shymol
Saibu,
Dr.
Chinmay Panda, Dr.
Ujjwala Gaikwad, Deputy
Nursing Superintendent
Kanagraj, Organizing
Chairperson Rachana
Soni, DNS, Priyanka
Ravikiran
Taksande,
Evafelarisa
L.M.,
Pradeep Jekka, and
Prakash Mahadev Sabani
also graced the CNE.

 Students of Class 5
to 10 have a
chance to win
scholarships worth
Rs 250 cr
and cash prizes up
to Rs 1.25 cr

Raipur, Jul 03:
Allen Career Institute
(ACI), the pioneers of organised coaching for students in India, announced the launch of
India’s one of the biggest
talent encouragement
exam for students of
classes between 5 to 10,
named ‘Tallenttex 2023.’
The center head Kunal
Singh and Allen Raipur
team graced the launching ceremony held at
Allen campus. They unveiled the poster of

Tallenttex
2023 and
brochure.
Commenting on this
encouragement exam,
Kunal Singh, Center
head,
ACI
said,
“Tallenttex 2023 is one of
the biggest platforms
that encourages talented
students across India.
This year, the exam
will be conducted offline
in a single stage between
9th and 16th of October,
2022. The exam will be
conducted on October
16th in Raipur. All those
students
who
are

presently studying in
class 5th to 10th are eligible
to
appear
for
Tallenttex 2023. Students
can register themselves
online
at
www.tallentex.com or fill
an offline form available
at Allen centres in the
first week of August 22.
The shortlisted students
will be felicitated during
the
Success
Power
Session, which will be
held in November 22.”
All the students participating in Tallenttex
2023 will get their national rank in their respective classes, based on
which they will be given
scholarships worth Rs
250 crore and cash prizes
up to Rs 1.25 crore.

IIM Raipur commemorated Premchand Jayanti
in honour of Munshi
Premchand, one of the
greatest authors of Hindi
literature. In most of his
writings, the author has
been a pioneer in illustrating the absurdities of
Indian society and the
struggles of the poor and
common urban man.
The celebration started
with a lamp lighting ceremony by the Chief Guest
Dr. Sudip Chaudhuri,
Retired Professor, IIM
Calcutta and other present
dignitaries. This was followed by the inaugural address by Col. (Dr.)
Harindra Tripathi (Retd.),
Chief
Administrative
Officer, IIM Raipur where
he gave a brief description
about the life of Munshi
Premchand. He highlighted the qualities of
Premchand that the young
generation can imbibe to
attain a versatile personality. The Chief Guest greeted everyone in attendance
before beginning his address. He appreciated the
institute for conducting

the celebration. As mentioned by him, this was his
first time attending a programme like this. He emphasized the value of
these programmes that
present the history and
culture of the nation. Prof.
Nagi
Reddy
Vanga,
Adjunct Professor, IBS
Hyderabad (Ex Professor,
IIM Calcutta) highlighted
the contributions of
Premchand in his speech.
Premchand has written
about a dozen novels, almost 250 short stories, several articles, and Hindi
translations of numerous
foreign literary classics.
He thanked the institute
for the warm invitation.

Both the speakers were
presented with a memento
from the institute. Prof.
Damini Saini, Assistant
professor,
Human
Resources Management,
IIM Raipur greeted the audience and gave a brief description of the first act of
the programme, a play on
Premchand’s work ‘Idgah’.
A four-year-old orphan
named Hamid, who lives
with his grandmother
Amina, is the subject of
the story in Idgah. The boy
uses the money Amina
gave him on the day of Id
to buy a “Chapati Tong”
rather than toys or candy.
He suppresses his own desires for his grandmoth-

er’s wellbeing. The act was
performed by the children
of the faculties of IIM
Raipur.
This was followed by a
poem recitation by a student of PGP 2nd year and
a quiz competition for the
audience, themed on the
life of Premchand.
The second play was
performed on ‘Godan’ by
the MBA students. It
draws attention to the conflict between the peasant
and the moneylender, who
is supported by a number
of groups. It paints a picture of an agrarian community with all of its
hardships and simple
pleasures, suffering and

exploitation, disappointments and hopes.
Another play was on
‘Kafan’. The tale, which is
a parody on the degrading
state of humanity, concerns a father and son duo
who need money to bury
their son’s wife after she
passed away during childbirth. It discusses the
plight of the lower caste in
society and explores the
depravity of the human
spirit, which transcends
all classes, creeds, and religions. Both the plays
Godan and Kafan were directed by Prof. Mrunal P.
Chavda,
Assistant
Professor, Humanities &
Liberal Arts, IIM Raipur.

Ensure people’s participation in the ‘Nagpanchami’ at
First ticket of ‘The Jungle Rumble’
‘Har Ghar Tiranga Abhiyan’: Bhagat Govt Primary School professional boxing fight presented to CM

Raipur, Aug 03:
Culture
Minister
Amarjit Bhagat said that
there should be wide participation of all sections of
the society in the ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga Abhiyan’.

He said that the sentiments of the countrymen
are attached with our tricolor. Many people have
sacrificed during the national movement for the
pride and glory of this tricolor. Bhagat gave neces-

sary directions to the departmental officers to
spread publicity in this regard and to connect people
with this campaign at his
residence office here on
Tuesday. Our national flag
tricolor is a symbol of our
freedom, pride and self-respect. He said that the tricolor made by the local artisans of ‘Har Ghar
Jhanda Abhiyan’ should
be used so that they can
get employment as well as
contribute to the economy
of the state. He appealed to
the people to buy Khadi
national flags made by the
SHG members associated
with handicrafts during
the Har Ghar Tiranga
Abhiyan.

Kareli badi: The festival
of Nag Panchami on Aug 2
was celebrated with great
pomp in Government
Children’s
Primary
School, Kareli Badi.
Worship was done by gar-

landing on the photo of
snake and offering milk
symbolically. All the teachers and children took
turns worshiping the
snake and praying for a
happy life and praying for
freedom from Kakal Sarp
Dosh.
Head reader Khubchand
Patel worshiped Vasuki
Nag, Janak and Takshak.
The glory of the serpent
was praised. Assistant
teachers Mukesh Kumar
Sahu, Santosh Kumar
Sahu, Santram Yadav explained the legends of the
snake in detail beforehand. Students including
the cook were present on
this occasion.

Rakhis made of paddy, rice, wheat and gourd will adorn the wrists of brothers
Raipur, Aug 03:
For the soon-approaching
festival of Rakshabandhan
this year on August 11,
women self-help group of
Bihaan in Kawardha district
have prepared beautiful
rakhis using paddy, rice,
wheat and gourd seeds. These
rakhis are being sold under
the
brand
name
of
‘Bhorbandhan’. Price of these
rakhis ranges from Rs 20 to Rs
40.
Seven different counters
have been put up in
Kabeerdham district to sell
Bhorbandhan rakhis. These
include Collectorate premise,
C-Mart and Janpad Panchayat
Headquarters of all the development blocks of the district.
Tremendous
sale
of
Bhorbandhan Rakhis have

 This year on
Rakshabandhan
 Sisters at Bihaan have
made Rakhis of
‘Bhorbandhan’ brand
 Rakhis of ’Borbandhan’
brand are available in
C-Mart and Collectorate

been reported on the very
first day itself. The members
of women self-help group of
Rajnawagaon told that their
group has worked twice as
hard in making rakhis.
In a very short span of time,
the group has made 800 hundred Rakhis in various
designs. Production will be
further increased based on
the market demand. Women
group of Kabeerdham district
has prepared 6 thousand

rakhis in a short span of time.
Collector
Mr.
Janmejay
Mahobe informed that as
many as 17 active self-help
groups have been associated
with the work of manufacturing Rakhis and they have also
been provided free market for
the sale. In this way, effective
work has been done in the
diretion of associating women
self-help groups with the economic development and
employment oriented activities of the government.
At present, more than 6
thousand 600 rakhis have
been prepared by these
groups under the brand name
of ‘Bhorbandhan’.
Based on the market
demand, the self-help groups
have been given the task of
preparing about 30 thousand
rakhis.



Vijender Singh will
compete with Eliasu Suley of
Ghana for the first time in
the professional boxing fight
being held in Raipur.

Raipur, Aug 03: The organising
board
of
Professional Boxing Fight
‘The Jungle Rumble’ had a
courtesy call on Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
at his residence office here
this evening. The organisers presented the first ticket to the Chief Minister
‘The Jungle Rumble’ professional boxing fight.
They informed the Chief
Minister that ‘The Jungle
Rumble’ professional boxing fight would be organ-

ised on August 17 at Balbir
Singh Juneja Indoor
Stadium, Raipur. In the
boxing fight, Olympic
medalist boxer Vijender
Singh will take on
Ghanaian boxer Eliasu
Suley. The Chief Minister

CM expresses
profound grief over
demise of Nalini Mishra

Nagpanchami celebrated
at Saraswati Shishu Mandir

Raipur, Aug 03: Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel has expressed
profound grief over the demise
of Smt. Nalini Mishra, mother
of Chief Justice of Andhra
Pradesh High Court and former
Chief Justice of Chhattisgarh
High Court, Justice Prashant
Kumar Mishra. Meanwhile,
Mishra passed away on
Tuesday night in Raigarh. She
was 85. Expressing his deepest
condolences to the bereaved
family members, the Chief
Minister has prayed for the
peace of the departed soul.
Meanwhile, Smt. Mishra
passed away on Tuesday night
in Raigarh. She was 85.
Expressing his deepest condolences to the bereaved family
members, the Chief Minister
has prayed for the peace of the
departed soul.

Kareli badi, Aug 03: On
Tuesday, Nagpanchami
was celebrated in the educational institutions of the
area with gaiety. In this
episode, worship was done
in Saraswati Shishu
Mandir Kareli Badi on
Nagpanchami by offering
wreaths, flowers, milk to a
photo of Snake God.
Kisun Yadav told the legend related to the snake
god. Principal
Nutan

thanked the organizers for
giving them the first ticket
while congratulating them
for the successful organization of the boxing fight.
Mr. Chinmay Tiwari and
Ms. Suman Tripathi were
present on the occasion.

Sahu narrated an anecdote
related to the snake deity.
He narrated the story related to Vasuki Nag and
the churning of the ocean,
wishing the children for a
happy life, also took a resolution. Students including Vijay Sahu, Kisun
Yadav, Hirmisha Sahu,
Dineshwari
Pal,
Bholeshwari Sonwani,
Dumesh Soni were present
on this occasion.
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Excess fluoride content found
in ground water samples
Hand pumps closed with immediate effect
Central Chronicle News
Konta, Aug 03: Collector
of Sukma district Harish
S. Water samples of 19
hand pumps and 01 nullah
were sent for testing from
village Regadgatta of
Konta block. Out of which
the results of some samples have been obtained.
In the test results, excessive amount of fluoride
has been found in 02 hand
pumps, which have been
closed by the administration with immediate effect. So that no villager
uses water from these
hand pumps.
SDM
Konta
Bansinghnetam said that
excessive amount of fluo-

ride was found in the hand
pump located near Mata
Mandir and the hand
pump installed near the
residence of Muchaki

Jogesh, which has been
switched off.
Excessive amount of
iron in 08 hand pump,
strict instructions to vil-
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Four injured, one dies as
vehicle turns turtle
While overtaking the Bolero vehicle near Gram Dongitarai

lagers not to use it for
drinking water In the investigation report, the
quantity of iron in 08
hand
pumps
of
Reggadatta was found to
be slightly higher than
normal.
The villagers have been
given strict instructions
not to use the water from
these hand pumps as
drinking water. The water
from these hand pumps
has been asked to be used
only for washing clothes,
washing utensils, and for
bathing.
Separate arrangements
are being made by the
Sukma district administration for the drinking
water of the villagers.

Central Chronicle News
Rajim, Aug 03: Four persons were injured and one
died when the Bolero vehicle was hit from the side
by speedily driven Swift
car crossing it near Gram
Dongitarai on RajimRaipur highway at 10:00 in
the morning on Tuesday.
After the accident, the
Bolero vehicle bounced
and turned turtle inside a
farm nearby.
Four in the Bolero have
got injured and a girl got
her hand fractured and one
is reported to be critical.
Whereas all those in Swift
car are reported safe and
the driver of the vehicle is

absconding. Injured were
taken to the hospital and
are undergoing treatment.
As per information in this
regard, in Bolero vehicle,
Rajim Bhaktin Mandir
Samiti former President
Dr Mahendra Sahu his
wife Yogeshwari Sahu
along with Dhakor Ram
Sau of Gram Beltukari;
Chaviram Sahu, Devika
Sahu and Girdhari were
going from Rajim to
Raipur for their work.
It was about 10 km away
from Navapara near Gram
Dongitarai that they met
with an accident. The impact of side hitting was so
high that the Bolero vehicle got tossed thrown off

and turned turtle in nearby farm. No sooner the police got the information,
Gobara-Navapara police
reached the site and injured were taken to PHC
Navapara. One DR Sahu in
the Bolero died on the spot,
as he suffered serious injured in his head, chest and
other parts of the body.
On hearing about this
incident, Sahu Samaj,
Rajim Bhaktin Mandir
samiti President Lala
Sahu, Pradesh Sahu Sangh
V-P Bhuneshwar Sahu,
Navapara Nagar President
Pardeshi Ram Sahu,
Shyam
Sahu,
Dr
Ramkumar Sahu, Dr Dilip
Sahu and other reached

Vaccination camp held in ACRC Kampa 74th DOLICM in Sambalpur Division

Central Chronicle News
Birkoni, Aug 03: Oneday vaccination camp
was
organised
at
Agriculture College and
Research
Centre
(ACRC)
Kampa

53 children
of JNV found
Corona positive
All are out of danger,
including staff
Mahasamund, Aug 03: A
total of 53 children and
staff
from
Jawahar
Navodaya
Vidyalaya
(JNV) in Gram Chindpali
of Sarapali district were
found to be corona positive
on Tuesday and they all
have been offered proper
medicine and are out of
danger. Collector Nilesh
Shirsagar has asked the
Principal of the school to
pay better attention to
health of all the children
and provide them with all
the medicines and facilities from doctors. The test
report of all children has
been found to be positive.
It is staying of large number of children together
and having food as well
jointly that so many children have been found to be
corona positive. CHMO informed that there is no
need to be in panic, as all
the children and staff of
JNV are out of danger and
those who are in good
health have been sent back
to their home.

Mahasamund under the
aegis of NSS.
On this occasion Dean
ACRC Dr Anurag, Prof.
Dr Navneet Rana, Dr
Sandeep Bhandarkar,
Dr PC Chourasia, Engg.
KKS Mahilang, Asst.

Librarian President Dr
Arti Jain, guest teachers, all staff of the
College, students and
Sarpanch
Kampa
Gajanand Sahu and
Panch
Humeshwar
Prajapati were present.

Sambalpur, Aug 03: 74th
Divisional official language implementation
c o m m i t t e e
meeting(DOLICM) was organised in Sambalpur
Division. On this occasion
Divisional
Railway
Manager,
Sambalpur,
Pradeep Kumar joined as
Chief Guest and reviewed
progress reports and suggested some ideas to increase the day to day work
in Hindi language.
On this occasion
Additional
Chief
Rajbhasa Adhikari cum
Addl. Divisional Railway
Manager,
Sambalpur,
Anand Singh briefly informed about the official
language activities conducted in the last quarter.
Sr.Divisional
Safety
Officer, Shibabrata Dhal
presented a power point

ganized
by
the
Department of Rajbhasha
and Environment were
awarded cash prizes and
certificates
by
the
Divisional
Railway

Final rites of monkey
Chaubebandha Sindhuri
performed with due respect
road becomes inaccessible By students of High School in Anwari

Central Chronicle News

Rajim,
Aug
03:
Chaubebandha Sindhuri
road adjacent to the city
has become inaccessible,
much to the annoyance of
the nearby residents and
commuters.
As per information installation of tap connections adjacent to the road
periphery has increased
the trouble, as due to lack of
drainage system, the water
accumulates and overflows
the road.
The monsoon season also
has added to the woes, as
potholes have formed in
many places in the road
leading to clogging and disruption of traffic movement.
The road has also famously become site of accidents and skidding of vehicles owing to the poor consition. If this situation continues, then major accidents cannot be ruled out.
It is worth mentioning
that people of dozens of villages including Sindhuri,
Baronda keep on coming

and going from morning
till evening and late night
and hundreds of people of
Dhamtari district visit
Gariaband district daily
through Chaubebandha
Bridge.
For the last 4 years, it is
going on that the state government will widen this

road and connect it to
National Highway No. 43
and villagers were told that
a survey has also been done
for this, but the survey is
yet to start.
The length of the
Chaubebandha to Sindhuri
road is about 2 km, this
road directly connects
Gariaband district with
Dhamtari district and the
roadway is getting narrower day by day, due to which
there is a big problem in
traffic movement too.
The demand for widening of the road has been
made by the passers-by to
PWD
Minister
Tamradhwaj Sahu and
MLA Amitesh Shukla. It
should be known that after
the Rajim Mela starts at the
new fair ground, the pressure on the road will increase rapidly.
After that, a traffic jamlike situation will be created on the roads. Therefore,
it is very necessary to
widen this roadway, has
been opined by many public representatives and the
common man alike.

Plan new livelihood activities in the RIPs: Collector
Central Chronicle News
Koriya, Aug 03: District
Collector
Kuldeep
Sharma took a review
meeting of Panchayat
and Rural Development
Department
in
the
Manthan meeting room
of District Panchayat
here, which was also attended
by
District
Panchayat CEO Kunal
Dudawat,
Janpad
Panchayat
CEO,
Executive
Engineer,
Rural
Engineering
Services Department and
officers and employees of
all concerned departments.
In
the
meeting,
Collector Sharma reviewed in detail the
Suraji village scheme
'Narva, Garwa, Ghurva
and Bari' and Godhan

presentation in Hindi language regarding Safety department's activities. In
this meeting, the winners
of essay competition and
painting competition or-

Nyay scheme and said
that the works of Narva
development should be
accelerated in the district, and he asked all
MNREGA POs to visit the
Narva site and make a
plan for construction of
structures useful in
Narva conservation, so

that the nearby farmers
get convenience in irrigation facilities.
While reviewing the
Godhan Nyay Yojana, he
inquired about the purchase of cow dung in
Gauthans from all CEO
Janpad Panchayat, and
said that regular pur-

chases should be made in
active Gauthans every
day. In this sequence,
while reviewing the purchase of cow urine started in two Gauthans of the
district from Hareli festival, the Collector said
that special attention
should be paid to it as per
the intention of the government.
Make a plan for the
manufacture and sale of
Jeevamrut
and
Brahmastra produced
from cow urine under
Rural Industrial Parks
(RIPs), he said addressing
the officials. He also instructed the Deputy
Director
Livestock
D e v e l o p m e n t
Department to plant
Napier grass in Gauthans
by making best arrangements for the pastures.

Central Chronicle News
Anwari, Aug 03: In an
accidental death of a
monkey on Monday, his
final rites were performed by the School students as per rituals. It is
notable here that a monkey was injured by dogs
in High School near
Gram Bhaisbod and he
died later.
Treating the Monkey
as symbol of Lord Shri
Hanuman, the students
of the School and local
people performed the
final rites as per traditions. The body of the
monkey was washed and
was decorated with new
clothes and then rituals

were performed near
Lord Shri Hanuman's
temple. On this occasion
villagers- Dilip Sahu,
Kumbhkaran
Sahu,
Dasaru
Yadav,
Tameshwar
Sahu,
Vidyarthi Naresh Baghel,
Lokesh, Ishwar, Pankaj,
Vijay, Nikhil Kumar,
Kaushal Tarak, Vikas,
Rahul Yadav and others
were present.

Manager. All officers of
the division participated
in the meeting and Deepak
Parshrampuria,
Rajbhasa Adhikari coordinated the function.

the site and took information about the accident and
offered help to those injured.
As per reports Dr
Mahendra Sahu with family was going from Rajim
to Raipur when a speedily
driver Swift car came
from behind and while
crossing the Bolero got unbalanced and due to side
hit, the Bolero got tossed
from the road and fell inside a farm nearby.
The Swift vehicle also
entered the other side of
the road, but did not
turned turtle. The police
has registered a case and
is in search of the driver
of Swift vehicle.

Shivling established
on occasion of
'Sawan Somwar'

Nand ini-Ahirwara, Aug 03:
The members of Kaushalya
Manas Mandli (KMM) of
NandiniAhirwara
Township
established
'Shivling' on occasion of
'Sawan Somwar' in ward
No. 10 and prior to it they
took out a massive 'Kalash
yatra' and after which the
'Kalash' was put above the
Lord Shiva's temple following all rituals. On Tuesday
the
programme
of
'Mahaprasadi' was also organised.

BRIEF
Ambedkar’s
statue
Bhadohi (UP): A statue of BR Ambedkar
was defiled in Deegh
village of the district,
police said on
Wednesday. A local
identified as Pawan
informed police about
the matter on Tuesday
following which a police team reached the
spot and got the 1.5feet tall statue, which
had fallen on the
ground, reinstalled,
Superintendent of
Police Anil Kumar
said. An FIR has been
registered under IPC
section 295 (injuring
or defiling place of
worship with intent to
insult the religion of
any class) and probe is
on in the matter.

Life term
Mathura (UP): Four
people have been sentenced to rigorous life
imprisonment by a
court here for brutally
killing a 17-year old
boy in 2007.
Additional District
and Sessions Judge
(first) Harendra
Prasad also imposed a
fine of Rs 10,000 each
on the convicts
Anoop, Sanjay, Samay
Singh and Vijay. While
the victim Ashish’s
head was found in
Patlauni village on
February 22, 2007, his
body was found in
Yaunni village the
next day in a well,
Assistant district government counsel,
Raju Singh said.

Red alert
Thiruvananthapuram

/Pathanamthitta:
Red alert was declared in three districts of Kerala and
Orange alert in 8 by
the India
Meteorological
Department (IMD) on
Wednesday as heavy
rains continued to
pound various parts
of the state. Red alert
was declared in the
districts of Kottayam,
Idukki and
Ernakulam for the
day and Orange alert
in the remaining districts barring
Thiruvananthapuram,
Kollam and Kasargod,
according to an IMD
district rainfall forecast issued for Kerala
at 10 AM.

Bangaluru, Aug, 03:
Amid signs of rumbling
within, Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday
night urged the party's
Karnataka unit leaders to
work unitedly for the 2023
assembly polls and not
speak out publicly on leadership and internal matters.
The former
Congress president attended the Karnataka unit's political affairs committee
meeting, where discussions were held on organi-

sational matters and
preparations for the upcoming assembly polls.
Gandhi's call for unity
comes amid a game of political one-upmanship between two leaders legislature
party
leader
Siddaramaiah and state
president D K Shivakumar
over the chief minister's
post in the event of the
party coming to power in
the state. "The committee
discussed party organisation and policy matters.
The meeting also dis-

2015 killing of activist Govind
Pansare to Maha ATS from CID
HC transfers probe into
Mumbai, Aug 03 (PTI):
Over seven years after
the killing of activist
Govind Pansare, the
Bombay High Court on
Wednesday transferred
the probe into the case to
the Maharashtra's AntiTerrorism Squad (ATS).
A Special Investigation
Team (SIT) of
the
Maharashtra Criminal
Investigation Department
(CID) was investigating
the case till now. A division bench of Justices
Revati Mohite Dere and
Sharmila Deshmukh said
it was allowing the application filed by Pansare's
family members and
transferring the probe to
the ATS. The SIT was constituted in 2015 following a
Bombay High Court order

passed on a plea filed by
Pansare's family members
seeking such a special
team. Pansare was shot at
on February 16, 2015 in
Kolhapur and succumbed
to his injuries a few days
later on February 20. The
CID was probing the case
and had arrested a few
people. The activist's family members last month
filed an application in the
high court seeking for the
probe to be transferred to
the ATS claiming that the
SIT has not been able to
make a breakthrough in
the case yet.Senior counsel Ashok Mundargi, appearing for the SIT, told
the court that it does not
have any objection if the
probe is transferred to the
ATS, as that too is a state
government agency.

cussed preparations for the
2023 assembly polls.....PAC
will meet frequently and
take collective decisions in
the interest of the party.
Rahul Gandhi appealed to
leaders of the party to go
aggressively and unitedly
against the misrule of the
BJP in Karnataka and at
the Centre," AICC general
secretary K C Venugopal
said.
Speaking to reporters in
Hubballi after the meeting,
he said Gandhi urged party
leaders to work to instal a
people-centric Congress
government in Karnataka.
"The entire leadership of
Karnataka will join hands
together
and
win
Karnataka in the 2023
polls.....unknowingly or
knowingly some statements are made here and
there before the media.
Don't fall for that trap,
party leaders should not
speak in different voices
inside or outside," he
added.

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):
V i g i l a n c e
Commissioner Suresh N
Patel was on Wednesday
appointed as the Central
Vigilance Commissioner, a
year after the post fell vacant.
Patel, who has been
working as the acting
Central
Vigilance
Commissioner
(CVC)
since June this year, was
sworn in as the chief of
the probity watchdog
Central
Vigilance
Commission by President
Droupadi Murmu at
Rashtrapati Bhavan here.
Press Trust of India
(PTI) had last month reported that Patel's appointment as the CVC was
cleared by a selection committee headed by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.

TIRANGA BIKE RALLY

Gang raped
Ballia (UP): An 18year-old woman was
allegedly raped by
four people when she
had stepped out to
ease herself in a village in Uttar
Pradesh’s Ballia district, police said on
Wednesday. The
woman in her police
complaint alleged that
the incident took place
on July 30. The accused, aged between
25 and 35 years, and
the woman are from
the same village under
Nagra police station
limits, they said.

Union Minister Smriti Irani with Union Minister of State For Health Bharti Pawar arrive
at the India Gate during the ‘Tiranga Bike Rally' for the MPs of all parties, in New
Delhi, Wednesday. The rally was flagged off by Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu at
the Red Fort and culminated at the India Gate.

Herstory: Poetry with Different Notes

 Book Review
by Hriday G Sarat

O

ne reason why we read is
so that we can learn about
the worlds of others. In doing so
perhaps we forget that even to
write- demands the perceptiveness to appreciate the worlds of
others. Or in other words empathy shapes our worldview as
both readers and writers.
‘Herstory’ a poignant new collection of poems by Neha
Bansal, a career civil servant
aims to throw a fresh perspective on the lives of the others.
When I say others- I mean we all
know the stories of Bheem,
Arjun, Ram, Lakshman and
Ravan but have we ever bothered to think of the lives of
Hidimba, Draupadi, Urmila,
Mandodari or Meenakshi?
Perhaps not. Bansal’s work aims
to rectify and redress this injustice and bring these women’
stories or ‘Herstory’ into the
panoply of a modern vibrant lit-

People along with their motorcycles ride a boat to cross the flooded Ganga river after removal of the Pipa bridge,
that connects Kachchi Dargah to Raghopur Diara, in Patna, Wednesday.

Suresh N Patel appointed
Flood tourism? It's a thing
Central Vigilance Commissioner and Kerala warns against it

Seven killed
Dhar/Satna (MP):
Seven persons were
killed and as many
others injured in two
road accidents in
Dhar and Satna districts of Madhya
Pradesh, officials said
on Wednesday. Both
the accidents took
place on Tuesday, they
said. Four persons
were killed when the
motorcycle they were
riding on collided
with a car near Dehri
village, around 90
kms from Dhar district headquarters,
under Bag police station limits on
Tuesday night, Sub
Divisional Officer of
Police (SDOP) Dilip
Singh Bilwal said.

FLOODED GANGA

Rahul attends key Cong meet in Karnataka,
urges leaders to fight 2023 polls unitedly

At a ceremony held
today at 1000 hrs at
Rashtrapati Bhavan, Shri
Suresh N Patel, was sworn
in as the Central Vigilance
Commissioner. He made
and subscribed the oath of
his office before the
President, a communique
issued by the Rashtrapati
Bhavan on Wednesday
said. The ceremony was
also attended by the prime
minister
and
Vice
President M Venkaiah
Naidu. Patel, former man-

Uddhav's Thane
leader held for rape
Mumbai: Mumbai Police has
registered an FIR against Shiv
Sena's new Thane district chief
Kedar Dighe and his friend
Rohit Kapoor for alleged criminal intimidation and rape.
The N M Joshi Marg police in
Mumbai registered a case
under section 506 of the Indian
Penal Code (criminal intimidation) against Dighe. A case was
also filed under section 376
(rape) of the Indian Penal Code
against Kapoor, who police
said is a friend of Dighe.
Kedar Dighe is nephew of
the Shiv Sena leader Anand
Dighe who passed away in
August 2001.
On July 31, Kedar Dighe was
appointed by Shiv Sena president Uddhav Thackeray as the
new Thane district chief of the
party.
"An FIR has been registered
against Thane Shiv Sena president Kedar Dighe, who is also
the nephew of late Shiv Sena
leader Anand Dighe and his
friend Rohit Kapoor.

aging director and chief
executive
officer
of
Andhra Bank, was in
April 2020 appointed as the
vigilance commissioner.
Former
Indian
Administrative Service
(IAS) officer Sanjay
Kothari had completed his
term as the CVC on June
24 last year.
The Central Vigilance
Commission is headed by
a central vigilance commissioner and it can have
two vigilance commissioners.
At present, there is no
vigilance commissioner
working
in
the
Commission.
A three-member selection panel headed by the
prime minister had met in
July to decide on the CVC
and vigilance commissioners.

Thiruvananthapuram,
Aug, 03: As rains continued in Kerala, state
Revenue Minister K Rajan
on Wednesday said that
people should strictly
avoid going to areas
which are inundated or
flooded as part of a growing trend of "flood
tourism" and warned that
police would be used to remove such persons.
Rajan said there is a
growing trend among people to visit areas which
are flooded and try to
enter the waters there or
catch fish and the same
should be avoided as it
creates an additional burden on the authorities carrying out relief and rescue operations.
He gave the example of
an elephant being stranded for hours in the

Chalakudy river on
Tuesday morning, news
reports of which led to a
large number of people
arriving at that place and
creating a problem for the
local authorities.
"Such activities in
flooded areas would not
be permitted at all and if
necessary, police assistance would be sought to
remove such persons," he
said. On evacuating people from disaster prone
areas, he said that according to guidelines in the
Orange book such people
have to be mandatorily relocated.
Rajan said that the state
government has taken all
necessary steps, like setting up relief camps, so
that there is no loss of life
and people can comfortably wait out the rains.

India can become vishwa guru by 2047: Shah

New delhi, Aug 03:
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah said that if
the countrymen fulfil resolutions for the development of the country in
the next 25 years, India
will become a Vishwa
guru. "How will India be
in 2047? How will it be in
every field? How will it be
in the field of education,
health, and development?
This year is the year to
make India better in

every field. If we work on
these core sectors and fulfill its goals in the next 25
years, then after 25 years,
India will become Vishwa
Guru," Union Home
Minister Amit Shah said
while addressing an
event in the national capital.
Urging every citizen to
hoist the national flag at
their houses during 'Har
Ghar Tiranga' campaign
(August 13 to 15), Amit
Shah on Tuesday said the

PROTEST

About the Author

programme gives a message to the world about
the determination of the
people of India for the
prosperity of the nation.
He said the call for flag
hoisting at each household under Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav (AKAM)
is also to tell the younger
generation about the sacrifices made by the freedom fighters during the
90-year-long struggle and
inculcate a feeling of patriotism among them.

Eknath Shinde
govt issued 751 GRs
in one month

A student of English literature, Neha Bansal is a literature buff
and has had the good fortune to teach literature to both undergraduate and postgraduate classes until she joined the civil
services. An officer of the 2010 batch of the Indian
Administrative Service, Bansal is a Commissioner of Food
Safety in the Government of NCT of Delhi. Her interest lies in
reading literature, history, mythology, and travel writing.
erary canon. One thing that jars
about ‘Herstory’ is that there are
broadly three themes to
Bansal’s work- ‘poems reinterpreting’ mythology, poems of
experience and observation and
poems of introspection. While
all three contribute to the rich
tapestry she weaves for us,
interspersing the poems dulls
the impact of each thematic
unit. The anthology would have
been better served with a bit of
sequestration of themes. There
are echoes of Ezekiel in
Arranged Marriage: The ‘old
fashioned way’ and the
Modernists like Eliot and Auden
throughout. Largely written in

free verse the poems are not
without stylistic ornamentation
or lack of scansion as the poet
makes clever use of rhythm and
rhyme to sharp effect. Another
aspect which stood out very distinctly was her use of colorful
imagery and words for colours
which left a vibrant image in the
mind. I can recall at least five
different shades of blue mentioned each with its relevant
iconography. Her work makes us
pause after each poem of
‘Herstory’ and introspect on our
own biases and prejudices and
hopefully makes us wiser in our
own treatment of the other half
of humanity (not just women).

Aam Aadmi Party workers stage a protest against the Union government over
imposition of 12 percent GST on 'Sarais', in Amritsar, Wednesday.

Mumbai: The Maharashtra government has issued 751 government resolutions (GRs) ever
since Eknath Shinde took over
as chief minister on June 30,
and over a hundred of these
orders are related to the health
department alone. These resolutions are uploaded on the government's official website. A GR
is essentially an approval order
sanctioning release of funds for
development related works. In
June this year, soon after a
rebellion broke out in the then
ruling Shiv Sena, the Maha
Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government headed by Sena president
Uddhav Thackeray had issued
182 GRs in just four days.
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EXPLAINER: Why Pelosi went to Taiwan, and why China’s angry
Washington, Aug 03 (AP):

When House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi flew into
Taiwan on an Air Force
passenger jet Tuesday, she
became the highest-ranking American official in 25
years to visit the self-ruled
island. China announced
military maneuvers in retaliation,
even
as
Taiwanese officials welcomed her and she headed
to her hotel.
The reason her visit
ratcheted up tension between China and the
United States: China
claims Taiwan as part of
its territory, and it views
visits by foreign government officials as them
recognising the island’s
sovereignty.
President Joe Biden has
sought to calm that complaint, insisting there’s no
change in America’s longstanding “one-China policy,” which recognises
Beijing but allows informal relations and defence
ties with Taipei.
Pelosi portrays her
high-profile trip as part of

a US obligation to stand
with democracies against
autocratic countries, and
with democratic Taiwan
against China.
A look at some of the issues at play:
WHY DID PELOSI GO
TO TAIWAN?
Pelosi has made a mission over decades of showing support for embattled
democracy movements.
Those include a trip in
1991
to
Tiananmen
Square, where she and
other lawmakers unrolled
a small banner supporting
democracy, as frowning
Chinese security officers
tried to shut them down.
Chinese
forces
had
crushed a homegrown
democracy movement at
the same spot two years
earlier.
The speaker is framing
her Taiwan trip as part of
a broader mission at a
time when “the world
faces a choice between autocracy and democracy.”
She led a congressional
delegation
to
the
Ukrainian capital of Kyiv
in the spring, and her lat-

est effort serves as a capstone to her years of promoting democracy abroad.
“We must stand by
Taiwan,” she said in an
opinion piece published by
The Washington Post on
her arrival in Taiwan. She
cited the commitment that
the US made to a democratic Taiwan under a 1979
law.
“It is essential that
America and our allies
make clear that we never
give in to autocrats,” she
wrote.
WHAT IS THE US
STAND ON TAIWAN?
The Biden administration, and Pelosi, say the
United States remains
committed to its “oneChina policy.”
Taiwan and mainland
China split during a civil
war in 1949. But China
claims the island as its
own territory and has not
ruled out using military
force to take it.
China has been increasing both diplomatic and
military pressure in recent years. It cut off all
contact with Taiwan’s gov-

Taiwan’s Foreign Minister Joseph Wu, left, gestures while
speaking with U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi as she
prepares to leave Taipei, Taiwan, Wednesday.
ernment in 2016 after
President Tsai Ing-wen refused to endorse its claim
that the island and mainland together make up a
single Chinese nation,
with Communist Beijing
the sole legitimate government.
Beijing sees official
American contact with
Taiwan as encouragement

to make the island’s
decades-old de facto independence permanent, a
step US leaders say they
don’t support.
HOW IS THE CHINESE
MILITARY HANDLING
THE TENSION-RAISING TRIP?
Soon after Pelosi’s arrival, China announced a
series of military opera-

tions and drills, which followed its promises of “resolute and strong measures” if Pelosi went
through with her visit.
China’s
People’s
Liberation Army said the
maneuvers would take
place in the waters and
skies near Taiwan and include the firing of longrange ammunition in the
Taiwan Strait.
China’s official Xinhua
News said the army
planned to conduct livefire drills from Thursday
to Sunday across multiple
locations. An image released by the news agency
indicated that the drills
were to take place in six
different areas in the waters surrounding Taiwan.
Taiwan’s
Defence
Ministry
said
early
Wednesday that China had
sent 21 planes flying toward Taiwan, 18 of them
fighter jets. The rest included an early warning
plane and an electronic
warfare plane.
HOW HAS THE
UNITED STATES
RESPONDED?

While Biden has expressed some wariness
about Pelosi’s trip, the administration has not openly opposed it and said it is
up to Pelosi to decide
whether to go.
Ahead of Pelosi’s visit,
the American military increased its movements in
the Indo-Pacific region.
The aircraft carrier USS
Ronald Reagan and its
strike group were in the
Philippine Sea on Monday,
according to officials who
spoke on condition of
anonymity to discuss military operations.
The Reagan, the cruiser
USS Antietam and the destroyer USS Higgins left
Singapore after a port visit
and moved north toward
their home port in Japan.
The carrier has an array
of aircraft, including F/A18 fighter jets and helicopters, as well as sophisticated radar systems and
other weapons.
IS ARMED
CONFLICT A RISK?
Chinese President Xi
Jinping and Biden both
have made clear they don’t

want that. In a call with
Biden last week, Xi
echoed a theme of
Biden’s their countries
should cooperate on
areas where they can.
The biggest risk is likely an accident if China
tries the kind of provocative maneuver it’s increasingly been executing with other militaries
around the South China
Sea. Those include close
fly-bys of other aircraft
or confronting vessels at
sea.
However,
when
it
comes to the United
States, with the world’s
strongest military, “despite a chorus of nationalistic rhetoric, China
will be careful not to
stumble into a conflict
with colossal damages on
all fronts,” said Yu Lie, a
senior research fellow at
the Chatham House think
tank. For China, the best
approach is patience and
time, Jie said building toward the day when its
economy and military
could be too big for the
US to challenge.

We come in friendship: Nancy Pelosi on Taiwan visit
UN nuclear chief:
Ukraine nuclear plant is ‘out of control’
Taiwan, Aug 03:

There is a paradoxical situation in which the plant is
controlled by Russia, but
its Ukrainian staff continues to run its nuclear operations, leading to inevitable moments of friction and alleged violence,
he said. While the IAEA
has some contacts with
staff, they are faulty and
patchy, he said. Grossi said
the supply chain of equipment and spare parts has
been interrupted, so we
are not sure the plant is
getting all it needs. The
IAEA also needs to perform very important inspections to ensure that
nuclear material is being
safeguarded, and there is a
lot of nuclear material
there to be inspected, he

said. When you put this together, you have a catalog
of things that should never
be happening in any nuclear facility, Grossi said.
And this is why I have been
insisting from day one that
we have to be able to go
there to perform this safety and security evaluation,
to do the repairs and to assist as we already did in
Chernobyl. The Russian
capture of Zaporizhzhya
renewed fears that the
largest of Ukraine’s 15 nuclear reactors could be
damaged, setting off another emergency like the
1986 Chernobyl accident,
the world’s worst nuclear
disaster, which happened
about 110 km (65 miles)
north of the capital Kyiv.

The UN nuclear chief
warned that Europe’s
largest nuclear power
plant in Ukraine is completely out of control and
issued an urgent plea to
Russia and Ukraine to
quickly allow experts to
visit the sprawling complex to stabilise the situation and avoid a nuclear
accident. Rafael Grossi, director general of the
International
Atomic
Energy Agency, said in an
interview Tuesday with
The Associated Press that
the situation is getting
more perilous every day at
the Zaporizhzhya plant in
the southeastern city of
Enerhodar, which Russian

troops seized in early
March, soon after their
Feb 24 invasion of
Ukraine. Every principle
of nuclear safety has been
violated at the plant, he
said. What is at stake is extremely serious and extremely grave and dangerous. Grossi cited many violations of the plant’s safety,
adding that it is in a place
where active war is ongoing, near Russian-controlled territory.
The physical integrity of
the plant hasn’t been respected, he said, citing
shelling at the beginning of
the war when it was taken
over and continuing information from Ukraine and
Russia accusing each other
of attacks at Zaporizhzhya.

Russia repeats
Putin’s new
message against a
nuclear war

Wickremesinghe thanks India for providing
‘a breath of life’ to crisis-hit island nation

United Nations, Aug 03
(AP): A Russian official
has
twice
repeated
President
Vladimir
Putin’s new message that
a nuclear war cannot be
won and must never be
fought, apparently trying
to roll back on Putin’s
warning after the Ukraine
invasion that Russia is a
potent” nuclear power and
any attempt to interfere
would lead to consequences you have never
seen.
Putin’s comment then
dramatically escalated
global tensions, which
rose even further days
later when he ordered
Russian nuclear forces put
on high alert.

President
Ranil
Wickremesinghe
on
Wednesday thanked India
and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for giving
Sri Lanka “a breath of
life” by providing timely
economic assistance to his
country as it faced the
worst economic crisis in
decades.
P r e s i d e n t
Wickremesinghe made the
remarks while addressing
a ceremonial sitting of
Parliament which reconvened on Wednesday after
a seven-day adjournment.
“I wish to specially mention the assistance provided by India, our closest

United Nations, Aug 03 (AP):

Colombo, Aug 03 (PTI):

neighbour, in our efforts of
economic revitalisation,
he said.
“The government of
India under the leadership
of Prime Minister Modi
has given us a breath of
life. On behalf of my people and that of my own, I
convey our gratitude to
Prime Minister Modi, the
Government and people of
India,” Wickremesinghe
added.
Last week, Modi congratulated
President
Wickremesinghe and said
that India will continue to
be supportive of the quest
of the people of the island
nation for stability and
economic
recovery,
through established demo-

cratic means. The new Sri
Lankan government faces
the task of leading the
country out of its economic collapse and restoring
order after months of
mass protests that forced
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa to flee the country and resign.
The Indian government
assistance to Sri Lanka
has reached almost USD 4
billion since January this
year.
Sri Lanka needs about
USD 5 billion in the next
six months to cover basic
necessities for its 22 million people, who have been
struggling with long
queues, worsening shortages and power cuts.

RISHI SUNAK IN A CAMPAIGN

Rishi Sunak gestures as he speaks during an event of his campaign to be leader of the Conservative Party and the
next Prime Minister, in Ludlow, Britain, Wednesday.

United States House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi on
Wednesday said that she
came to Taiwan as she
seeks “peace for the region” after her visit irked
China.
“We come in friendship
to Taiwan, we come in
peace for the region,”
Pelosi said during the
meeting with Tsai Chichang, the deputy speaker of Taiwan’s parliament.
Despite China’s warning, US House Speaker
arrived in Taipei on
Tuesday night and said
that this trip in no way
contradicts longstanding
United States policy on
the self-governed island.
During the press conference, over the US-

Pelosi visit: China
bans imports
of Taiwanese food

Taiwan economic cooperation, Pelosi said that her
new US legislation aimed
at strengthening the
American chip industry
in Taiwan which will
compete with China.
“Now we look forward
to our conversation
about how we can work
together to save the planet from the climate crisis.
We thank you for your
leadership and we want
the world to recognise it.
Our visit was about
human rights, unfair
trade practices, security
issues,” she added.
Pelosi further said that
she is here to listen and
learn from Taiwanese
people as to how can they
come together.
“We congratulate you
on successfully addressing the issue of Covid

which is also an issue of
health, economy, security
and governance,” US
House Speaker said.
Taking to Twitter,
upon her arrival, Pelosi
said, “Our Congressional
delegation’s visit to
Taiwan
honours
America’s unwavering
commitment to supporting Taiwan’s vibrant
Democracy.”
“Our visit is part of
our broader trip to the
Indo-Pacific — including
Singapore,
Malaysia,
South Korea and Japan
— focused on mutual security, economic partnership and democratic governance. Our discussions
with Taiwan leadership
will focus on reaffirming
our support for our partner and on promoting
our shared interests, in-

cluding advancing a free
and open Indo-Pacific region,” she added.
Pelosi also expressed
the US solidarity with 23
million people of Taiwan
in the face of the increasing threat from China.
“Our visit is one of
several Congressional
delegations to Taiwan and it in no way contradicts
longstanding
United States policy,
guided by the Taiwan
Relations Act of 1979, USChina
Joint
Communiques and the
Six Assurances. The
United States continues
to oppose unilateral efforts to change the status
quo,” she added.
Pelosi’s plane touched
down in Taiwan amid a
heightened
security
threat from China.

TOP LEADERS MEET

Chronicle
Unlocking trade potential
through Chabahar Port

I

ndia is increasingly looking at unlocking the trade potential
of the erstwhile dormant Chabahar Port in Iran to ensure
higher trade engagement in Central Asian countries. This is evident from the fast-tracked deliberations on the International
North South Transport Corridor (INSTC). Once India starts exploring this route for trade, it will be able to rationalise its logistical
cost, interms of money and time, helping build an economical,
faster, and shorter route between the two regions. With this objective in mind, Union Shipping Minister Sarbananda Sonowal has requested diplomats from Central Asian countries to take this message ahead and make the business community aware about the
opportunity and potential that this route may unlock. He made the
plea on the occasion of Chabahar Day, which saw renewed interest from stakeholders amid the Russia-Ukraine conflict, as
India looks to seize the bilateral trade opportunity with Russia
and Central Asia. The meeting was attended by diplomats from
Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Kazakhstan. In fact, there is a need for bilateral engagement on
trade. A problem on that route is bottlenecks for inbound cargo
due to lack of consistent supply of goods from the region. Against
this backdrop, a thorough commodity-wise discussion took place
during the deliberations at the meeting with diplomats, and there’s
a clear consensus to revive the INSTC and the Chabahar Port.
Recently, India and Uzbekistan agreed on a pilot container
cargo movement from Tashkent to Navi Mumbai, as an in-principle commitment to boost business through the free trade route. In
2018, Chabahar Port was acquired by India Ports Global through
its subsidiary India Ports Global Chabahar Free Zone (IPGCFZ).
The shipping ministry, from its deliberations, is hopeful of the possibility of a trans-Caspian multi-modal transit corridor between
Central Asia and South Asian nations in the future. The route was
identified as an alternative to the European route via the Suez
Canal, which takes significantly longer. India supports the corridor to reduce transit cost and time. Europe-bound shipments that
take 45-60 days to reach Europe, via Suez Canal, can be delivered
in 23 days using INSTC. The corridor will improve India’s economic
engagement with gulf countries like Iran and Iraq. India has also
been pushing for boosting regional connectivity. It is already
working with Iran to develop the Chabahar port. India has proposed to include the port in the framework of the INSTC. At a
connectivity conference inTashkent last year, External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar projected the Chabahar Port as a key regional transit hub including Afghanistan. Also, the route may help
India in fulfilling its energy needs. The improved connectivity
along with RBI's latest rupee settlement announcement may help
the country import oil from Iran. Once a leading importer of
Iranian oil, India stopped buying the commodity after the USA
imposed sanctions on Iran in 2018.The INSTC is a 7,200-kilometre-long corridor, conceptualised with the aim of optimising trade
potential between India and Russia, Eurasian, and central Asian
economies, which reportedly has an eightfold potential for increase. The INSTC transportation network offers the shortest connectivity route to its member states. It was established on
September 12, 2000, by Iran, Russia and India. The corridor encompasses sea, road and rail routes.The main purpose of the corridor was to reduce carriage costs and transit time between India
and Russia. The transit time is expected to reduce to almost half,
once the corridor becomes fully functional.

Beijing, Aug 03:
Furious over the US
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi’s high-profile visit
to Taipei, the first by a top
American official in 25
years,
China
on
Wednesday announced
punitive measures on outfits seeking “Taiwan independence”, banned imports of some Taiwanese
food products and suspended the export of natural sand.
China, which claims
Taiwan as its territory
and opposes any engagement by Taiwanese officials with foreign governments, announced a series of military exercises
around the self-ruled island on Tuesday night
after Pelosi landed in the
Taiwanese
capital,
Taipei.
By allowing the 82year-old top Democrat to
visit Taipei, China accuses the US of violating the
‘One China’ policy under
which Beijing regards
Taiwan as part of the
Chinese mainland.

The United States and
Indonesian militaries began
annual joint combat exercises
Wednesday on Indonesia’s
Sumatra island, joined for the
first time by participants from
other partner nations, signalling stronger ties amid
growing maritime activity by
China in the Indo-Pacific
region. More than 5,000 soldiers from the US, Indonesia,
Australia, Japan and Singapore
were participating in this year’s
exercises, making them the
largest since the drills were
established in 2009. The exercises are designed to strengthen interoperability, capability,
trust and cooperation in support of a free and open IndoPacific, the US Embassy in

Jakarta said in a statement. It’s
a symbol of the US-Indonesia
bond and the growing relationship between land forces in
this consequential region, Gen
Charles Flynn, Commanding
General of US Army Pacific,
said in the statement. Because
land forces are the glue that
binds the region’s security
architecture together.
Flynn
and
Indonesia’s
Military Chief Gen Andika
Perkasa opened the joint drills
with
a
ceremony
on
Wednesday
morning
in
Baturaja, a coastal town in
South Sumatra province. The

exercises will last until Aug 14,
encompassing army, navy, air
force and marine drills. The
planned
two-week
drills
opened after China’s Defence
Ministry said Tuesday night it
would conduct a series of targeted military operations to
safeguard national sovereignty
in response to US House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s visit to
self-governed Taiwan, which
China claims as part of its territory to be annexed by force if
necessary. China has also been
increasingly assertive over its
claim to virtually the entire
South China Sea.

Freebies hurt you
more in long run
Brij Bhardwaj

P

olitics of freebies to attract voters has been played by political
parties in India for a long time. To start with it was started by offering liquor and food before voting day. Some changed it to distribution of cash. The Election Commission made it difficult by putting in
place effective measures to check it and seized a lot of cash from political agents. Not to be deterred , political parties started distributing
pressure cookers and other goodies including lap tops and mobile
phones. The Aam Aadmi Party took it a step further, as instead of distributing goodies before the polls it started promising favours to be
given after elections. It included free power and water for small consumers, free bus travel for women and allowance for unemployed.
Question that arises is how will it help. As the current financial position
of States is far from healthy. Majority of them have huge deficit and
are unable to pay for power supplied and consumed or water to
Electricity boards and other undertakings providing services to them.
If States run deficits at some stage it will be passed on to Centre, If all
act irresponsibly and start running deficits and are unable to manage
within the income generated, there will be no option to but to print
more money which will lead to inflation and currency will come under
pressure and start losing value in international markets. This is not
imagination as we have witnessed it in our neighbourhood in Sri
Lanka. A stage will come where deficit between our exports and imports will become so large that we would have no foreign exchange to
buy essential items like crude oil and medicines. Inflation will also
make prices of essential items so high that forget the poor, even middle class will not be able to buy them. The prudent policy is that we
should balance our income and expenditure and also our exports and
imports. This is essential for a healthy economy. Political parties need
to observe restraint while making election promises. If they act irresponsibly they will have to pay a price in future as they will not be able
to fulfil promises and voters will punish them when they go to them
during next polls. Political promises have to be realistic and in the
process politicians should not lose the plot. Recently Aam Aadmi Party
has taken the lead in making offers like free power, water and free
travel for some. It plans to add benefits like unemployment allowance
and good education without charging. It does not explain from where
funds will come. It could be done to a some extent in Union Territory
which is a surplus budget state. It does not explain how it will do it in
Punjab where there is huge debt. In addition, it is spending huge sums
on advertising not only in Delhi but also in States where it hopes to do
well. Delhi advertising budget is more than budget of many large
states. The best example was money spent on advertisement scheme
to convert agriculture waste into manure. While farmers got few lakhs
as subsidy for implementing it ,over hundred crores were spent on
publicising it. Delhi Government alone is not guilty of wasting funds on
publicity and advertising but many states are advertising on electronic
channels. What we need is schemes for unemployed in freebies. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has warned against culture of freebies and
there is urgent need to check the same. Any freebies may look attractive to start with but you pay for it when indirect taxes are levied to
make up for deficit. India needs productive schemes to make Indian
economy strong and not freebies.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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US, Indonesia hold joint military
drills amid China concerns
Jakarta, Aug 03 (AP):

✍

C E N T R A L

President Droupadi Murmu, Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu and Prime Minister Narendra Modi with the newly sworn-in
Central Vigilance Commissioner Suresh N. Patel, at the Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi, Wednesday.

BHEEM – Breastfeeding to Harness,
Evolve, Encourage the Motherhood
DR ASHWINI SIRAPANASETTY KARACHE

“A new-born has only three demands; they are Warmth in
the arms of its mother, Food
from her Breasts and security
in the knowledge of her presence. Breastfeeding satisfies
all three. –Dr Grantly”

A

s the world celebrates its
International Breast-feeding
Week from 01 August 2022 to 07
August 2022 with the theme for the
year 2022 is “Step Up For
Breastfeeding: Educate and Support”.
As per World Health Organization
(WHO)
&
United
Nations
International Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF) which states that
“India, China, Nigeria, Mexico &
Indonesia alone are responsible for
more than 2,36,000 children deaths
each year due to inadequate breastfeeding”. The development of young
children is nowadays recognized as a
nation’s concern and gained wide
prominence across the world. Early
childhood development spanning
from birth to the age of 6 years is the
period that sees the most rapid
growth & development of the entire
human lifespan. It is during this period, that the foundation of cognitive,
physical, socio-emotional development, language & personalities are
laid. Diarrhoea & Pneumonia are two
major causes of death in infants
which can be prevented by breastfeeding. It is not only to protect the
infants but it also reduces the risk of
deaths in Indian women as breast &
ovarian cancers are one of the leading causes for mortality in mothers.

Why not Breastfeeding Publically? A
Thought Provoking Question!
According to Neuroscientist,
Advocate for Global Harmony & Peace
– Abhijit Kaskar, “It is True that breasts
can induce sexual tension in Men, but
truer than that is the fact, that breasts
are the Primary & healthiest source of
nutrition for the infants, so, if men
can’t use their higher mental faculty of
self-restraint at the sight of breastfeeding at Public Places, then it’s not
the women who need to change their
breastfeeding Place, it’s the men who
need to work on their character.”
In the Rapid Developing Country
like India, where women from higher
sections of Society do not prefer to
openly breastfeed in public areas due
to social stigma and patriarchal
norms. In Contrast, the women from
middle and lower sections of society
supports and believes in this beautiful
natural phase of open breastfeeding
as a most sacred responsibility. Breast
milk is not only provides immunity to
infants but also promotes maximum
growth & development of the child in
early stage of life.
Motherhood Bridged
to ARTICLE-21
Article 21 of the constitution guarantees “The Right to Life & Personal
Liberty” to every Person (citizen or
non-citizen) only proper legal procedure can interfere with & restrict the
right to life & personal liberty. Over
the years, through judicial interpretation the meaning of ‘LIFE & PERSONAL LIBERTY’ has expanded to include
several specific rights.
The Karnataka High Court has said

that “Breastfeeding is an inalienable
right of lactating mothers & this attribute of motherhood is fundamental
right protected under Article 21 (Right
to Life) of the constitution of India”.
Jurisprudence developed around
Article 21 of the constitution by the As
a Right to Food, Nutrition & health
have been judicially crafted as being
part & parcel of the ‘RIGHT TO LIFE’ to
which every citizen including a child is
entitled to.
International
Conventions & Policies
1. Early Child Development (ECD)
& the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR) 1948 which represents
the 1st Global expression of
Universally Protecting Fundamental
Human Rights, pronounced the special rights of the child for the first
time by providing that “Motherhood
& Childhood are entitled to special
care & assistance, All children
whether born in or out of wedlock
shall enjoy the same SOCIAL PROTECTION”.
2. UNICEF (United Nations
International Children’s Emergency
Fund) was established to promote
care for the children across the nation. The declaration of the rights of
the child, which reaffirmed the notion
that “Mankind owes to the child the
best that it has to give”. By United
Nations General Assembly in 1959 this
declaration further expanded into 10
principles out of which include “The
right to social security, adequate nutrition, housing, recreation & medical
services also special protection, opportunities & facilities to develop
Physically, Mentally, Morally,
Spiritually & Socially in healthy & normal manner & in conditions of freedom & dignity”.
3. WHO’s Health for All (HFA)
Declaration 1978 – “It expressed the
need to address improvement in nutrition of both mother & the child, to
impart knowledge about Nutrition in
particular, proper feeding of children
timely & Nutrition of mothers during
pregnancy & lactation & need for urgent action by all government, health
workers & world community to protect & promote health for all”.

A Perspective from an Amazonian
Nation
Article 227 of the Brazilian
Constitution declares “It is the duty of
the family, the society & the state to ensure children & adolescents with absolute priority, the right to life health,
nourishment, education, leisure, professional training, culture, dignity, respect,
freedom & family & community life as
well as to guard them from all forms of
negligence, discrimination, exploitation, violence, cruelty & oppression”.
Few State Legislation Enactments
1. Assam Public Health Act 2010
specifically provides for a “Right to
Health” (Section-5) this is a general
right that will also cover the rights of
young children’s & infant’s Nutrition,
Growth, development of young children
in the under-6 years of age group.
2. Goa children’s Act 2003 -Section
3(4) states that raising the level of
Nutrition & standard of living as well as
the improvement to public health are
among the state’s primary duties is a
“Right of a Child”.
3. Madras Public Health Act 1939
provides for Maternity & Child welfare
under Section 82 stating that “Every
local authority shall be bound to carry
out such measures pertaining to
Maternity & Child welfare”.
A Dream Which Can Come True!
According to Swami Vivekananda,
“There is no chance of the welfare of
the world unless the condition of
women is improved. It is not possible
for a bird to fly on one wing”.
The Indian government has always
been proactive to honour the motherhood and child by supporting through
various health schemes like “Janani
Shishu Suraksha Karyakram (JSSK)”.
So, I believe as a Nation we need to introduce a new social reform scheme
which will support open Breastfeeding
to Harness, Evolve, Encourage the
Motherhood (BHEEM).
- Dr Ashwini Sirapanasetty Karache
is Obstetrics and Gynaecologist
Surgeon and also a wife of Major Anil
Kumar Sirapanasetty who is a Serving
Army Officer currently residing in
New Delhi. contact: Email id: drashwiniksobgy21@gmail.com

Every year the World
Breastfeeding Week is
celebrated from August 1
to August 7. To improve
the status of breastfeeding
globally,
World
Health Assembly, the
forum through which the
World
Health
Organization is governed
by its 194 member-states,
had set a target of increasing the rate of exclusive breastfeeding in
the first 6 months to at
least 50 per cent by 2025,
as compared to the prevailing rate of 38 per
cent. Also Read - It pays
but also costs to engage
in the circular economy
One of the major benefits
of breastfeeding is protection against illness.
Breast milk is the perfect
food for a new-born, and
the nutrition it offers is
unparalleled. Feeding infants with breast milk
has proven a lot of health
benefits for the mother
and the baby as well, and
it can have a profoundly
positive effect on the
emotional well-being of
both. Breastfeeding offers a sense of comfort,
as the baby adjusts to a
new environment. Also,
the skin-to-skin contact
of breastfeeding boosts
the levels of oxytocin
(the calming hormone)
for the mother. WHO and
UNICEF
state
that
breastfed children perform better on intelligence tests, are less likely to be overweight or
obese, and less prone to
diabetes later in life. It
may be recalled that four
years ago a hundred-odd
mothers
from
the
Philippines made their
nation proud when they
nursed their babies in a
gover nment-backed
mass
breastfeeding
event aimed at combating child deaths.
Ranganathan
Sivakumar, Chennai.

Justice still hasn’t
rendered
Apropos, to the Qaeda
chief Zawahiri killing by
CIA on 3rd August, I completely disagree with the
US president's claim that
"justice has been delivered and people around
the world need not fear"
because the killing of a
single terrorist leader
doesn't put an end to the
problem why because in
the 21 years span since
9/11, one can easily imagine how many brains he
would have deeply instilled with extremism
and terrorism, which
then multiplied exponentially and spread throughout the world.Justice for
the 2977 souls lost can
only be served after terrorism is totally eradicated from this world.
Vijaykumar H K, Raichur

When the distinction of necessity, enjoyment and addiction blurs
Er.Rajesh Pathak
hese days the complaints have fast beT
coming common of ear ringing with the sound of whistle due to overuse of head
phone; and of problem of
dryness-irritation in the
eyes due to the effect of light
of screen while using mobile. This is an instance of
harm incurred when the
distinction of necessity, enjoyment and addiction
blurs.
No less severe are the
mental problems born out of
it, as also. Mental ailmentsexperts hold that the tendency of our mind is to always seek ‘something new’ .
For it (newness) releases the
dopamine in brain that keep
ourselves happy. And ever
new thing is easily available
in the internet one seeks.
And who traps into the
charms of its world he begins to feel offline –life a

boredom. Then what, it gets
elusive for him to get out of
the vice-like intoxication of
internet. And that how
much tense has got to be his
mind due to the information
overload he could not even
discern it. And, unable to
tide over this habit, he gradually gets drifted into depression, and besets with
hormonal imbalance either.
More so the over indulgence into social media
gradually devours the
sleeping hours of the night,
and we could not even notice
it.
Be
remindful!
Insufficient sleep begets the
look of an old-man in early
age. For the muscles, cells
and skin get themselves
nourished and regenerated
during sleep. In case of insufficient sleep they loss
that valuable time for it and
their ( muscles, cells…)
health keep falling.
Yet this is not all. Take it
for sure, who are always

found with mobile in the
hands they are usually addicted with unnecessary
habits. How they put themselves and others to risk of
life , this we can see when
somebody at home gets ill.
More than doctor they prefer to rely on ‘Google’; and
they are termed as ‘Google-

doctor’ in the medical fraternity in joke ! Before
searching remedy of ailment in Google one should
at least have that much
sense that what a medical
expert earns for the knowledge through years of study,
how that could be compared
with a few clicks in Google.
Not to say, given to their
habits, the people spend the
time on the social- media
less for professional purposes and other works indispensable for the life. And more
to overcome boredom, chatting with the friends and relatives, making entertainment, sending the messages
like ‘Hello’, ‘Good morning’
and such other. Such ‘just
passing the time’ folks constitutes as high as 70% of
total network users, a study
suggests.
Tons of carbon emission
could be avoided, notably if
whole world come together
to decide to check on ex-

changing avoidable post like
‘Good
morning’
only.
Assessing wireless network
requires the consumption of
energy. Consequently we get
carbon dioxide which is
3.7% of total global greenhouse emission, means
equal to that from the airline
industry.
However for whom taking
the aid of network is indispensable they could lessen
and also avoid the harms by
adding few things in the liferoutine. According to the
medical experts medicines
help removing infection, but
it is our body that could
fight better against any
problem born out of ailment. And the ways we have
always heard and read to
achieve what is called
‘Immunity’ are to consume
nutritious food; and doing
yoga- exercise, which fulfil
one more role of keeping
away the age-related ailments.
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BRIEF
Appointment

FM Sitharaman defends
handling of inflation

̈ Says GST regime hasn’t
raised tax burden
New Delhi, Aug 03:
New Delhi: Ranjit
Rath has taken over as
the new chairman and
managing director of
India's second-largest
state-run oil and gas
producer, Oil India Ltd.
A geoscientist, Rath is
an alumnus of IIT
Bombay, IIT
Kharagpur and Utkal
University and took
over the charge on
August 2, the company
said in a statement on
Wednesday. Rath, 50,
previously was chairman and managing director of Mineral
Exploration
Corporation Ltd
(MECL) and was selected for the top job at Oil
India Ltd by the government headhunter
in March. He replaces
Sushil Chandra
Mishra who superannuated on June 30.

348 apps blocked
New Delhi: The government has blocked
348 mobile applications that were identified by the Home
Ministry for transmitting users' information in an unauthorised manner to
servers located outside the country,
Parliament was informed on Wednesday.
Minister of state for
electronics and IT
Rajeev
Chandrasekhar in a
written reply to the
Lok Sabha said the
apps are developed by
various countries, including China.

75,000 startups

Finance
Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on
Tuesday put a strong defence of her handling of inflation as she compared
current prices to rates existing six months before
the UPA exited power, and
said the GST regime has
not increased the tax burden on families.
Replying to a debate on
price rise in Rajya Sabha,
she said the GST tax on
food items such as rice,
wheat flour and curd was
agreed to by all states and
that such a levy pre-existed
on one or the other daily essentials in 22 states.
Clarifying on misgivings
over the levy of GST tax on

some of the most talked
about items, the minister
said no tax has been levied
either on cash withdrawals
from bank accounts or on
crematorium or hospital
beds and ICUs. A GST has
been levied on the purchase of printed cheque
books by banks from printers, she said adding there is
no tax on cheque books
used by ordinary bank customers.
Similarly, a GST has

been levied only on the construction of new crematoriums and the equipment
used in it. Funeral, cremations or burials are not
taxed, she said. A GST has
been levied only on hospital rooms whose daily rent
is over Rs 5,000 and not on
hospital beds or ICU. With
opposition breathing fire
over a rise in prices of
daily
essentials,
Sitharaman compared the
current price of tomato,

onion and potato with that
prevalent in November
2013 to say the rates are stable. She went on to attack
the Congress-led UPA
regime of that time saying
prices had seen triple-digit
growth, with onion rates
crossing Rs 100 per kg
mark. She did not mention
of the prices that were
there when the UPA exited
power in May 2014 or onion
prices had crossed Rs 100
per kg mark in November
2019 and again in October
2020. "GST has not increased the burden on families. The rate (of taxation)
on some of the items prior
to GST was far higher," she
said. "Nobody is saying or
nobody is in denial about
price rise. We will see the
numbers also, and what
are the ground realities
also.

Bill to set up carbon markets
introduced in Lok Sabha
New Delhi, Aug 03:
A bill that seeks to make
it mandatory for buildings
with a minimum connected load of 100 kW to meet
their energy requirements
from renewable sources
was introduced in the Lok
Sabha on Wednesday.
Power Minster R K Singh
introduced in the Lok
Sabha
the
Energy
C o n s e r v a t i o n
(Amendment) Bill that
also has provisions to establish carbon markets
and empower state electricity regulatory commissions to make regulations
for a smooth discharge of
its functions. Trinamool
Congress MP Saugata Roy
opposed the introduction
of the Bill, contending the
provisions were not sufficient to find alternative
sources of energy and the
bill seeks to make the
Bureau
of
Energy

Efficiency (BEE) a topheavy structure. "This Bill
has nothing to improve the
introduction of green hydrogen, green ammonia
and other non-fossil fuels,"
Roy said and urged the
government to bring more
comprehensive draft legislation. Seeking to address
concerns raised by Roy,
the Union power minister
said the bill did not seek to
turn BEE into a large body,
but only increase the
members in the governing
council to ensure participation of other depart-

ments in its functioning.
"We are also introducing
carbon markets. A person
embracing renewable energy will earn credits
which can be purchased
by others. This will make
financing renewable energy projects easier," Singh
said.
The Bill seeks to mandate the use of non-fossil
sources, including green
hydrogen, green ammonia, biomass and ethanol
for energy and feedstock.
Singh said big residential
buildings consume 24 per
cent of electricity and the
bill has provisions to make
such buildings more energy efficient and sustainable. It also has provisions
to slap penalties for noncompliance with the rules
by industrial units or vessels, and on manufacturers if a vehicle fails to
comply with fuel consumption norms.

Chennai, Aug 03:
Akasa Air on Tuesday said it
would fly daily direct flights on
the Chennai-Mumbai route
from next month onwards as
its gears to launch its commercial operation in the country
later this week. The flights
between Chennai and Mumbai
sector would commence from
September 15, a company
statement said. The airliner as
part of pan-India network connectivity, would also add new
routes between Ahmedabad
and Bengaluru routes from

August 23. "With the first
flight scheduled to take off on
August 7, we have seen
tremendous response for booking from travellers and our
first flight got sold out within a
day of going live," Akasa Air
co-founder and chief commercial officer, Praveen Iyer said.
"With an aircraft arriving
every fortnight, we are delighted to augment our network to
meet our commitment of progressively adding more cities
along new sectors to establish
a pan-India presence," he said.
Akasa Air would fly between
Mumbai-Ahmedabad on
August 7 the inaugural day and
would later expand the routes
to Bengaluru-Kochi (August 12
onwards), Bengaluru-Mumbai
(August 19 onwards),
Bengaluru-Ahmedabad (August
23 onwards).

The government has
halved the windfall tax
on the export of diesel
and scrapped the levy on
jet fuel (ATF) shipments
but raised the tax on domestically
produced
crude oil. The tax on the
export of diesel was cut
to Rs 5 per litre from Rs
11, according to an official notification issued
on Tuesday evening.
Export of petrol will continue to attract nil tax.
The tax on domestically
produced crude oil was
hiked to Rs 17,750 per
tonne from Rs 17,000, a
move that will hit producers like ONGC and
Vedanta Ltd.
The cut in taxes - the
second in as many weeks
- came as India's trade

Markets bounce back on
fag-end buying; log 6th day of gains
Mumbai, Aug 03:

Rupee plummets
68 paise to close
at 79.21 against
US dollar

ber of nations that taxes
super normal profits of
energy companies. But
international oil prices
have cooled since then,
eroding profit margins at
both oil producers and refiners. On July 1, export
duties of Rs 6 per litre
(USD 12 per barrel) were
levied on petrol and ATF
and a Rs 13 a litre tax on
the export of diesel (USD
26 a barrel). A Rs 23,250
per tonne windfall tax on
domestic crude production (USD 40 per barrel)
was also levied.
Thereafter, in the first
fortnightly review on
July 20, the Rs 6 a litre export duty on petrol was
scrapped, and the tax on
the export of diesel and
jet fuel (ATF) was cut by
Rs 2 per litre each to Rs 11
and Rs 4, respectively.

Food regulator FSSAI
has launched a nationwide campaign to check
adulteration in edible
oils during August 1-14.
In a statement, Food
Safety and Standards
Authority
of
India
(FSSAI) said the campaign is to "check adulteration in edible oils,
presence of trans-fatty
acids in hydrogenated
oils and to crack down on
the sale of loose edible oil
in the country."
The sale of multisource edible oils without proper labelling will
also be checked. The
commissioners of food
safety of all states/UTs
have been directed to lift
surveillance samples of
these products in a staggered manner from the

markets so that the sample base is wide and representative of all Food
Business
Operators
(FBOs)/brands being
sold therein. "In case of
sale of loose edible oils,
seizure in accordance
with the provisions of
FSS Act, 2006 and
Rules/Regulations will
be made immediately on
the spot," it said. The regulator emphasised that
failure of any surveillance sample will be immediately followed by
drawing of regulatory
samples to take legal action against such FBOs.
As per the latest reports
received
from
15
states/UTs, 279 samples
of edible oils (single oil
as a constituent), vanaspati and sale of multisource edible oils have
been drawn.

Deliveries begin for the
‘23 Model Year Discovery Sport’
Mumbai, Aug 03:

Mumbai, Aug 03:
New Delhi: India in
its 75th year of
Independence is now
home to as many as
75,000 startups, union
minister Piyush Goyal
said on Wednesday. In
a tweet, the Commerce
and Industry Minister
said "These numbers
tell the power of a vision. A vision to see innovation & enterprise
drive growth." "India
is now home to 75,000
startups in the 75th
year of Independence
and this is only the beginning," Goyal said in
the tweet. The minister had recently said
the country aspires to
become the largest
startup ecosystem in
the world.

Moonlighting policy
New Delhi: Food ordering and delivery
platform Swiggy on
Wednesday said it has
introduced an industry-first 'Moonlighting
policy', wherein employees can take up
external projects for
pro-bono or economic
consideration based
on internal approvals.
"This could encompass activity outside
of office hours or on
weekends that does
not impact their productivity on the fulltime job or have a conflict of interest with
Swiggy's business in
any way," a company
release said.
Moonlighting policy
allows employees to
work second jobs, outside normal business
hours of the primary
job, under certain conditions.

ctress Sakshi Tanwar
feels the iconic show
'Kahaani Ghar Ghar Kii'
changed the viewing experience for the better. As the show
is coming back after almost 13
years, Sakshi gets nostalgic
about being part of the show
and portraying an ideal
daughter-in-law, Parvati in it.
According to her, this was
among the shows that had set
a trend of saas-bahu sagas on
TV and was so much connected to the daily lives of
people that one can see similar incidents happening
next door.
She shares: "It truly pioneered the change of television viewing experience. It is one of those
shows which set the
precedent for what we
still see on TV as daily
soaps. The relationship between television actors and
their viewers is
quite unique to
me."
"It is a beautiful
exchange of emotions through television which
may even be
compared
to
meeting your
neighbours on
a daily basis. I
am truly excited to see its rerun on TV,"
adds the actress known for
TV shows such as
'Bade Achhe Lagte
Hain', 'Kutumb' and
many more.
She also worked in films like
'Dangal' and was seen as Daya
Kaur, wife of former wrestler
Mahavir Singh Phogat, played
by Bollywood star Aamir
Khan.

Equity
benchmarks
staged a comeback during
the fag-end of trade on
Wednesday, with the
Sensex climbing over 214
points amid continuous
foreign fund inflows and a
largely positive trend in
global markets. Buying in
IT counters and Reliance
Industries added to the
momentum.
In a volatile session, the
30-share BSE benchmark
ended 214.17 points or 0.37
per cent higher at
58,350.53. During the day, it
hit a high of 58,415.63 and
a low of 57,788.78. The
broader NSE Nifty went
up by 42.70 points or 0.25
per cent to 17,388.15.
Among the Sensex constituents, Tech Mahindra,
TCS, Infosys, Titan, Asian
Paints, ICICI Bank, Bharti
Airtel
and
Reliance
Industries were the major

gainers. On the other
hand, Maruti Suzuki, Sun
Pharma, Kotak Mahindra
Bank, IndusInd Bank and
Bajaj Finance were among
the laggards. In Asia, markets in Seoul, Tokyo and
Hong Kong ended higher,
while Shanghai settled

lower. European stocks
were trading in the green
during mid-session deals.
The US markets had ended
lower
on
Tuesday.
Meanwhile, international
oil benchmark Brent crude
declined 0.91 per cent to
USD 99.63 per barrel.

ROJGAR MELA

The rupee slumped 68
paise to close at 79.21 (provisional) against the US
dollar on Wednesday, as
disappointing macroeconomic data weighed on investor sentiment. At the interbank foreign exchange
market, the local currency
opened lower at 78.70 and
fell further to settle at the
day's low of 79.21.
On Tuesday, the rupee
rallied 53 paise -- its best
single-day gain in over 11
months -- to close at an over
one-month high of 78.53
against the US dollar.
"Dismal macroeconomic
data from India also put
downside pressure on
Rupee. India Services PMI
declined to 55.5 in July
from 59.2 in June while
Composite PMI declined to
56.6 from 58.2 during the
same period.

bit easier and more enjoyable with its practical 5+2
seating layout improved
with 40:20:40 split-folding
second row seats.
The Discovery Sport has
a load space capability that
allows for up to 157* litres of
wet volume. This equals a
dry capacity of 115 litres,
measured through solid
blocks with the second and
third row stowed away, you
can increase storage capacity to 1794 litres. The dry capacity reaches 1574 litres. It
is built on Land Rover’s
Premium
Transverse
Architecture that, alongside
the latest all-terrain tech-

nology, ensures this is an
SUV designed to get its
users anywhere and everywhere safely. The Discovery
Sport is the perfect companion for off-roading, the vehicle sports some key features
such as Hill Descent
Control,
All
Terrain
Progress Control and
Clearsight Ground View.
Available with 3D Surround
Camera, the ClearSight
Ground View can effectively
help one see ‘through' the
Discovery Sport’s bonnet
and display multiple exterior views, including the vehicle’s underside and wheels,
as they drive.

India’s services sector growth
falls to 4-month low in July
New Delhi, Aug 03:

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath looks at Indian national flags, being sold
at a stall in Rojgar Mela, at Madan Mohan Malaviya University (MMMUT), in
Gorakhpur, Wednesday, Aug. 3.

Jaguar Land Rover India,
announced start of deliveries for the 2023 Model Year
Discovery Sport in India.
The Discovery Sport is
available with a choice of
2.0 l Turbocharged Petrol
producing 184 kW and 365
Nm of torque or a 2.0 l
Turbocharged Diesel producing 150 kW and 430 Nm
of torque. Available in the
R-Dynamic SE model, the
Discovery Sport comes
with a 5+2 seat configuration.
Rohit Suri, President &
Managing Director, Jaguar
Land Rover India Ltd
(JLRIL),
said:
“The
Discovery Sport epitomizes
the DNA of the Discovery
brand through its exemplary versatility in design and
engineering capabilities.”
The Discovery Sport is
highly versatile and convenient, making life that little

India's services sector
lost momentum in July as
demand was curtailed by
competitive pressures, elevated inflation and unfavourable weather, a
monthly survey said on
Wednesday. The seasonally adjusted S&P Global
India Services PMI
Business Activity Index
fell from 59.2 in June to
55.5 in July, pointing to
the slowest rate of growth
in four months. For the
12th straight month, the
services sector witnessed
an expansion in output.
In Purchasing Managers'
Index (PMI) parlance, a

print above 50 means expansion while a score
below 50 denotes contraction. As per the survey,
service providers that reported higher sales in
July
mentioned
favourable demand conditions and fruitful advertising. However, growth
was dampened by fierce
competition and unfavourable weather, survey participants said.
According to Pollyanna
De Lima, Economics
Associate Director at S&P
Global
Market
Intelligence, there was a
"noticeable loss of momentum for the Indian
service economy as de-

mand was somewhat curtailed by competitive
pressures, elevated inflation and unfavourable
weather. Both output and
sales increased at the
weakest rates for four
months".
The domestic market
remained the key source
of sales growth as international demand for
Indian services worsened
further, the survey said.
Meanwhile, business sentiment in the service
economy was subdued in
July as only 5 per cent of
companies forecast output growth in the year
ahead, while a vast majority of firms (94 per cent)

predict no change in business activity from present
levels. On the prices front,
services companies reported a further increase
in their average expenses
during July, with food,
fuel, materials, staff, retail and transportation
cited as the key sources of
inflationary pressures.
Input costs rose sharply,
though at the slowest pace
in five months. "The subtle easing in cost inflationary pressures to a
five-month low was also
welcomed by services
firms struggling to preserve margins and contributed to a softer rise in
prices charged.

F

riends are an integral part of our
lives, and friendship is
a bond that people
cherish forever, no matter how old they get. On
this Friendship Day, &TV
artists talk about their
childhood friends who are
still their best buddies.
These include Mouli
Ganguly (Mahasati
Anusuya, Baal Shiv),
Kamna Pathak (Rajesh
Singh, Happu Ki Ultan
Paltan), and Vidisha
Srivastava (Anita Bhabi, Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai).
Kamna Pathak, Rajesh in &TV’s
Happu Ki Ultan Paltan, shares, “My
childhood friend who is still the
closest to me is Komal. She resides
in Indore, which is also my hometown. Due to my hectic shooting
schedule, I hardly get a chance to
speak with or keep a check on her,
but I make sure to stay in touch
and do everything possible to make me feel
good. For instance, she

A

Akasa Air to launch daily
Govt cuts windfall tax on diesel, ATF FSSAI launches drive to check
flights on Chennai-Mumbai export; raises levy on domestic crude oil adulteration in edible oils
New Delhi, Aug 03:
New Delhi, Aug 03:
route from Sept 15
gap swelled to a record.
The measures come
hours after data showed
India's trade deficit ballooned to a record high in
July, as elevated commodity prices and a weak
rupee inflated the country's import bill.
The gap between exports
and
imports
widened to USD 31.02 billion in July from USD
26.18 billion in June.
This, as a result of exports falling and elevated
commodity prices together with a weak rupee, is
inflating the import bill.
Imports jumped 43.59
per cent in July from the
year-ago month, while exports dropped 0.76 per
cent.
India first imposed
windfall taxes on July 1,
joining a growing num-

‘Friends are an integral
part of our lives’

Sakshi Tanwar:
‘Kahaani Ghar Ghar Kii’
set the precedent for
daily soaps

It is a
blessing to
work with
Jayaram
sir: Karthi
howering praises on
actor Jayaram, with
whom he worked on director Mani Ratnam's eagerly awaited magnum opus,
'Ponniyin Selvan', actor
Karthi said that only Jayaram
could be called an actor while
Jayam Ravi and he were only
at the 'a' of acting. At an event
where the first single of the
film was recently launched,
Karthi said, "Making this film
was such an enterprising experience. Jayam Ravi, Jayaram sir
and I were the only ones who
have been together for the
longest time for this film. "It is a
blessing to work with someone
like Jayaram sir. Ravi and I
would tell this to each other
often. 'Only he (Jayaram) is an
actor and we are just at the 'a' of
acting.' Such a talent!" "I won't
disclose the secrets but here is an
interesting fact. The character
Jayaram sir plays on screen -Nambi -- is five-and-a-half feet in
height. But Jayaram sir is sixand-a-half feet. To bring down his
height to five-and-a-half feet, he
has done something unimaginable in this film." Turning to
Jayaram, Karthi said, "We
are blessed sir."

S

Ram Kapoor wins Pihu’s heart by throwing a B'day party for Priya
much to the astonishment of
Priya who is emotional by the
gesture. She would be looking at
Ram and her daughter, Pihu
fondly as they would dance together, making Priya's heart
swell.
Talking about the celebrations, Aarohi spoke about living
the experience, "I really liked
the dress that Priya di was
wearing. I also loved being a
part of the celebrations because
I was wearing such a lovely
dress and the three of us were
enjoying ourselves a lot! I
danced with Nakkul bhaiyaa
who is a really good dancer. He
taught me some steps and told
me to follow his lead, which I
did. Priya di looked amazing
and I have asked my mother to
also gift me a dress like that on
my birthday."
To know more, tune in to
Bade Achhe Lagte Hain 2, every
Monday to Friday at 8:00 PM
only on Sony Entertainment
Television!

I

ndian television's favourite
couple #RaYa, Ram Kapoor
(Nakkul Mehta) and Priya
(Disha Parmar) are rifting
through choppy waters as the
story of Sony Entertainment
Television’s much-loved show
'Bade Achhe Lagte Hain 2' continues. Amid much apprehension,
Ram and Priya are finally starting to see each other eye to eye
much to the relief of the show's
loyal fans. In the current track of
the show, Priya's birthday has
her daughter Pihu (Aarohi
Kumawat) in a fix which will be
saved by an unassuming knight
in shining armour, Ram!
Desiring to gift her mother a
dress, Pihu asked for help from
Krish much to the dismay of
Ram. He would then go all out to
impress Pihu by getting her the
dream dress of Priya. A man of
his words, Ram leaves no stone
unturned and finally gets his
hands on the dress. Now, the trio
would be seen celebrating Priya's
birthday in a grand celebration,

Ravi Teja to
make up for
damages
suffered by
‘Ramarao
On Duty’
producer
T

he recently-released
'Ramarao On Duty' can
be considered as the biggest
failure in Ravi Tejas' career,
because Sudhakar
Cherukuri, the film's producer, has lost a huge
amount, which is vested
in for the action drama.
However, Ravi Teja
seems to have
assured to compensate the losses.
It is reported that,
in order to compensate the huge
losses, the
'Bhadra' actor told
the 'Ramarao On
Duty's producer that he would
star in another movie under his
banner without accepting payment. For the time being, this
has been a big relief for the producer.
Ravi Teja, who has dropped
back-to-back flops, is being
blamed for his hasty decisions
regarding his movies. His fans
are also bashing him on the
social media. Some of them
went forward to pen down an
open letter, in which they
remind him to be extra cautious about his story selection. All eyes are currently
focused on the actor's next
films, 'Tiger Nageswara Rao',
'Dhamaka' and 'Ravanasura'.
With these movies, Ravi Teja is
trying to end his string of
duds. He will also appear in
the KS Ravindra-directed film
'Waltair Veerayya' starring
Megastar Chiranjeevi.

C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE THURSDAY AUGUST 04
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Career responsibilities may require a
temporary separation from a love partner today, Aquarius. This is apt to be
upsetting and rather disheartening, but
there's likely nothing you can do about it
except work as quickly as you can so
that you can finish and get back to your
partner. Make sure your friend knows
what's going on.

Travel arrangements may have to be put off
because of unexpected developments that
keep you where you are, Pisces. You may
be worried about the consequences, but
don't waste your energy. You'll be able to
make the necessary trip and accomplish
whatever you're hoping to do - just not
today. Worry will only stress you out.

You may feel especially lonely, overworked, and passionate today, Aries, and
therefore longing for the company of your
romantic partner. But responsibilities
involving you both could well be keeping
you apart. This could be more than frustrating - it could make you gloomy. Don't
let that happen. Concentrate on your
work and finish before evening.

Upsets in the home could occur today,
Taurus. You and other members of your
household are on edge and liable to
snap at the least provocation. Someone
could get all flustered over a minor
problem and storm out. Don't worry. At
day's end everyone should see events
in their proper perspective, and all be
friends again. Hang in there.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Expected calls or deliveries may prove
more trouble than they're worth,
Gemini. You could get involved in endless games of phone tag, and deliveries
might come when you're out. This can
be avoided if you're prepared. Make sure
everyone knows what you're expecting
so they can watch for it.

A temporary delay in receiving some
expected funds might force you to postpone a much-needed purchase, Cancer.
Don't make yourself crazy over this. It isn't
worth the stress. The delay is disheartening, but it isn't a cancellation. Your money
will arrive, and you'll be able to go ahead
with your plans. In the meantime, keep
yourself busy. Hang in there.

Some older people, perhaps your parents, might be too vocal in their assessment of how you're handling a situation,
Leo. You're particularly sensitive today,
and far less tolerant of criticism than
usual. Don't lash out. Causing a rift
won't solve anything. Change the subject and take whatever course of action
you feel is best.

Beware that creative efforts involving
modern technology, such as computer
graphics, recording, or film, might suffer
from "too many cooks." Everyone has a
different idea of how things should be
handled. If this is your project, make sure
everyone knows you're the boss. If you
have partners, discuss the situation
rationally with them.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

In spite of the leaps and bounds you've
taken over the last several months, Libra,
a slump could set in as you start to doubt
your ability to attain your goals. A disheartening and unexpected setback may
have occurred, but you've never let this
sort of thing stop you before. Don't fall
into this trap now. Brace yourself, reassess
your methods, and get back in the saddle.

Are you waiting to hear some important
news, Scorpio? Significant career matters
may be involved. This isn't a good day to
sit around waiting. Your call will probably
come late, when you least expect it. Turn
on your voicemail, get dressed, and go out
and do something else for a while.
Otherwise you could well drive yourself
crazy hoping for the news.

This isn't a good day to travel,
Sagittarius, especially by air. Long
lines at the ticket counter, endless
delays, and lost luggage could be the
result. This may not even be a good day
to plan a trip, although you can consider your options. If you must fly today,
get to the airport early, travel light, and
take something good to read.

A friend or colleague involved in an enterprise with you could be inhibited in some
way by lack of money, Capricorn. This
might involve some unexpected adjustment on your part, perhaps finding someone else to temporarily fill in. It's a pain,
but you and your colleagues will manage,
and your friend should have it together in
time.
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47. Before, to poets
49. Built
50. Perfume
54. Tax agency (abbr.)
55. Read a bar code
56. Slight error
59. Fatigue
63. Popcorn seasoning
64. Diva's forte
65. Peeled
66. In addition
67. Afflictions
68. Stage remark
69. Mast
70. Seeded breads
71. Boxer Mike ____

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Consecrate
6. Sharpen
10. Have to
14. Reluctant
15. Brave one
16. Man or Wight
17. Concur
18. Paddles
19. Citi Field predecessor
20. Gap
21. ____ tax

always bakes and sends me my
favourite brownie cake on my birthday. She has always supported me
greatly, brightened my dullest days
and toughest times, and made my
liveliest moments even happier and
brighter. I remember each
moment of our life and how
we enjoyed Indore’s street
food at Sarafa Bazar.

22. Malicious look
23. Green vegetable
25. Abandons
27. Country near Greenland
31. Bus depot (abbr.)
32. Heavenly
35. Totaled
39. Building addition
40. More flavorful
42. "We ____ Family"
43. Gaze steadily
45. Lunchroom

1. Uninspired
2. Advertising emblem
3. James ____ Jones
4. Church tower
5. That girl
6. Stop!
7. Make better
8. Miscalculated
9. Throws
10. Deceive
11. Theater attendant
12. Ice pellets
13. Rips
21. Christmas visitor
24. Opposite of western
26. Appetizer
27. Freezes
28. Welshman

29. She, in Madrid
30. Phonograph record
33. ____ moment's notice (2 wds.)
34. Existence
36. Small arrow
37. Famous canal
38. ____ Sea Scrolls
41. Weird
44. Come back in
46. Bliss
48. Filled pastry
50. Curvy letters
51. Overcharge for tickets
52. Hot sauce
53. Ahead of time
57. Stack
58. Fresh talk
60. Spring flower
61. Remodel
62. Eve's garden
65. Light touch
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Commonwealth Games

Indian women register 3-2 win
over Canada, enter semifinals
Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):
The Indian women's
hockey team survived
some anxious moments before beating lower-ranked
Canada 3-2 in its must-win
Pool A match to qualify for
the semifinals of the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
The Indians looked in
control of the match till the
22nd minute, having taken
a 2-0 lead over their world
no.15 opponents through
goals from Salima Tete (3rd
minute) and Navneet Kaur
(22nd).
But the Canadians, then,
produced a lion-hearted
performance to level the
scores through goals from
Brienne Stairs (23rd) and
Hannah Haughn (39th).
With England already assured of a semifinal berth
from the pool with a 3-1 win
over India on Tuesday, it
was a do-or-die match for
the Savita Punia-led side,
with Canada needing just a
draw to progress as they
had a better goal difference.
Locked 2-2, Janneke
Schopman's girls responded
brilliantly
when
Lalremsiami scored off a
rebound, after a penalty
corner in the 51st minute.

India's Kaur Navneet celebrates scoring the team's second goal during the women's
pool A hockey match between Canada and India.

The Indians came out aggressive in the first quarter
and dominated the proceedings from the start.
India's attacking intent
bore fruit as early as the
third minute of the game
when Salima scored off a
rebound from a penalty
corner. Two minutes later,
Lalremsiami missed a
great opportunity to double

Ruthless India drub Canada
8-0 in men’s Hockey
Birmingham, Aug 03:
The Indian men's
Hockey team hammered
Canada 8-0 in their third
pool
B
game
on
Wednesday to all but confirm their spot in the
semifinals. Braces from
Harmanpreet Singh and
Akashdeep Singh and
goals from Mandeep
Singh, Gurjant Singh,
Amit Rohitdas and Lalit
Upadhyay ensured India
went to the top of the
group with a commanding performance.
The men's team had a
disappointing outing last
time around as they let a
3-0 advantage slip to draw
with England 4-4. India
made a bright start to the
first quarter with con-

stant circle penetrations
into the Canada D. They
got their first two Penalty
Corners in the fifth
minute of the game but
the Canadian defence did
brilliantly to ensure India
didn't take the lead. They
got their third PC in the
seventh minute and this
time Harmanpreet Singh
wouldn't be denied as he
gave India the all-important lead. Amit Rohitdas
then scored an incredible
goal to extend India's lead.
The Indian star danced
into the circle and unleashed a vicious shot past
the Canadian goalkeeper
in the ninth minute of the
game. India started off the
second quarter on the
front foot and made it 3-0
quickly.

the lead, her shot whizzing
past the Canadian goal
post.
Just seconds from the
first quarter, Sangita
Kumari showed great skills
to carry the ball from the
baseline and create a great
chance for India, which
was saved by Canadian
goalkeeper Rowan Harris.
The Canadians showed

more intent in the second
quarter and managed to
put the Indian defence
under pressure on a few occasions.
But it was India who
doubled their lead, in the
22nd minute, through
Navneet Kaur, who shot in
an open goal after receiving
a pass from Lalremsiami.
A minute later Canada se-

Boxer Nitu Ganghas
enters semifinals,
assures India of medal

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):
Indian pugilist Nitu Ganghas progressed to the
semifinals of women's 48kg boxing category to
assure herself of a medal at the Commonwealth
Games here on Wednesday. The 21-year-old Nitu, a
two-time youth gold medallist, was declared winner by ABD when her Northern Ireland's opponent
Nicole Clyde threw in the towel in the third and final
round of the quarterfinal match. Four Indian boxers
Lovlina Borgohain, Nikhat Zareen, Ashish Kumar
and Mohammad Hussamuddin will compete in their
quarterfinal bouts later in the day.

cured a penalty corner and
reduced the deficit through
Stairs. In the 39th minute,
Canada secured another
penalty
corner
and
Haughn equalised for her
side. With seconds left in
the third quarter, Canada
secured two more penalty
corners, but India defended
in numbers.
Facing
elimination,
Monika came close to
handing India the muchneeded goal in the 47th
minute, but was denied by
Canadian
custodian
Harris.
Two minutes later Neha
Goyal pushed in from close
range but the goal was disallowed as the ball hit
Salima's back stick.
The Indians kept up the
pressure and secured a
penalty corner in the 51st
minute, and this time,
Lalremsiami tapped in
from a goal mouth melee
after Gurjit Kaur's shot was
saved by the Canadian defence.
Two minutes from the
hooter, India secured another penalty corner but
failed to utilise it.
The Indians kept their
defence in shape for the
rest of the game to eke out
the all-important win.

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):

India's Lovepreet Singh
won a bronze in men's 109
kg to continue the country's medal rush in
weightlifting at the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
The 24-year-old from
Punjab lifted a total of 355
kg, including a new national record of 192 kg in clean
and jerk, to finish third on
the podium. He lifted
163kg in snatch.
Junior Nyabeyeu of
Cameroon claimed the
gold medal with a total lift
of 361 kg, while Jack
Opeloge of Samoa bagged
the silver by lifting 358 kg
in the event.
India have so far won eight
weightlifting medals,
including three gold, in the
showpiece.

Union minister Nitin
Gadkari on Wednesday
told Rajya Sabha members
that he was the ''father of
toll tax" on expressways in
the country as he built the
first such road in
Maharashtra during his
stint as the state minister
in late 1990s.
The senior minister
made the remark while responding to supplementary queries in Question
Hour where members expressed concerns over the
setting up of toll plazas on
expressways inside city
limits due to which the
local population had to pay
toll even when commuting
within the city. The road
transport minister, who is
often praised even by opposition members for the

Taiwanese artists wearing their traditional attire pose for photos during their visit to the Taj Mahal, in Agra, Wednesday.

Rs 35 lakh found at
govt clerk’s residence
During search by police
Bhopal, Aug 03 (PTI):

Tulika Mann storms into
women’s 78kg Judo final

Squash: Chinappa-Sandhu
pair advances to
pre-quarters

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):

India's Tulika Mann booked her
berth in the women's 78kg final to be
assured of a medal at the
Commonwealth Games here on
Wednesday.
The 22-year-old, a four-time national champion, trailed in the match initially but performed an 'Ippon' to humble New Zealand's Sydnee Andrews
within three minutes in the semifinal
match. Tulika will now face Scotland's
Sarah Adlington in the final later
tonight. The only other Indian,
Deepak Deswal, went down to Fiji's
Tevita Takawaya in the men's 100kg
Repechage event. This is India's third
medal in Judo at the showpiece event.
L Shushila Devi and Vijay Kumar had
claimed a silver and bronze in
women's 48kg and men's 60kg respectively on Monday. It must be noted that

The mixed doubles
pair of veteran Joshna
Chinappa and Harinder
Pal Singh Sandhu progressed to the pre-quarterfinals
of
the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
The immensely experienced Chinappa and
her partner Sandhu
downed Sri Lanka's
Yeheni Kuruppu and
Ravindu Laksiri 8-11 11-4
11-3. The Indians were a
bit shaky initially and
ended up conceding the
first game.
However, they quickly
turned things around
and made a strong come-

in the wake of the de-recognition of
the Judo Federation of India on April
22, an expert committee was constituted by the Sports Authority of India to
oversee the trials and the selection
process for the CWG and also suggest
necessary changes. The committee included Olympian Judokas Cawas
Billimoria, Sandeep Byala and Sunith
Thakur as well as Judo masters Arun
Dwivedi and Yogesh K Dhadve.

Basseterre, Aug 03 (PTI):
India skipper Rohit
Sharma wants the team to
step away from what it had
been doing for the past
five-six years and has
given the players security
and freedom to express
themselves, said star allrounder Hardik Pandya.
"Ro (Rohit Sharma)
gives you a lot of flexibility and freedom which is
his strength throughout
his captaincy stint whenever I have played with
him," Pandya said after
India's seven-wicket win
in the third T20I.
"A lot of credit goes to
him and Rahul Dravid the
way they have got the

team together and making
sure a lot of positive mindset comes in and players
are feeling secure; they are
not looking over their
shoulder; making sure
they are getting ample
chances; they are getting
told as well if they are not
playing, and that is something which is commendable."
India chased down a target of 165 with ease on the
slow surface at Warner
Park to canter to a threewicket win in the third
game and take a 2-1 lead in
the five-match series.
"Credit again goes to Ro
and the coach. We were all
having a chat about how
we should go about the

Basseterre, Aug 03 (PTI):
Suryakumar Yadav gave
an exhibition of his incredible hitting skills with
a superb 76 as India cantered to a seven-wicket
win against the West
Indies in the third T20
International here on
Tuesday.
India now lead the fivematch series 2-1 with the
cricket caravan moving to
USA's Florida for the last
two games of the series.
While more than 147
had never been chased in a
T20I at the Warner Park
ground, Suryakumar decided to alter that script in
a 44-ball knock as India
made a short work of the
165-run target in 19 overs.
Shreyas Iyer (24 off 26
balls) was an ideal partner
at the other end in a stand
of 86 as they made the target look way easier than it
actually was and that too
on a surface which exactly
didn't look batting-friendly
during the first part of the
game.
Having had a brief dry
spell after his maiden T20I
hundred at Nottingham,
Suryakumar was back in
his element and this time
in an unfamiliar role as an
opener, which he has been
performing during the series. It was another 360 degree effort which showed

Suryakumar moves up to second spot in ICC T20 rankings
Dubai, Aug 03 (PTI):
India batter Suryakumar
Yadav has moved three spots
up to the second position in
the latest T20 rankings for
batters. Suryakumar, who
scored a 44-ball 76 in the
third T20 International
against the West Indies on
Tuesday, moved within two
rating points of top-ranked
batter Babar Azam. The
knock against the West Indies
won Suryakumar the player

his flexibility, skill and
hand-eye coordination, all
in one go. There were eight

‘I’m the father of expressway
toll in the country’

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):

back to bag the next two
games without breaking
much sweat.
Earlier in the day,
Sunayna Kuruvilla defeated Fung-A-Fat of
Guyana in the women's
squash single plate final.
Sunayna downed her
Guyanese opponent 11-7
13-11 11-2 in what turned
out to be a comfortable
victory for the 23-yearold squash player.
World number 15
Saurav Ghosal, who
went down in the semifinal yesterday, will take
on
home
favourite
James Willstrop of
England in the bronze
medal play-off later in
the day.

Hardik credits Rohit-Dravid SKY is limit: Surya smashes 76 as India
beat West Indies by seven wickets
for India’s success in WI
slow wicket, do we still
want to continue this style
of play," Pandya said.
"He gave us the freedom,
saying that you know
what, forget about the results, we are trying something new, we are going to
make mistakes, we are
going to learn from it.
"But what we have been
doing for five-six years, we
are going to go away from
that, and make sure that
we try everything and all
options that are available,
and when it comes to the
World Cup, we'll know how
to play."
Pandya also heaped
praise on Suryakumar
Yadav, who scored 76 off 44
balls to emerge as the best
batter for India in the 3rd
game.
"Surya is someone who
is an exceptional player.
When
he
starts
playing...some
shots
which he plays, you just go
in awe. Today he played an
amazing knock and it was
not at all easy," Hardik
said.
"A lot of credit goes to
him. He has worked hard
and is getting his due."
Hardik also extolled the
current Indian middle
order, comprising the likes
of Rishabh Pant, Deepak
Hooda and Ravindra
Jadeja, for its performance.

TRADITIONAL ATTIRE

Lovepreet Singh wins
bronze in men’s 109kg

of the match award.
Suryakumar, who now has
816 rating points, leads the
batting chart with 111 runs
from three matches in the
five-match series, which
India lead 2-1.
Meanwhile, South Africa batter Reeza Hendricks, who
notched half-centuries in all
three matches against
England, has moved up 16
slots to 15th position.
West Indies batter Brandon
King (up 29 places to 27th),

England's Jonny Bairstow (up
13 places to 31st) and South
Africa's Rilee Rossouw (joint37th) have also made notable
gains. Heinrich Klaasen and
Indian wicket-keeper batter
Rishabh Pant (66th spot)
have also moved up in the
rankings. South Africa spinner Tabraiz Shamsi, who
grabbed eight wickets in the
series against England, has
made remarkable gains in the
T20 bowlers ranking and
advanced to the second spot.

fours and four sixes in his
knock. There was a picture-perfect lofted six over

extra cover off Alzarri
Joseph, which will be difficult to forget as he held his

pose for several seconds
after execution. There was
slashed six off the same
bowler and the ramp shot
using the pace and bounce,
a pull over deep mid-wicket and a cross-batted
punch over mid-on fielder.
Against the parsimonious left-arm spinner
Akeal Hosein, there was a
slog sweep over square leg
to complete his half-century. At the half-way stage,
the score was 96 for no loss
despite skipper Rohit
Sharma (11) retiring hurt
with a back muscle pull.
By
the
time
Suryakumar was dismissed, India had the
match under control with
Rishabh Pant (33 not out
off 26 balls) providing finishing touches.
After Rohit won a good
toss and opted to field, his
bowling unit maintained
disciplined for the better
part before Avesh Khan
and Arshdeep Singh's relative inexperience saw West
Indies put up a competitive
164 for 5.Left-handed Kyle
Mayers (73 off 50 balls)
did punish the Indian attack with eight fours and
four sixes in his kitty as
he added 50 in 7.2 overs
with skipper Nicholas
Pooran (22 off 23 balls)
after an opening stand
with Brandon King that
yielded 57.

Madhya
Pradesh
Economic
Offences
Wing (EOW) probing a
disproportionate assets
complaint found Rs 35
lakh in cash at the
Bhopal residence of a
state government clerk
who drank a poisonous
liquid during the search
on Wednesday, an official said.
The incident occurred
in the morning when a
team of EOW officials
reached the residence of
Hero Keswani, an upper
division clerk (UDC)
with the state Medical
Education Department,
in the Bairagarh area.

Maha Crisis

SC asks Shinde
faction to redraft
submissions on
Uddhav camp
petitions
New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):
The Supreme Court
Wednesday asked the
Shiv Sena faction led by
Chief Minister Eknath
Shinde to redraft his
submissions on petitions filed by the rival
Uddhav
Thackeray
group on constitutional
issues arising due to the
recent political crisis in
Maharashtra.
A bench headed by
Chief Justice N V
Ramana was hearing
petitions filed by the
Shiv Sena and its rebel
MLAs on constitutional
issues of splits, merger,
defection and disqualification. Senior advocate
Kapil Sibal, appearing
for
the
Uddhav
Thackeray faction, said
the MLAs who have
sided with the Shinde
cam can save themselves from disqualification under the tenth
schedule
of
the
Constitution only by
merging the splinter
group with another
party
They have no other
defence available, Sibal
told the bench, also
comprising justices
Krishna Murari and
Hima Kohli. "Once you
have been elected it
does not mean the umbilical cord with the political party is severed
and that you have nothing to do with your political party," Sibal said.
Senior
advocate
Harish Salve, appearing
for the Shinde faction,
said the anti-defection
law is not a weapon for
the leaders who have
lost the numbers to lock
their members.

EOW Superintendent
of
Police,
Rajesh
Mishra, told PTI that
Keswani tried to stop officials and push them.
"Keswani consumed
some phenyl-like substance. He was rushed to
the state-run Hamidia
Hospital. His condition
is stable," the SP said.
The EOW has found
Rs 35 lakh in cash and
documents of immovable properties and
other
assets
at
Keswani's residence,
said Mishra.
"The search is on and
the value of the disproportionate assets will be
known after the search
is over," he said.

Nitin Gadkari
performance of his ministry, assured the members
that the issue will be rectified and claimed the problem had arisen under the
UPA rule. He said before
2014, when the UPA government was there, tolls
were introduced near the
city area and everyone had

to pay it. "This is very unfortunate and unlawful,"
he noted. "Fortunately or
unfortunately, I am the father of this toll because for
the first time in this country, I started the toll system and the first project
of BOT (build-operatetransfer) was Thane

‘Kerala govt not to impose any
specific uniform code in schools’
Thiruvananthapuram, Aug 03 (PTI):
Amidst raging debate on
the implementation of
gender-neutral uniforms
in state schools, the Kerala
government
on
Wednesday made it clear
that it has not taken a decision to impose any specific
dress code upon children.
A uniform that is generally acceptable and comfortable for children to
wear is something that is
recognised in the society,
General
Education
Minister V Sivankutty
said here. Stating that the
concept of gender neutrality is something that is
being widely debated in
Kerala, he said it has been

decided to conduct gender
auditing of textbooks in
the state.
Gender-neutral
uniforms have been voluntarily implemented by the
management in certain
schools and have been
wholeheartedly welcomed
by the public and the
media, he said in a press
meet. It is understood that
there are no complaints either from children or from
parents in those schools
that have implemented
such a decision, the minister said.
"But, the government is
not insistent in implementing this. We have not
taken the decision to impose any specific uniform

code
in
schools,"
Sivankutty said.
With regard to a recent
order by the state child
rights panel directing the
government to turn all single-sex schools in the state
to co-educational institutions, he said the LDF government has already converted 21 educational institutions into mixed schools
after it came to power.
Those schools, which
apply for the co-education
status with the consent of
parent-teachers' association and the respective
local bodies, would be
made mixed institutions
after conducting necessary inspections there, he
said. At present, there are

a total of 381 girls/boys
schools in the state including 138 in the government
sector and 243 in the aided
sector. The minister said
the first-year Higher
Secondary classes would
begin on August 25 in the
state after completing the
allotment
procedures
which would begin on
August 5.
Due to the delay in receiving central allocation
for the implementation of
the mid-day meal scheme
in schools for the year
2022-23, the state government has allotted Rs 126
crore from its budget for
the same, he said.
Sivankutty also said it
has been decided to con-

duct the school youth festival for five days from
January 3, 2023 in
Kozhikode.
As the online classes
were over and the regular
classes were resumed in
the state schools from this
academic year, it has been
decided at the government
level that the children
need not to bring mobile
phones anymore in the
school campuses and
classrooms, he said.
The minister also urged
teachers as well as parents
to pay more vigil against
the indiscriminate usage
of mobile phones among
children as it would cause
them health and behavioural issues.

in Maharashtra," Gadkari
said.
Under Gadkari's stint as
PWD minister in the
Maharashtra government
between 1995 and 1999, the
first of its kind MumbaiPune Expressway project
was taken. The minister
said with the new system
which is going to be
launched, "we will see that
the city area will be eliminated and there will be no
charge on the people".
He said often the people
in the city use only 10 km
of the expressway road
and are made to pay the
toll for 75 km. "That is absolutely wrong. But that is
not my problem and it
happened during the previous government. We
will rectify the thing," he
said, allaying the concerns of members.

Odisha for upgrading
high schools to
check dropout rate
Bhubaneswar, Aug 03
(PTI): The Odisha government aims to upgrade 100
high schools in the next academic session to check
the high dropout rate in
the state, School Education
Minister Samir Dash said
on Wednesday.
As many as 49,098 secondary school students
have dropped out of
schools before entering
higher secondary-level in
2020-21. They include
15,792 tribals and 11,045
Dalits. Dash said the government plans to upgrade
the
large
secondary
schools in the blocks,
where there are no Plus 2
colleges, if the former fulfills the requirements. "An
exercise has been started
to upgrade 100 schools to
Plus 2 in the next academic
session," he told reporters.

‘Job to at least one person per family’ Kolkata school to launch
its own nano-satellite

Gorakhpur (UP), Aug 03 (PTI):

Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
on Wednesday said his
government will give employment to at least one
person in every family in
the state, for which a skill
mapping exercise will be
initiated. "During skill
mapping, data will be prepared of families where no
one is employed. Members
of such families will be associated with a special programme and at least one
family member will get
employment," he said at
an employment fair here.
"As per requirement,
people will be trained and
associated with employment or self-employment.
No family in the state will
be deprived of employment," he added.

UP CM Yogi Adityanath feeds a child during her annaprashan
ceremony, in Gorakhpur, Wednesday.
The chief minister said
the BJP's double-engine
government in the state
and the Centre has started
several programmes like

Skill India and Startup
India to recognise the skill
and potential of workers.
The state government
gave jobs to 5 lakh youth

Babul Supriyo: From singer to BJP’s
poster boy to Mamata’s minister
Kolkata, Aug 03 (PTI)
Babul Supriyo, who was
on Wednesday sworn in as
a minister in Mamata
Banerjee's cabinet, has
had a roller-coaster ride,
from being a popular playback singer to BJP's poster
boy in West Bengal to joining the TMC government.
Supriyo started off as a
city banker who rose to be
a BJP minister at the
Centre after a chance
meeting with yoga guru
Ramdev, but suddenly
found himself out in the
cold after losing an assembly
election
from
Tollygunge last year by a
huge margin of 50,000
votes. However, Supriyo
bounced back to win the
prestigious Ballygunge
constituency in April for
his new party the
Trinamool
Congress

which he joined in
September 2021 in a surprise move. Born in West
Bengal's Uttarpara as
Supriya Baral in 1970, he
changed his name to
Babul Supriyo while trying his luck as a
Bollywood singer after
quitting his banking job.
After a successful stint
as a Hindi playback singer,
Supriyo entered politics in
2014, getting a ticket to
contest the Lok Sabha
elections for the BJP from
West Bengal on Ramdev's
recommendation. He surprised everyone by defeating TMC's Dola Sen from
the industrial town of
Asansol and was made the
Union Minister of State
for Urban Development.
Two years later, he was
shifted to the Ministry for
Heavy Industries and
Public Enterprises during

a reshuffle in July 2016.
In 2019 Lok Sabha polls,
Supriyo's winning streak
continued when he defeated TMC's Moon Moon Sen
by a huge margin of 1.97
lakh votes. This time the
Bollywood singer was
named the Minister of
State for Environment,
Forest
and
Climate
Change. Supriyo was
again pitted in April 2021,
as the BJP candidate for
Tollygunge Assembly constituency, which has as its
centerpiece the movie studio known as Tollywood,
against three-time TMC
MLA Aroop Biswas.
The two-time BJP MP
had then promised he
would end Biswas's dictatorship in Tollywood.
However, this time round
his streak of luck seemed
to have run out. Supriyo
lost by over 50,000 votes.

during the last five years
and 60 lakh artisans got
loan, he claimed. "In 201516, the unemployment rate
in the state was more than
18 per cent. It has now
dropped by over 16 per
cent and is currently at 2.7
per cent," claimed the CM.
Adityanath said UP has
taken steps towards becoming USD1 trillion
economy, which will contribute to the wish of PM
Narendra Modi of making
India a USD5 trillion economy. "In 2016, the UP economy was on the sixth position in the country and
now it has reached the second position. During the
last five years, per-capita
income and the GDP has
doubled. The youth, artisans and workers are moving on the path of self-reliance," the CM claimed.

Kolkata, Aug 03 (PTI):
A private school in
Kolkata will launch its
own nano-satellite to train
its students in space science. The South Point
High School, a part of the
MP Birla Group, has decided to name its satellite
PriyamvadaSat in the
memory of Priyamvada
Birla, the former chairperson of the business group.
An agreement has been
signed between the Indian
Technology
Congress
Association (ITCA) and
the school for the launch.
The project is a part of the
'Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav'
to commemorate the 75
years
of
India's
Independence and it will

be monitored by ISRO.
Students of classes 11
and 12 will be associated
with the project, which is
expected to take off after
nine months, said Krishna
Damani, the vice-chairman of the school's managing committee. South
Point is among two schools
in the country, and the
only one in eastern India
to take up such a project,
he said.
"It will ensure a greater
emphasis on science-based
education and experiencebased learning to foster an
innovation culture and
give exposure to the future
generation of students in
the ever-expanding space
arena and allied sectors,"
he told PTI. The agreement

signed with ITCA includes
design, development, integration, qualification, testing and launching of
PriyamvadaSat to Low
Earth Orbit (LEO).
The functional satellite
will be sent to LEO as a
part of the mission and a
classroom model similar to
it will be built on the campus. "Our children will be
trained and be part of the
designing and fabrication
process of the satellite,
which will be launched by
ISRO from Sriharikota,"
Damani said. "A ground
station-cum-space lab will
be set up on the school
campus for students to
monitor PriyamvadaSat as
well as to harvest the data
sent by it," he said.

CHANTHATTAM RITUALS

Priests perform ‘Chanthattam’ rituals at Sree Valayanadu Devi Temple, in Kozhikode, Wednesday.
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‘Promising freebies during
polls a serious issue’

BRIEF

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):

President Droupadi Murmu
with Chief of the Air Staff, Air
Chief Marshal VR Chaudhari
during a meeting, at
Rashtrapati Bhavan in New
Delhi, Wednesday.

Withdraw
New Delhi: The government on Wednesday
withdrew the Data
Protection Bill from the
Lok Sabha. The Bill was
introduced on December
11, 2019. It was referred
to the Joint Committee of
the Houses for examination and the report of the
committee was presented
to the Lok Sabha on
December 16, 2021.

Tremor
Ahmedabad: A tremor of
3.6 magnitude was
recorded in Kutch district
of Gujarat on Wednesday
afternoon, but there was
no report of any casualty,
officials said. "A tremor
of magnitude 3.6 struck
the district at 2.31 pm on
Wednesday, with its epicentre being 13 kms
South-Southwest (SSW)
from Rapar," the Institute
of Seismological
Research (ISR) in
Gandhinagar said.

Watery grave
Betul (MP): Two men
drowned while bathing in
the Maru river in Madhya
Pradesh's Betul district,
police said on Wednesday.
The men, part of a group
of ten from Chhindwara
district, were swept by the
flow of water when they
ventured deep into the
river while bathing on
Tuesday evening, Aathner
Police Station in-charge
Ajay Soni said.

Vacant posts
New Delhi: There were over
9.79 lakh vacant posts in different Central government
departments as on March 1,
2021, Union Minister of
State for Personnel Jitendra
Singh said on Wednesday.
Of the total of 9,79,327
vacant posts, 23,584 are of
Group A, 1,18,801 of Group
B and 8,36,936 of Group C
categories, he said in a written reply to a question in
the Lok Sabha.

Arrest
Guwahati: Two Assam government employees were
arrested for allegedly taking bribes in Cachar and
Kamrup district on
Wednesday, police said. In
Cachar's Lakhipur area, forest range officer Debabrata
Gogoi was caught redhanded while taking a bribe
but on seeing the personnel
of the Directorate of
Vigilance and AntiCorruption, he ran away
from his chamber along
with the bribe money.

The Supreme Court on
Wednesday asked stakeholders like the Centre,
Niti Aayog, Finance
Commission and the RBI,
to brainstorm on the "serious" issue of freebies
announced during elections and put forth constructive suggestions to
tackle it, saying no political party will oppose such
handouts or like to debate
it in Parliament.
A bench comprising
Chief
Justice N V
Ramana and Justices
Krishna Murari and
Hima Kohli hinted at ordering setting up a mechanism for suggesting
measures to the government to deal with the
issue.
The
Election
Commission and the government cannot say that

Freebies leads to future economic disaster: Centre

we cannot do anything
about this. They have to
consider the issue and
give suggestions, the
bench said.
The Centre, through
Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, supported the PIL
and said,"The freebies distribution inevitably leads
to future economic disaster and the voters also
cannot exercise their
right to choose as an in-

Distribution of freebies inevitably leads to "future economic
disaster", the Centre told the Supreme Court on Wednesday
where it came out in full support of a PIL against the practice of
political parties promising handouts during elections. The fresh
stand of the central government before a bench headed by
Chief Justice N V Ramana assumes significance as earlier it had
said the issue of freebies needed to be dealt with by the
Election Commission. The poll panel, however, had put the onus
on the government during the July 26 hearing. The bench on
Wednesday asked all stakeholders, including the Centre, Niti
Aayog, Finance Commission and the RBI to brainstorm the issue
of freebies promised during elections and come out with constructive suggestions to deal with it.

formed, wise decision.
The top court, while listing the PIL of lawyer
Ashwini Updhyay for further hearing on Thursday,
said all stakeholders
should think on it and
give suggestions so it
could set up a body to address the issue. We are of
the considered opinion

CLIMATE CHANGE

Cabinet approves India’s updated NDCs
New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):
The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday
approved
India's updated Nationally
Determined Contributions
(NDCs)
incorporating
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's 'Panchamrit' strategy announced at the
Glasgow conference into
enhanced climate targets.
According to the updated
NDC, India now stands
committed to reducing
emissions intensity of its
GDP by 45 per cent by 2030,
from 2005 level, and achieving about 50 per cent cumulative electric power installed capacity from non-

fossil fuel-based energy resources by 2030.
NDCs means national
plans and pledges made by
a country to meet the goal
of maintaining global temperature increases to well
below 2 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial levels,
while aiming for 1.5 degrees
Celsius to avoid the worst
impacts of climate change.
At the 26th session of the
Conference of the Parties
(COP26) of
the UN
Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)
last November, Modi had
announced that India's nonfossil energy capacity will
reach 500 GW by 2030.

He had said India will fulfil 50 per cent of its energy
requirements from renewable energy sources by 2030
and reduce its total projected carbon emissions by 1
billion tonnes by that year.
India will reduce the carbon intensity of its economy by 45 per cent, over 2005
levels and achieve the target of net zero emissions by
2070, Modi had said.
The five-point agenda is
called 'Panchamrit' (five
nectar elements).
Net zero means achieving a balance between the
greenhouse gases put into
the atmosphere and those
taken out.
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Low

̈ In disproportionate
assets case
New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):

The Delhi High
Court has suspended the four-year sentence awarded to former Haryana Chief
Minister
Om
Prakash Chautala
during the pendency
of his appeal against
the conviction in a
disproportionate assets (DA)
case.
Justice Yogesh Khanna
while granting bail to the 88year-old politician said that
the suspension of sentence is
subject to the payment of a
fine of Rs 50 lakh imposed by
the trial court as well as the
execution of a personal bond
of Rs five lakh with one sure-

ty of like amount. The court
noted that Chautala admittedly spent about one year
and six months in custody
and the appeal might take
some time to come on board
for a hearing.
The sentence of
the appellant/applicant (Chautala) is
suspended till the
pendency of the
present appeal, subject to payment of a
fine of Rs.50.00 Lacs
as imposed by the
learned Trial Court and also
on his executing a personal
bond of Rs.5.00 Lacs with
one surety of like amount to
the satisfaction of the
learned Trial Court. The appellant shall not visit abroad
except with the permission
of the learned Trial Court,
said the court in its order released on Wednesday.

Parliament
on
Wednesday passed a bill
which seeks to provide a
statutory framework for the
functioning of the National
Anti-Doping Agency and
the National Dope Testing
Laboratory.
The National AntiDoping Bill, 2022 was
passed by a voice vote in
Rajya Sabha. It was cleared
by Lok Sabha last week
along with certain official
amendments.
Sports and Youth Affairs
Minister Anurag Thakur
while responding to debate
on the bill said that currently India can carry out only
about 6,000 tests a year, and
the law would help in increasing the testing capacity significantly.
He said for holding any
large international championship, the number of tests

ALL FOR LIVELIHOOD

p

Recently-listed Life Insurance
Corporation (LIC) has broken
into the latest Fortune Global
500 list, while Reliance
Industries has jumped 51 places.
The nation's biggest life insurer
with revenue of USD 97.26 billion and a profit of USD 553.8
million, was ranked 98th on the
just released Fortune 500 list.
Reliance Industries jumped 51
places to 104 on the 2022 list.
This is the first outing of LIC on
the list, which ranks listed companies by sales. Reliance, with
revenue of USD 93.98 billion and
a net profit of USD 8.15 billion in
the latest year, has been on the
list for 19 years.

p

DRI detects Rs 2,217 cr customs
duty evasion by Vivo India
New Delhi, Aug 3 (PTI):
The Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence (DRI) has detected
customs duty evasion of
around Rs 2,217 crore by
smartphone maker Vivo India,

a subsidiary of China-based
Vivo Communication
Technology, a Finance Ministry
statement issued Wednesday
said. During the investigation,
searches were conducted by DRI
officers at the factory premises

of Vivo India, which led to the
recovery of incriminating evidence indicating wilful misdeclaration in the description of
certain items imported by it for
use in the manufacture of
mobile phones, it said.

ED seals Young Indian office
What Cong
leaders say.....

New Delhi, Aug 03:
The
Enforcement
Directorate Wednesday
sealed the premises of
Young Indian (YI), in
Congress-owned Herald
House in New Delhi, instructing that the premises
not be opened without
prior permission from the
agency.
The
Enforcement
Directorate
(ED)
on
Wednesday temporarily
sealed the premises of
Young Indian (YI) in the
Congress-owned National
Herald office in Delhi as

Sealed Young Indian (YI) office in the premises of Congress-owned
Herald House, in New Delhi, Wednesday.

part of an ongoing money
laundering investigation,
official sources said. The
temporary seal has been
put in order to "preserve

Shakti bill

The Lok Sabha on Tuesday
passed a bill that seeks to
convert the National Rail and
Transportation University, a
deemed-to-be-university,
into Gati Shakti
Vishwavidyalaya, an
autonomous central university. The Central Universities
(Amendment) Bill, which
also seeks to expand the
scope of the University from
beyond the railways to cover
the entire transport sector to
support the ambitious
growth and modernisation in
the field, was passed by a
voice vote after a brief discussion. Education Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan
responded to the debate.

required could be as high as
10,000 a month. Thakur also
said that with passage of
this bill, India will join the

France, which have their
own laws related to check
doping in sports. Several
amendments moved by the
Opposition were negated.
The bill is intended to
provide a statutory framework for the operation of
the National Anti-Doping
Agency (NADA), the
National Dope Testing
Laboratory (NDTL) and
other dope testing laboratories, and for the creation of
a National Board for AntiDoping in Sports to
strengthen anti-doping activities in sport .
It seeks to give NADA
powers of investigation,
levying sanctions for antidoping rule violations, the
disciplinary procedures to
be adopted and the powers
of inspection, sample collection and sharing and free
flow of information.

DANGEROUS VERDICT
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BULLION
A fisherman spreads his net on the Hooghly river during sunset in Nadia district, Wednesday.

At least 17 Opposition
parties, including the TMC
and AAP, on Wednesday
expressed "deep apprehensions" about the long-term
implications
of
the
Supreme Court verdict, upholding the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) amendments, and
strongly pitched for a review.
In a joint statement, the
parties said the judgment
will strengthen the hands
of a government that "indulges in political vendetta" to target its opponents
in a "mischievous and malicious manner" and expressed hope that this
"dangerous verdict will be
short-lived". "We place on

record our deep apprehension on the long-term implications of the recent
Supreme Court judgment
upholding, in entirety, the
amendments
to
the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act, 2002,
without
examining
whether some of these
amendments could have
been enacted by way of the
Finance Act," the statement said. The parties
said, "they hold and will always hold" the Supreme
Court in the highest respect. "Yet, we are compelled to point out that the
judgment should have
awaited the verdict of a
larger Bench for examining the constitutionality of
the Finance Act route to
carry out amendments."

CM had announced
to release water
from Tandula
Reservoir
Collector meets
farmers in the villages of North Patan

Central Chronicle News

̈ Day after raids at
Herald House

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):
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that all the stakeholder,
beneficiaries... and the
government and organisations like Niti Aayog,
Finance Commission, RBI
and the opposition parties
have to be involved in the
process of brainstorming
and giving some constructive suggestions on these
issues.
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the evidence" which could
not be collected as authorised representatives were
not present during the
raids on Tuesday, they said.

After the ED’s latest move on
Wednesday, senior Congress
leader Mallikarjun Kharge
termed it a “tactic to scare
people.” “This is just a tactic
to scare people. But people
will not be scared. They will
rise up in revolt,” Kharge said.
In a press conference,
Congress leader Ajay Maken
said the “abrupt action” was a
“distraction ploy from the
Congress’s planned protest on
unemployment and inflation”.
Speaking at the same presser,
Abhishek Manu Singhvi said
the government, through the
“police gherabandi”, wants to
“ensure that issues like job
crisis fall out of headlines”.

HC suspends OP
National Anti-Doping Bill gets Parl nod Cong leader Kuldeep
select countries like,
Chautala’s 4-year sentence New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI): LS passes Gati club
Bishnoi resigns as MLA
the US, China, Japan, and

Weather
High

Farmers pleased with the
release of water for irrigation
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Chandigarh, Aug 03 (PTI):
Haryana MLA
Kuldeep Bishnoi,
who was expelled
by the Congress
from all party positions for cross-voting in the June
Rajya Sabha polls,
resigned from the
assembly Wednesday, a day
before he joins the ruling
BJP. The 53-year-old
Bishnoi submitted his res-

ignation to Speaker Gian
Chand Gupta here. This
necessitates a bypoll
for the Adampur
seat in Hisar district, which Bishnoi
currently
represents. "I am joining
BJP as an ordinary
worker,"
said
Bishnoi, who also
quit the Congress formally
"taking into account my
own feelings and those of
my supporters".

Bhilai, Aug 03: On the demand of the villagers of
Tarra, the Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel had given
instructions to release
water from Tandula reservoir during a public function at village Karsa on the
occasion of Hareli.
The instructions were
immediately complied with
and within ten minutes, the
Chief Minister informed
the farmers during the
gathering that the water
has been released. On
Wednesday,
Collector
Pushpendra Meena visited
village Tarra to get appraised with the situation
in the villages where water

has been released through
canals. The farmers informed that the water was
released at the right time
and hoped that they would
get a good crop. With the decision of
the Chief
Minister, water was available at the time of need for
agriculture.
The farmers are very
happy now. In Patan, many
villages received good rains
but Tarra and adjoining villages received very poor
rainfall. The release of
water from the canal has
given life to the fields. A

farmer of village Tarra Sevaram Verma stated that
the water was released at
the right time and it
reached the fields in sufficient quantity. He hoped
that they would have a great
harvest. Suresh Pandey,
Executive Engineer, Water
Resources Department said
that water from the canal
was released in 32 villages
in North Patan, in which
water has reached 28 villages as of now.
He said that the Sipcona
canal has also been opened
in South Patan as a precau-

tionary measure. District
Panchayat CEO Ashwini
Devangan and SDM Vipul
Gupta were also present on
this occasion.
Collector visited the site
of Thakurintola and gave
instructions for beautification. He said that this place
has a great religious importance. Laxman Jhula is also
being built here on the instructions of the Chief
Minister. The natural beauty of this place is great and
it has good potential for
beautification and to be developed as a good picnic

spot. The natural habitat of
birds makes it a rare place.
The project will be prepared for its overall development. Collector also visited Anganwadi centers of
Patan block and inspected
the
weight
festival.
Anganwadi workers informed that the weight of
all the children is being
taken and height is being
measured.
The Collector also saw
the activity happening
under the weight festival.
He said that keeping an eye
on malnourished children

is the most important task.
The Collector asked the
officials of the Women and
Child
Development
Department to conduct a
special survey of the area
to see if there is malnutrition in any particular part.
If discovered, plan for it
separately so that malnutrition can be removed from
the entire area, he said.
Collector
visited
Srinivasan's farms in
Achanakpur. Srinivasan is
a BE graduate and is doing
farming. He has fenced the
fields and has also made a
Dabri for fisheries. He has
a big plan for goat rearing.
He said that the overall
model of farming on which
the Chhattisgarh government is working is very
good. Collector visited
Arsanara and saw the activities and livelihood activities of Gauthan. He
praised the women of the
self help group. Apart from
this, the Collector also inspected the Community
Health Center and CSC
Center.

Junk dealers fined for
obstructing road; illegal
hoardings removed

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: Bhilai Municipal
Corporation is working continuously in the direction of keeping
the city clean and beautiful. In
this sequel, illegal posters and
publicity materials like pamphlets, hoardings are being removed.
Corporation
Commissioner
Lokesh
Chandrakar has given instructions to the officers to remove illegal publicity material and random posters from the places of
government property. In compliance with the order of the
Commissioner, the employees are
taking action to remove the illegal
publicity materials from the roadside as well as the electric poles.
Simultaneously, illegal publicity
materials placed above the divider were also removed and
many hoardings were removed
from the side of the main roads.

Posters that spoiled the beauty of
the city and were installed on
government properties without
permission were removed in all
zones. Tractors and JCBs are
pressed into service for this task.
In Vaishali Nagar area at ward
number 14 and 15, vehicles were
parked by the Junk Dealers blocking the road at two places. BMC
imposed fines of Rs 3000 and Rs
5000 on the junk dealers.

Branding of organic paddy, fruits and
St Thomas College celebrates
vegetables to be done for better marketing
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: The NSS
and NCC unit of St.
Thomas College, Bhilai in
association
with
Sashastra Seema Bal,
Bhilai organized an activity
of
Weapon's
Demonstration and a
Rally in the Ruabandha
Sector on the theme Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahitsav and
Har Ghar Tiranga. People
were motivated to hoist
the national flag in their
homes.
The chief guest of this
program was Thomas
Chako, DIG SSB Bhilai.

First of all, the Principal
of
College, Dr MG
Roymon congratulated all
the students for the 75th
Year of Independence and
said that we have to hoist
the National Flag in our
homes and also we have to
motivate others for this.
Chief
Guest
DIG
Thomas Chako said that
the objective of this
weapon's display program
is to reduce the gap between the armed forces
and civilians. During the
program
Asst
Sub
Inspector Nishant Singh
Chahal explained briefly
about the weapons, their

maintenance and their
use during the war. On
this occasion Dr Surekha
Jawade, NCC Officer
Girl's Wing, Santosh
Yadav NCC Officer Boy's
Wing, Heads of all departments and other faculties
were presented. 55 NCC
Cadets and 22 NSS volunteers participated in this
program.
On this occasion a memento was presented by
SSB to St Thomas College,
Bhilai. Program direction
and vote of thanks was
given by Mahendra Ikhar,
NSS Program Officer, St
Thomas College Bhilai.

Bhilai, Aug 03: After the
introduction of Rajiv
Gandhi Nyay Yojana and
encouraging farmers to
cultivate aromatic paddy,
the area of cultivation of
aromatic paddy is increasing in the district. The
arrangement for its processing through Mini Rice
Mills etc is also available
in Gauthans.
Now, branding and attractive packaging of the
aromatic rice will be done
and it will be sold through
C-Mart and other commercial centers. Along with
this, organic fruits and
vegetables are also being
produced in the Baadis.
These items can also be
sold through C-Mart and
other centres.
Collector Pushpendra
Meena gave these instructions in a meeting of concerned officers held in
Patan block on Wednesday.
He said that during the

BMC serves notices to Rastogi Education
Society and Hi-Tech Multi Specialty Hospital
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: Bhilai
Municipal Corporation
has served notices to
Rastogi
Education
Society and Hi-Tech
Multi Specialty over the
incident in which about
39 students fell sick and
complained of vomiting
and diarrhoea.
The Bhilai Municipal
Corporation has issued
a notice to Rastogi
Education Society stating that permission for
building permission
was obtained for residential purposes. But
the constructed building is being used illegally to run an educational
institution
named
Rastogi College of
Nursing, which is a violation of section 293, 294
and
301
of
the
Chhattisgarh Municipal
Corporation Act 1956.
In the notice issued by
the Commissioner, it
has been instructed to
immediately stop the
use of the building as an
educational building,
within three days of receipt of the letter. The
representative
of
Rastogi College of
Nursing must appear in
the building permission
branch of the corporation office or communicate the compliance of
this order in writing be-

fore the building permission officer.
Another notice has
also been issued to
Rastogi
Education
Society, which mentions
the lack of adequate facilities for running the
hostel like drinking
water, toilets and cleanliness of the hostel
building premises, fire
safety registration and
equipment in the hostel.
The water purification
equipment was found
damaged and in a dilapidated condition during
the investigation.
In respect of all these
shortcomings, the hostel managed has been

asked to give clarification and reply. Apart
from serving notices to
Ramesh Mishra and
Vijayalakshmi, the hostel management has
been asked to close the
hostel immediately and
submit its clarification
for running the hostel
in the building having
permission for residential purpose.
At the same time, the
corporation has also issued a notice to Hitech
Multi
Specialty
Hospital. It has been
mentioned in the notice
that the hospital management did not convey
information within the

appropriate period to
the Bhilai Municipal
Corporation / District
Administration about
39 students, who were
undergoing treatment
for three consecutive
days in Hi-Tech Multi
Specialty Hospital due
to complaints of vomiting and diarrhoea.
The activity on the
part of the hospital
management was a violation of the Nursing
Home Act. The events
were not informed to
the district administration at the right time.
The corporation has
asked to furnish an explanation regarding
this irresponsible and
negligent attitude of the
hospital management.
It needs to be mentioned here that after
getting
information
about the incident,
Mayor Neeraj Pal had
reached the hospital to
meet the girl students.
During this visit, he had
discussed with the
Collector Pushpendra
Meena to investigate the
matter and take proper
action in the matter. In
this sequel, Bhilai
Municipal Corporation
Commissioner Lokesh
Chandrakar has issued
a notice to the Rastogi
Education Society, seeking a proper explanation.

visit of Gauthans in the
district, he found that
farmers and groups are
producing crops and fruits
and vegetables through organic farming.
After completing three
years, they will be able to
get the certificate of organic farming. There are
some groups which have
completed three years.
There is a good demand
for organic products in the
market. People want vegetables produced from the
Baadis.
With their availability

Bhilai Mahila
Samaj to celebrate Foundation
Day on Aug 04
Bhilai, Aug 03: Bhilai
Mahila Samaj, one of
Bhilai's
prominent
women institutions is all
set to celebrate its 65th
Foundation day on
August 04th, 2022. A cultural programme has
been organised at Nehru
House of Culture, Sector
01 from 3 pm to mark the
occasion. Dr Smita
Sinha, Gynecologist
from Durg District hospital will be the Chief
Guest during the programme.
Triparna
Dasgupta, President,
Bhilai Mahila Samaj
will address the gathering on their Foundation
day. A summary of activities of Bhilai Mahila
Samaj will be shared by
the Office bearers. Also,
a cultural programme
by members of different
units of Bhilai Mahila
Samaj will be presented
at Nehru House of
Culture. Bhilai Mahila
Samaj has been working
in the field of primary
education, health and
self-empowerment of
women since the inception of Bhilai Steel
Plant. The Samaj runs
different units to empower women and make
them self-sufficient.
Bhilai Mahila Samaj
also runs an all women
Petrol Pump 'Samriddhi
fuels' in Bhilai.

under one roof and in important centers like CMart of the city, people
will be able to buy such
products
easily
and
groups will also get good
benefits.
District Panchayat CEO
Ashwini Devangan was
also present on the occasion. He inquired about the
activities related to NGGB
and directed to start six
livelihood oriented activities prominently in all the
Gauthans. SDM Patan
Vipul Gupta was also present in the meeting.

The Collector took information about the condition of Kharif crop in the
meeting of the officials.
He inquired about the
compliance of the instructions given in the last
meeting. He questioned
about the publicity of alternatives of DAP. The
Agriculture Officer said
that the AREOs have visited among the people and
suggested alternatives of
fertilizers to solve the
problems of the farmers.
The Collector said that
running water facilities

should be available in all
schools. He instructed to
immediately start the repair works at the schools
which are marked for the
same. He asked the officials to ensure the quality
of education in schools
and effective monitoring
of mid-day meals etc.
The work on the buildings of Swami Atmanand
Schools should be completed on time. According to
the instructions given during the last visit, arrangements should also be made
for the activity classes.

RLAMC organised
multifarious events during
Acharya Charak Week

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 03: Acharya
Charak Week was successfully organized under the
joint aegis of Rajiv Lochan
Ayurveda Medical College,
Chandkhuri, Durg and
Vishwa
Ayurved
Parishad, Chhattisgarh.
On the first day, Principal
Dr Vandana Fating and
senior faculty members offered prayers to Lord
Dhanvantari
and
Maharishi
Charak.
Thereafter,
Samhita
Pathan was organized in
which the students recited
the Samhitas. On the second day, an essay competition was organized for the
students.
Samiksha
Tandon won the first prize,

Navodit Paikra got the second prize, while Amisha
Patel stood at third position in the essay competition. In the Shloka recitation competition, Anjali
Prasad got the first place,
Akanksha Jaiswal stood at
second
place
and
Samiksha Tandon got the
third position. During this
week, 100 fruit bearing
and medicinal plants were
planted by the students.
On the last day, on the occasion of Acharya Charak
Jayanti, Lord Dhanvantari
Vandana was conducted
by Guneshwari Sahu
(Lecturer,
Samhita
Siddhanta). Dr Kusum
Lata Rathore (Head of the
Department,
Samhita
Siddhanta) administered

the Charak oath to all the
students.
Dr
Anitta
Rajpuriya threw light on
the
biography
of
Maharishi Charak. At the
end of the programme, Dr
Manjusha
Sonpipre
(Professor, Department of
Kriya Sharir) proposed
the vote of thanks. The
program was conducted
by Dr Yogeshwar Pandey
and Dr Dharam Pal
Thakur.
Maharishi
Charak
Jayanti
Programme was organised under the guidance
and support of Vishwa
Ayurveda
Parishad,
Chhattisgarh
General
Secretary Dr Sushil
Kumar Dwivedi and
RLAMC
Managing
Director Shri R Sahu.
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IT conducts survey-raid in
more than 45 establishments

 Of Steel and Power
sector in the state
 IT’s investigation wing
takes action
 Survey-raid in four
cities including capital
city and in Jharsuguda,
Kolkata as well
Central Chronicle News

Raipur, Aug 03: A huge team of
Income Tax’s Investigation wing
from Chhattisgarh and Madhya
Pradesh (MP) conducted raidsurveys in 45 premises of establishments related to Steel and
Power sector here on Tuesday.
The team had also conducted
raids and surveys in Jharsuguda
(Odisha) and in Kolkata (W.B.).
The IT sleuths have taken the
offices, residential premises and
units of the businessmen of
Steel and Power sector along
with their authorised traders
under scrutiny. IT team started
the search at 6:00 in the morning on Tuesday jointly at all the

establishments of different
groups.
Factory in Urla-Silatara,
Kharora
The firm related to Steel and
Power Plants business viz.
Gravity Sponge and Power, AC
Strip, Maruti Ferrow, HRS Rerollers, Nirman TMT, Nutan
Ispat, Dhankun Steel and other
units have been taken under
investigation. The records in 810 factories in Raipur and
Raigarh are being scrutinised
and searched. The members of

IT team are checking the
records of products made,
records of raw materials and its
sales and purchase. The factories near the capital city are
being run in Urla, Siltara and
Kharora. In this survey cum raid,
the two main business groups
and their associated companies
have been targetted by the IT
team.
Survey in more than a dozen
residential premises
The IT team has conducted survey in more than a dozen resi-

dential premises and offices of
the Directors of the Steel and
Power Plants and their partners.
The houses of the owners of the
plants are in Luxora Mowa,
Farishta Complex, Wallfort City,
Romeneque Village Labhandi.
The search in Farishta Complex
was going on in 4th, 5th, and 6th
floor of ‘A’ block.
Assessment of jewelleries
The IT department is planning to
call the valuers in order to
assess the jewelleries found in
the residential premises of the
Directors of the above firms.
Along with valuation of the jewelleries, it will be tallied with the
records in the books of account
and it is after completion of the
assessment of valuation of the

jewelleries, the amount of jewels allowed as per the IT’s rule
will be permitted to the families
and rest will be seized. IT team
has found some lockers as well
and it has been sealed.
Highest number of establishments in capital city
There are more than 30 places in
capital city including factories in
Urla, Siltara, Kharora and residential premises and offices
where the survey was conducted. Initially the search started at
40 places and then it was
extended to five more, taking it
to 45. The survey in one or two
places are expected to be completed by late at night.
Team of 250 officers
from MP-CG
The IT’s investigation wing from
MP and Chhattisgarh are
involved in the survey and raids
in these institutions. They were
called here a day before and for
help of these IT sleuths, 100
jawans accompanied them.
Sources informed that this survey and raid would continue in
coming 2-3 days.
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REHEARSAL

Women are making the Tricolors with the spirit of national service
Raipur, Aug 03:

The jawans of different forces are doing rehearsal for the Independence Day at the
Police Parade ground here on Tuesday.

Anti incumbency behind poll debacle: BJP 11 cases of Swine flu detected in state, alert sounded
 Regional
Organizational
General Secretary
Ajay Jamwal sought
the reason behind
party defeat

Central Chronicle News

Raipur,
Aug
03:
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) office-bearers said
that lack of enthusiasm
among party rank and file
as well as anti incumbency
was prime reason behind
the debacle in the last
Legislative Assembly polls.
Office-bearers made the
above statement when the
newly-appointed National
Regional Organisational
General Secretary Ajay

Eligible EWS people
denied additional
food grains: MP
Raipur, Aug 03: Lok
Sabha member from
Raipur Sunil Soni on
Wednesday said that despite central allocation,
the people from weaker
section of society did not
receive the additional
foodgrain. Raising the
issue in Lok Sabha, the
BJP Parliamentarian said
that investigation should
be carried out into the entire process. He said that
additional five kg of rice
per member had to be provided to the eligible beneficiaries under Garib
Kalyan Yojna and subsequently, the allocation was
done for May and June
2021 which had continued
till date but in reality, the
eligible people were denies
the above facility as the
PDS outlets had not provided them the additional
5 kg rice to them.

Jamwal sought the reason
from them about the poll
debacle. While interacting
with the party leaders on
his maiden visit, the central leader asked them to
highlight the good works of
previous BJP government
during the tenure of 15
years as well as the
achievements of NDA government at the Centre in
comparison to the working
of Congress government
here during the next few
months. He further added

that team of party workers
at booth level would ensure BJP returns to power
in
next
Legislative
Assembly polls. On day
two
of
his
visit,
Organizational General
Secretary Jamwal held discussion on the expansion
of Organizational activities to strengthen the party.
He is separately holding
meeting with different organizational units to actually know the status of
party.

Health Ministers asks people to strictly follow Covid-19 Appropriate Behaviour
Raipur, Aug 03:
Amidst the increasing
cases of corona, Swine flu
has made its entry in the
state and total 11 patients
of Swine flu positive have
been found in capital city
and other 7 districts of
the state. The treatment of
these patients is in
progress and two have
been relieved and five are
still in the hospital. In
view of sudden detection
of such cases, the CHMO
has called for an emergency meeting with officials of the health department. Health Minister TS
Singh Deo has made an
appeal to people to remain
on alert in view of diseases likely during rainy
season, apart from following Covid appropriate be-

Raipur, Aug 03:
With assistance under
the
Amrut
Mission
Scheme
of
Potable
Drinking
Water
Augmentation Scheme in
urban areas, the work that
of inter-connection of 80
MLD water purification
sumpwell with 150 MLD
plant was completed well
within the stipulated time.
On completion of this
work, pure water will
reach all the proposed 14
new overhead tanks of
RMC. With this a total of
around new population of
5 lakh from newly connected villages within RMC

newly constructed can be
supplied water under
Amrut Mission. Under
this a part of 1000 diameter MS pipeline was grouted with concrete and was
linked with the sumpwell
of both the plants from the
bottom.
Since the work of construction of sumpwell was
done 12 yrs back and
breaking of thick size RCC
was quite a sensitive job
and therefore entire technical team of RMC under
guidance of Municipal

Union Bank’s Zonal Head
inaugurates new branch of MSME

Govt to offer 24%
rebate in
energy charges

 Three-day visit
to Bilaspur division

Union Bank’s Zonal
Head, Roop Lal Meena visited Bilaspur city on a
three-day visit to Bilaspur
division. He discussed
business related activities
with the senior officials of

negative. But there are
total 8 cases of MonkeyPox detected in other
states and therefore it is
necessary to take all necessary precautions. He informed that 11 cases of
Swine flu have been detected in the state and out
of which two patients
have been dis-charged and
9 are still undergoing
treatment in a private
hospital in Raipur. In
view of the cases of
Swine flu the health department has issued an
alert as well. Health
Minister Singh Deo has

Population of 5 lakh from new villages to get pure drinking water

 Mayor and Collector
extends greetings to
RMC’s technical
team for successful
completion of work

limit will get pure drinking water facility. Collector
Narendra Bhure and
Mayor Ejaz Dhebar have
appreciated the works of
entire team of RMC well
on time.
It is notable here that
this important work of
inter-connection of 30
MLD purified water out of
80 MLD plant with that of
150 MLD capacity water
treatment plant through
gravity was started on
August 1 so that 10 new
over-head water tanks

Raipur, Aug 03:

haviour (CAB) to avoid
Corona
along
with
Monkey-Pox virus and
now Swine flu as well.
In a statement made,
Health Minister said that
with arrival of rainy seasons comes variety of
water-borne diseases and
rise in infection due to
low immunity and appealed all to remain on
the alert and take all necessary precautions. The
health Department has issued instructions in this
regard to all the Medical
College
Hospitals,
CHMOs, Civil Surgeons at
state and district level.
Health Minister informed that a suspected
case of Monkey Pox had
come
to
fore
in
Chhattisgarh, but later its
report was found to be

the bank and instructed
for speedy work and directed the officials to
make efforts so that the
benefit of the new
schemes reaches the common people. In this series,
inaugurated a new MSME
branch in Raigarh, and

discussed about giving
loans to small and middle
class traders at low interest rates, as well as the
Union Bank’s initiative to
give new heights to the
small scale industry.
Addressing the scribes
here, the Zonal Head discussed in detail about the
new schemes of Union
Bank, to be very beneficial
in the interest of the customer. On the occasion
Union Bank’s Circle Head,
Paramjit Singh, Deputy
Circle Head Sita Ram
Bhoi, Chief Manager
Inderjit Ghosh, Vishal
Singh, Rajesh Singh,
Veena Prasad and all
branch managers were
present.

Raipur, Aug 03: The Chhattisgarh
government has decided to give a
special 24 per cent rebate in energy charges to stand-alone steel
rolling mills for a nine-month period, an official said on Wednesday.
The concession will be provided
for the electricity consumed
between July 1, 2022 to March 31,
2023. The state government
would bear the cost of rebate by
making an advance payment to
the Chhattisgarh State Power
Distribution Company Limited
(CSPDCL), the official said. The
objective was to help stand-alone
rolling mills included in the HV-4
tariff category cope with competition following the implementation of a new power policy by the
Chhattisgarh State Electricity
Regulatory Commission, he
added. Constantly increasing coal
prices and expensive electricity
have affected the profitability of
these mills and the rebate was
aimed at protecting jobs, he said.
There are 175 rolling mills in
Chhattisgarh including 125 in
Raipur alone.

Commissioner
RMC
Mayank Chaturvedi completed the task on alert
mode. Entire work was executed keeping in mind
the time-limit of 48 hours.
In this work, CE RK
Choubey,
EE
Badri
Chandrakar, Asst. Engg.
Narsingh Farendra, EE
Amrut Mission RK Gupta,
AE Nitish Jha, Pradeep
Yadav, Yogesh Kuddu, subengineer Anurag Patkar,
Ramesh Patel and entire
team of PDMC were involved with sheer grit and

determination. To ensure
that the general citizens
do not face any problems
RMC had made arrangements of water tankers to
ensure supply water in
every ward in co-ordination
with
Zone
Commissioners of every
zone. Mayor Ejaz Dhebar
has extended greetings to
entire technical team of
RMC and other staff in ensuring timely and successful completion of the
work and said that it was
with team work and planning that now around 5
lakh population of new
villages within RMC limit
will get pure drinking
water.
Collector
Dr
Sarveshwar Narendra
Bhure also extended greetings to RMC team for execution of the work with
proper planning and hard
work put in by all.

made an appeal to use
masks always while going
into public area and ensure cleaning of hands
and use sanitizer frequently and strictly follow
Covid
Appropriate
Behaviour (CAB) . Swine
flu also has the same
symptoms as that of
Corona and it also affects
the lungs.
Further
Health
Minister Singh Deo informed that in case of
people of Sukma district
found affected with
Kidney diseases, there the
content of iron and fluoride has been found to be
high in the water sources
and samples have been
sent to check presence
other harmful minerals
in it to the labs and its report is expected to come

Compensate appointment
family members on
cards of Sikshakarmis
Central Chronicle News

Raipur,
Aug
03:
Family members of
the Sikasha kar mis
have received new
hope of appointment
on
compensate
grounds as the state
government has initiated a process to accommodate them.
It is notable that the
merger
of
Sikshakarmis were at
later stage whereas
several of them had
died before the state
government’s decision
to merge them with the
gover nment departments.
Directorate
Public Instructions

has written a letter to
all
the
District
Education Officers and
Joint Directors to provide information related
with
the
Sikshakarmis who lost
their life before the
merger process.
It is understood that
nearly 900 family members may get the benefit of appointment on
compensate ground
which was not their
previously.
In support to their
demand, the family
members had resorted
to several agitations.
But now steps have
been taken in this regard.

Evidence-Based Practices must be adopted, said Experts
Central Chronicle News

Therefore, they should
have state-of-the-art facilities and trained human
resources.
Premier
Institutes should also be
prepared to play a pivotal
role in providing trained
human resources to other
peripheral institutes located in their vicinity.
Guest speaker Dr. Ayya

Syama Sundar, AIIMS,
Bibinagar explained various ventilator-associated
events in nursing care.
He suggested reinforcing
education, defining roles
in the care of patients receiving ventilation, and
implementing communication strategies between
departments for better

The Chief Minister Mr.
Bhupesh Baghel has requested the state’s residents to make the Hamar
Tiranga campaign a success by hoisting the
Tricolor in their homes,
shops, and organizations
during the Independence
week between 11 and 17
August.
The
Chief
Minister has also urged
the residents to upload
their display pictures on
social media using the
Independence week special display picture frame.
To upload your profile
photo, you can click on
http://twb.nz/hamartiranga.
The Har Ghar Jhanda
Campaign is being organized to make the Amrit
Mahotsav of India’s independence memorable.

The Har Ghar Jhanda
Campaign is being organized to make the Amrit
Mahotsav of India’s independence
memorable.
This
year
on
Independence
Day,
Tricolors made by the
women in Chhattisgarh’s
women’s self-help groups
will be hoisted under the
Har Ghar Jhanda campaign. To make this cam-

paign a success, the
women belonging to the
state’s self-help groups are
making the tricolors while
keeping the spirit of national service alive, and
are also becoming economically empowered.
Women of the Parvati Selfhelp Group in the
Dantewada district are
preparing tricolors. These
women view the work of

making tricolors not as a
mere task but as a service
to the nation.
Yamini Sahu of the
women’s self-help group in
Mahasamund district’s
Komakhan said that she
has just received an order
to make 1500 flags, and
more orders are expected.
She added while expressing her happiness that she
is proud of the fact that
the flags made by the
women in her group will
be hoisted in the homes
and Government offices of
the district.
While the work of making flags is awakening the
spirit of patriotism, on
one hand, it is also providing employment to women
on the other.
The responsibility to
make the national flags
has been given to women’s
self-help groups.

District Hospital tops in Kayakalp
Scheme ‘Swachh Aspatal Yojna’

 District Hospital
Bijapur will get
Rs 50 lakh as reward
 MLA Vikram Mandavi
congratulates the
hospital management

Bijapur, Aug 03: The
Health and Family Welfare
Department of the State
Government has announced the ranks of hospitals across the state for
the year 2021-22 for the
Kayakalp Scheme-“Swach
Aspatal Yojna”. According
to which District Hospital
Bijapur, a tribal-dominated
area, has got the first place
in the entire state for the
cleanliness of its hospital,
facilities provided to the patients, record keeping, in
which seventy types of
records are maintained
with good cleanliness. For
which Rs 50 lakh and certificate will be provided to
District Hospital Bijapur

by Health and Family
Welfare
Department,
Government
of
Chhattisgarh. According to
the list released by the department on 1st August
2022, the first-place district
hospital Bijapur has got
overall percentage of district is 87.53 and rank winner. On the other hand,
Kawardha District Hospital
has got 85.71 overall percentile and rank runner up.
Vikram Mandavi, MLA
Bijapur congratulates
the entire health department
“The result of the hard
work and good management
of
District
Administration Bijapur,

Health Department and the
residents of the district is
that, District Hospital
Bijapur has secured first
position in Kayakalp
Scheme “Swach Aspatal
Yojana” in the entire state”.
Rajendra Kumar
Katara, Collector Bijapur
There is teamwork,
everyone has done a good
job and played magnificent
role. Our priority is to utilize DMF head provisions
for facilities to provide
maximum support. We do
whatever is required of us.
The doctors and health
staff are doing a good job.
Those who are working
hard have been recognized,
this is a good thing, this

will motivate them more
and give better service.
Dr. Abhay Pratap
Tomar (Civil Surgeon)
Surgeon, District
Hospital Bijapur
This award is related to
district hospital cleanliness, facilities provided to
the patients, record keeping and cleanliness.
The entire staff of the
district hospital works by
contributing 100%. And the
patients get all the facilities. Though there are several issues, seen in the district. The reward amount
received
by
District
Hospital Bijapur will be
spent for the upgradation of
the hospital.

Allen Raipur announces IIM Raipur celebrates Munshi Premchand Jayanti with great zeal
launch of Tallenttex 2023
Raipur, Aug 03:

in three days. The Sukma
District administration
has being asked to issue
alert in this regard and
extend all possible assistance to those facing
Kidney related problems,
he added.
About entry of Swine
flu in the state, Director
Epidemic Control Deptt
Dr Subhash Mishra informed that so far 11 cases
have been detected and
out of which 4 are from
Raipur and rest two from
Raigarh and one each
from Dhamtari, Durg,
Dantewada, Rajnandgaon
and Bastar district. The
treatment of all 11 has
being started and two
have been discharged and
9 are still undergoing
treatment in private hospitals in Raipur.

AIIMS-R imparts training for critical care Nursing
Raipur, Aug 03: To introduce critical care practices to nursing officers
and students, the All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences organized a oneday CNE on Critical Care
Nursing.
Around 400 participants across the state
were trained on various
critical nursing issues in
CCUs/ICUs.
Experts
called it a specialized
branch of nursing and
motivated nursing students to get regular updates on the subject.
While inaugurating the
CNE, Prof. (Dr.) Nitin M.
Nagarkar, Director said
that with the changing
times, referral institutions like AIIMS are
bound to get the sickest
patients.

Tricolor made by women will be hoisted
in every home this year on Aug 15

outcomes.
Dean
(Academics) Prof. Alok C.
Agrawal motivated nursing students to learn advanced technology for
better patient care outcomes. Deputy Director
(Admin.)
Anshuman
Gupta said critical care
nursing is crucial in hospitals, and AIIMS is trying to provide the best
critical care services.
Financial Advisor B.K.
Agrawal, Principal Dr.
Benu
Mathew,
Ms.
Shymol
Saibu,
Dr.
Chinmay Panda, Dr.
Ujjwala Gaikwad, Deputy
Nursing Superintendent
Kanagraj, Organizing
Chairperson Rachana
Soni, DNS, Priyanka
Ravikiran
Taksande,
Evafelarisa
L.M.,
Pradeep Jekka, and
Prakash Mahadev Sabani
also graced the CNE.

 Students of Class 5
to 10 have a
chance to win
scholarships worth
Rs 250 cr
and cash prizes up
to Rs 1.25 cr

Raipur, Jul 03:
Allen Career Institute
(ACI), the pioneers of organised coaching for students in India, announced the launch of
India’s one of the biggest
talent encouragement
exam for students of
classes between 5 to 10,
named ‘Tallenttex 2023.’
The center head Kunal
Singh and Allen Raipur
team graced the launching ceremony held at
Allen campus. They unveiled the poster of

Tallenttex
2023 and
brochure.
Commenting on this
encouragement exam,
Kunal Singh, Center
head,
ACI
said,
“Tallenttex 2023 is one of
the biggest platforms
that encourages talented
students across India.
This year, the exam
will be conducted offline
in a single stage between
9th and 16th of October,
2022. The exam will be
conducted on October
16th in Raipur. All those
students
who
are

presently studying in
class 5th to 10th are eligible
to
appear
for
Tallenttex 2023. Students
can register themselves
online
at
www.tallentex.com or fill
an offline form available
at Allen centres in the
first week of August 22.
The shortlisted students
will be felicitated during
the
Success
Power
Session, which will be
held in November 22.”
All the students participating in Tallenttex
2023 will get their national rank in their respective classes, based on
which they will be given
scholarships worth Rs
250 crore and cash prizes
up to Rs 1.25 crore.

IIM Raipur commemorated Premchand Jayanti
in honour of Munshi
Premchand, one of the
greatest authors of Hindi
literature. In most of his
writings, the author has
been a pioneer in illustrating the absurdities of
Indian society and the
struggles of the poor and
common urban man.
The celebration started
with a lamp lighting ceremony by the Chief Guest
Dr. Sudip Chaudhuri,
Retired Professor, IIM
Calcutta and other present
dignitaries. This was followed by the inaugural address by Col. (Dr.)
Harindra Tripathi (Retd.),
Chief
Administrative
Officer, IIM Raipur where
he gave a brief description
about the life of Munshi
Premchand. He highlighted the qualities of
Premchand that the young
generation can imbibe to
attain a versatile personality. The Chief Guest greeted everyone in attendance
before beginning his address. He appreciated the
institute for conducting

the celebration. As mentioned by him, this was his
first time attending a programme like this. He emphasized the value of
these programmes that
present the history and
culture of the nation. Prof.
Nagi
Reddy
Vanga,
Adjunct Professor, IBS
Hyderabad (Ex Professor,
IIM Calcutta) highlighted
the contributions of
Premchand in his speech.
Premchand has written
about a dozen novels, almost 250 short stories, several articles, and Hindi
translations of numerous
foreign literary classics.
He thanked the institute
for the warm invitation.

Both the speakers were
presented with a memento
from the institute. Prof.
Damini Saini, Assistant
professor,
Human
Resources Management,
IIM Raipur greeted the audience and gave a brief description of the first act of
the programme, a play on
Premchand’s work ‘Idgah’.
A four-year-old orphan
named Hamid, who lives
with his grandmother
Amina, is the subject of
the story in Idgah. The boy
uses the money Amina
gave him on the day of Id
to buy a “Chapati Tong”
rather than toys or candy.
He suppresses his own desires for his grandmoth-

er’s wellbeing. The act was
performed by the children
of the faculties of IIM
Raipur.
This was followed by a
poem recitation by a student of PGP 2nd year and
a quiz competition for the
audience, themed on the
life of Premchand.
The second play was
performed on ‘Godan’ by
the MBA students. It
draws attention to the conflict between the peasant
and the moneylender, who
is supported by a number
of groups. It paints a picture of an agrarian community with all of its
hardships and simple
pleasures, suffering and

exploitation, disappointments and hopes.
Another play was on
‘Kafan’. The tale, which is
a parody on the degrading
state of humanity, concerns a father and son duo
who need money to bury
their son’s wife after she
passed away during childbirth. It discusses the
plight of the lower caste in
society and explores the
depravity of the human
spirit, which transcends
all classes, creeds, and religions. Both the plays
Godan and Kafan were directed by Prof. Mrunal P.
Chavda,
Assistant
Professor, Humanities &
Liberal Arts, IIM Raipur.

Ensure people’s participation in the ‘Nagpanchami’ at
First ticket of ‘The Jungle Rumble’
‘Har Ghar Tiranga Abhiyan’: Bhagat Govt Primary School professional boxing fight presented to CM

Raipur, Aug 03:
Culture
Minister
Amarjit Bhagat said that
there should be wide participation of all sections of
the society in the ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga Abhiyan’.

He said that the sentiments of the countrymen
are attached with our tricolor. Many people have
sacrificed during the national movement for the
pride and glory of this tricolor. Bhagat gave neces-

sary directions to the departmental officers to
spread publicity in this regard and to connect people
with this campaign at his
residence office here on
Tuesday. Our national flag
tricolor is a symbol of our
freedom, pride and self-respect. He said that the tricolor made by the local artisans of ‘Har Ghar
Jhanda Abhiyan’ should
be used so that they can
get employment as well as
contribute to the economy
of the state. He appealed to
the people to buy Khadi
national flags made by the
SHG members associated
with handicrafts during
the Har Ghar Tiranga
Abhiyan.

Kareli badi: The festival
of Nag Panchami on Aug 2
was celebrated with great
pomp in Government
Children’s
Primary
School, Kareli Badi.
Worship was done by gar-

landing on the photo of
snake and offering milk
symbolically. All the teachers and children took
turns worshiping the
snake and praying for a
happy life and praying for
freedom from Kakal Sarp
Dosh.
Head reader Khubchand
Patel worshiped Vasuki
Nag, Janak and Takshak.
The glory of the serpent
was praised. Assistant
teachers Mukesh Kumar
Sahu, Santosh Kumar
Sahu, Santram Yadav explained the legends of the
snake in detail beforehand. Students including
the cook were present on
this occasion.

Rakhis made of paddy, rice, wheat and gourd will adorn the wrists of brothers
Raipur, Aug 03:
For the soon-approaching
festival of Rakshabandhan
this year on August 11,
women self-help group of
Bihaan in Kawardha district
have prepared beautiful
rakhis using paddy, rice,
wheat and gourd seeds. These
rakhis are being sold under
the
brand
name
of
‘Bhorbandhan’. Price of these
rakhis ranges from Rs 20 to Rs
40.
Seven different counters
have been put up in
Kabeerdham district to sell
Bhorbandhan rakhis. These
include Collectorate premise,
C-Mart and Janpad Panchayat
Headquarters of all the development blocks of the district.
Tremendous
sale
of
Bhorbandhan Rakhis have

 This year on
Rakshabandhan
 Sisters at Bihaan have
made Rakhis of
‘Bhorbandhan’ brand
 Rakhis of ’Borbandhan’
brand are available in
C-Mart and Collectorate

been reported on the very
first day itself. The members
of women self-help group of
Rajnawagaon told that their
group has worked twice as
hard in making rakhis.
In a very short span of time,
the group has made 800 hundred Rakhis in various
designs. Production will be
further increased based on
the market demand. Women
group of Kabeerdham district
has prepared 6 thousand

rakhis in a short span of time.
Collector
Mr.
Janmejay
Mahobe informed that as
many as 17 active self-help
groups have been associated
with the work of manufacturing Rakhis and they have also
been provided free market for
the sale. In this way, effective
work has been done in the
diretion of associating women
self-help groups with the economic development and
employment oriented activities of the government.
At present, more than 6
thousand 600 rakhis have
been prepared by these
groups under the brand name
of ‘Bhorbandhan’.
Based on the market
demand, the self-help groups
have been given the task of
preparing about 30 thousand
rakhis.



Vijender Singh will
compete with Eliasu Suley of
Ghana for the first time in
the professional boxing fight
being held in Raipur.

Raipur, Aug 03: The organising
board
of
Professional Boxing Fight
‘The Jungle Rumble’ had a
courtesy call on Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
at his residence office here
this evening. The organisers presented the first ticket to the Chief Minister
‘The Jungle Rumble’ professional boxing fight.
They informed the Chief
Minister that ‘The Jungle
Rumble’ professional boxing fight would be organ-

ised on August 17 at Balbir
Singh Juneja Indoor
Stadium, Raipur. In the
boxing fight, Olympic
medalist boxer Vijender
Singh will take on
Ghanaian boxer Eliasu
Suley. The Chief Minister

CM expresses
profound grief over
demise of Nalini Mishra

Nagpanchami celebrated
at Saraswati Shishu Mandir

Raipur, Aug 03: Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel has expressed
profound grief over the demise
of Smt. Nalini Mishra, mother
of Chief Justice of Andhra
Pradesh High Court and former
Chief Justice of Chhattisgarh
High Court, Justice Prashant
Kumar Mishra. Meanwhile,
Mishra passed away on
Tuesday night in Raigarh. She
was 85. Expressing his deepest
condolences to the bereaved
family members, the Chief
Minister has prayed for the
peace of the departed soul.
Meanwhile, Smt. Mishra
passed away on Tuesday night
in Raigarh. She was 85.
Expressing his deepest condolences to the bereaved family
members, the Chief Minister
has prayed for the peace of the
departed soul.

Kareli badi, Aug 03: On
Tuesday, Nagpanchami
was celebrated in the educational institutions of the
area with gaiety. In this
episode, worship was done
in Saraswati Shishu
Mandir Kareli Badi on
Nagpanchami by offering
wreaths, flowers, milk to a
photo of Snake God.
Kisun Yadav told the legend related to the snake
god. Principal
Nutan

thanked the organizers for
giving them the first ticket
while congratulating them
for the successful organization of the boxing fight.
Mr. Chinmay Tiwari and
Ms. Suman Tripathi were
present on the occasion.

Sahu narrated an anecdote
related to the snake deity.
He narrated the story related to Vasuki Nag and
the churning of the ocean,
wishing the children for a
happy life, also took a resolution. Students including Vijay Sahu, Kisun
Yadav, Hirmisha Sahu,
Dineshwari
Pal,
Bholeshwari Sonwani,
Dumesh Soni were present
on this occasion.
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Excess fluoride content found
in ground water samples
Hand pumps closed with immediate effect
Central Chronicle News
Konta, Aug 03: Collector
of Sukma district Harish
S. Water samples of 19
hand pumps and 01 nullah
were sent for testing from
village Regadgatta of
Konta block. Out of which
the results of some samples have been obtained.
In the test results, excessive amount of fluoride
has been found in 02 hand
pumps, which have been
closed by the administration with immediate effect. So that no villager
uses water from these
hand pumps.
SDM
Konta
Bansinghnetam said that
excessive amount of fluo-

ride was found in the hand
pump located near Mata
Mandir and the hand
pump installed near the
residence of Muchaki

Jogesh, which has been
switched off.
Excessive amount of
iron in 08 hand pump,
strict instructions to vil-
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Four injured, one dies as
vehicle turns turtle
While overtaking the Bolero vehicle near Gram Dongitarai

lagers not to use it for
drinking water In the investigation report, the
quantity of iron in 08
hand
pumps
of
Reggadatta was found to
be slightly higher than
normal.
The villagers have been
given strict instructions
not to use the water from
these hand pumps as
drinking water. The water
from these hand pumps
has been asked to be used
only for washing clothes,
washing utensils, and for
bathing.
Separate arrangements
are being made by the
Sukma district administration for the drinking
water of the villagers.

Central Chronicle News
Rajim, Aug 03: Four persons were injured and one
died when the Bolero vehicle was hit from the side
by speedily driven Swift
car crossing it near Gram
Dongitarai on RajimRaipur highway at 10:00 in
the morning on Tuesday.
After the accident, the
Bolero vehicle bounced
and turned turtle inside a
farm nearby.
Four in the Bolero have
got injured and a girl got
her hand fractured and one
is reported to be critical.
Whereas all those in Swift
car are reported safe and
the driver of the vehicle is

absconding. Injured were
taken to the hospital and
are undergoing treatment.
As per information in this
regard, in Bolero vehicle,
Rajim Bhaktin Mandir
Samiti former President
Dr Mahendra Sahu his
wife Yogeshwari Sahu
along with Dhakor Ram
Sau of Gram Beltukari;
Chaviram Sahu, Devika
Sahu and Girdhari were
going from Rajim to
Raipur for their work.
It was about 10 km away
from Navapara near Gram
Dongitarai that they met
with an accident. The impact of side hitting was so
high that the Bolero vehicle got tossed thrown off

and turned turtle in nearby farm. No sooner the police got the information,
Gobara-Navapara police
reached the site and injured were taken to PHC
Navapara. One DR Sahu in
the Bolero died on the spot,
as he suffered serious injured in his head, chest and
other parts of the body.
On hearing about this
incident, Sahu Samaj,
Rajim Bhaktin Mandir
samiti President Lala
Sahu, Pradesh Sahu Sangh
V-P Bhuneshwar Sahu,
Navapara Nagar President
Pardeshi Ram Sahu,
Shyam
Sahu,
Dr
Ramkumar Sahu, Dr Dilip
Sahu and other reached

Vaccination camp held in ACRC Kampa 74th DOLICM in Sambalpur Division

Central Chronicle News
Birkoni, Aug 03: Oneday vaccination camp
was
organised
at
Agriculture College and
Research
Centre
(ACRC)
Kampa

Final rites
of monkey
performed with
due respect
By students of High
School in Anwari

Central Chronicle News
Anwari, Aug 03: In
an accidental death of
a monkey on Monday,
his final rites were
performed by the
School students as per
rituals. It is notable
here that a monkey
was injured by dogs in
High School near
Gram Bhaisbod and
he died later.
Treating
the
Monkey as symbol of
Lord Shri Hanuman,
the students of the
School and local people performed the final
rites as per traditions.
The body of the
monkey was washed
and was decorated
with new clothes and
then rituals were performed near Lord Shri
Hanuman's temple.
On this occasion villagers- Dilip Sahu,
Kumbhkaran Sahu,
Dasaru
Yadav,
Tameshwar
Sahu,
Vidyarthi
Naresh
Baghel,
Lokesh,
Ishwar, Pankaj, Vijay,
Nikhil
Kumar,
Kaushal Tarak, Vikas,
Rahul Yadav and others were present.

Mahasamund under the
aegis of NSS.
On this occasion Dean
ACRC Dr Anurag, Prof.
Dr Navneet Rana, Dr
Sandeep Bhandarkar,
Dr PC Chourasia, Engg.
KKS Mahilang, Asst.

Librarian President Dr
Arti Jain, guest teachers, all staff of the
College, students and
Sarpanch
Kampa
Gajanand Sahu and
Panch
Humeshwar
Prajapati were present.

Sambalpur, Aug 03: 74th
Divisional official language implementation
c o m m i t t e e
meeting(DOLICM) was organised in Sambalpur
Division. On this occasion
Divisional
Railway
Manager,
Sambalpur,
Pradeep Kumar joined as
Chief Guest and reviewed
progress reports and suggested some ideas to increase the day to day work
in Hindi language.
On this occasion
Additional
Chief
Rajbhasa Adhikari cum
Addl. Divisional Railway
Manager,
Sambalpur,
Anand Singh briefly informed about the official
language activities conducted in the last quarter.
Sr.Divisional
Safety
Officer, Shibabrata Dhal
presented a power point

presentation in Hindi language regarding Safety department's activities. In
this meeting, the winners
of essay competition and
painting competition or-

ganized
by
the
Department of Rajbhasha
and Environment were
awarded cash prizes and
certificates
by
the
Divisional
Railway

Manager. All officers of
the division participated
in the meeting and Deepak
Parshrampuria,
Rajbhasa Adhikari coordinated the function.

the site and took information about the accident and
offered help to those injured.
As per reports Dr
Mahendra Sahu with family was going from Rajim
to Raipur when a speedily
driver Swift car came
from behind and while
crossing the Bolero got unbalanced and due to side
hit, the Bolero got tossed
from the road and fell inside a farm nearby.
The Swift vehicle also
entered the other side of
the road, but did not
turned turtle. The police
has registered a case and
is in search of the driver
of Swift vehicle.

Shivling established
on occasion of
'Sawan Somwar'

Nand ini-Ahirwara, Aug 03:
The members of Kaushalya
Manas Mandli (KMM) of
NandiniAhirwara
Township
established
'Shivling' on occasion of
'Sawan Somwar' in ward
No. 10 and prior to it they
took out a massive 'Kalash
yatra' and after which the
'Kalash' was put above the
Lord Shiva's temple following all rituals. On Tuesday
the
programme
of
'Mahaprasadi' was also organised.

Chaubebandha Sindhuri
Plan new livelihood
road becomes inaccessible activities in the RIPs: Collector

Central Chronicle News

Rajim,
Aug
03:
Chaubebandha Sindhuri
road adjacent to the city
has become inaccessible,
much to the annoyance of
the nearby residents and
commuters.
As per information installation of tap connections adjacent to the road
periphery has increased
the trouble, as due to lack of
drainage system, the water
accumulates and overflows
the road.
The monsoon season also
has added to the woes, as
potholes have formed in
many places in the road
leading to clogging and disruption of traffic movement.
The road has also famously become site of accidents and skidding of vehicles owing to the poor consition. If this situation continues, then major accidents cannot be ruled out.
It is worth mentioning
that people of dozens of villages including Sindhuri,
Baronda keep on coming

and going from morning
till evening and late night
and hundreds of people of
Dhamtari district visit
Gariaband district daily
through Chaubebandha
Bridge.
For the last 4 years, it is
going on that the state government will widen this

road and connect it to
National Highway No. 43
and villagers were told that
a survey has also been done
for this, but the survey is
yet to start.
The length of the
Chaubebandha to Sindhuri
road is about 2 km, this
road directly connects
Gariaband district with
Dhamtari district and the
roadway is getting narrower day by day, due to which
there is a big problem in
traffic movement too.
The demand for widening of the road has been
made by the passers-by to
PWD
Minister
Tamradhwaj Sahu and
MLA Amitesh Shukla. It
should be known that after
the Rajim Mela starts at the
new fair ground, the pressure on the road will increase rapidly.
After that, a traffic jamlike situation will be created on the roads. Therefore,
it is very necessary to
widen this roadway, has
been opined by many public representatives and the
common man alike.

Central Chronicle News
Koriya, Aug 03: District
Collector Kuldeep Sharma
took a review meeting of
Panchayat and Rural
Development Department
in the Manthan meeting
room
of
District
Panchayat here, which
was also attended by
District Panchayat CEO
Kunal Dudawat, Janpad
Panchayat CEO, Executive
Engineer,
Rural
Engineering
Services
Department and officers
and employees of all concerned departments.
In
the
meeting,
Collector Sharma reviewed in detail the Suraji
village scheme 'Narva,
Garwa, Ghurva and Bari'
and Godhan Nyay scheme
and said that the works of
Narva
development
should be accelerated in
the district, and he asked
all MNREGA POs to visit
the Narva site and make a
plan for construction of
structures useful in Narva
conservation, so that the

BRIEF
Ambedkar’s
statue
Bhadohi (UP): A statue of BR Ambedkar
was defiled in Deegh
village of the district,
police said on
Wednesday. A local
identified as Pawan
informed police about
the matter on Tuesday
following which a police team reached the
spot and got the 1.5feet tall statue, which
had fallen on the
ground, reinstalled,
Superintendent of
Police Anil Kumar
said. An FIR has been
registered under IPC
section 295 (injuring
or defiling place of
worship with intent to
insult the religion of
any class) and probe is
on in the matter.

Life term
Mathura (UP): Four
people have been sentenced to rigorous life
imprisonment by a
court here for brutally
killing a 17-year old
boy in 2007.
Additional District
and Sessions Judge
(first) Harendra
Prasad also imposed a
fine of Rs 10,000 each
on the convicts
Anoop, Sanjay, Samay
Singh and Vijay. While
the victim Ashish’s
head was found in
Patlauni village on
February 22, 2007, his
body was found in
Yaunni village the
next day in a well,
Assistant district government counsel,
Raju Singh said.

Red alert
Thiruvananthapuram

/Pathanamthitta:
Red alert was declared in three districts of Kerala and
Orange alert in 8 by
the India
Meteorological
Department (IMD) on
Wednesday as heavy
rains continued to
pound various parts
of the state. Red alert
was declared in the
districts of Kottayam,
Idukki and
Ernakulam for the
day and Orange alert
in the remaining districts barring
Thiruvananthapuram,
Kollam and Kasargod,
according to an IMD
district rainfall forecast issued for Kerala
at 10 AM.

Bangaluru, Aug, 03:
Amid signs of rumbling
within, Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday
night urged the party's
Karnataka unit leaders to
work unitedly for the 2023
assembly polls and not
speak out publicly on leadership and internal matters.
The former
Congress president attended the Karnataka unit's political affairs committee
meeting, where discussions were held on organi-

sational matters and
preparations for the upcoming assembly polls.
Gandhi's call for unity
comes amid a game of political one-upmanship between two leaders legislature
party
leader
Siddaramaiah and state
president D K Shivakumar
over the chief minister's
post in the event of the
party coming to power in
the state. "The committee
discussed party organisation and policy matters.
The meeting also dis-

2015 killing of activist Govind
Pansare to Maha ATS from CID
HC transfers probe into
Mumbai, Aug 03 (PTI):
Over seven years after
the killing of activist
Govind Pansare, the
Bombay High Court on
Wednesday transferred
the probe into the case to
the Maharashtra's AntiTerrorism Squad (ATS).
A Special Investigation
Team (SIT) of
the
Maharashtra Criminal
Investigation Department
(CID) was investigating
the case till now. A division bench of Justices
Revati Mohite Dere and
Sharmila Deshmukh said
it was allowing the application filed by Pansare's
family members and
transferring the probe to
the ATS. The SIT was constituted in 2015 following a
Bombay High Court order

passed on a plea filed by
Pansare's family members
seeking such a special
team. Pansare was shot at
on February 16, 2015 in
Kolhapur and succumbed
to his injuries a few days
later on February 20. The
CID was probing the case
and had arrested a few
people. The activist's family members last month
filed an application in the
high court seeking for the
probe to be transferred to
the ATS claiming that the
SIT has not been able to
make a breakthrough in
the case yet.Senior counsel Ashok Mundargi, appearing for the SIT, told
the court that it does not
have any objection if the
probe is transferred to the
ATS, as that too is a state
government agency.

cussed preparations for the
2023 assembly polls.....PAC
will meet frequently and
take collective decisions in
the interest of the party.
Rahul Gandhi appealed to
leaders of the party to go
aggressively and unitedly
against the misrule of the
BJP in Karnataka and at
the Centre," AICC general
secretary K C Venugopal
said.
Speaking to reporters in
Hubballi after the meeting,
he said Gandhi urged party
leaders to work to instal a
people-centric Congress
government in Karnataka.
"The entire leadership of
Karnataka will join hands
together
and
win
Karnataka in the 2023
polls.....unknowingly or
knowingly some statements are made here and
there before the media.
Don't fall for that trap,
party leaders should not
speak in different voices
inside or outside," he
added.

nearby farmers get convenience in irrigation facilities.
While reviewing the
Godhan Nyay Yojana, he
inquired about the purchase of cow dung in
Gauthans from all CEO
Janpad Panchayat, and
said that regular purchases should be made in active Gauthans every day.

In this sequence, while
reviewing the purchase of
cow urine started in two
Gauthans of the district
from Hareli festival, the
Collector said that special
attention should be paid to
it as per the intention of
the government.
Make a plan for the
manufacture and sale of
Jeevamrut
and

Brahmastra produced
from cow urine under
Rural Industrial Parks
(RIPs), he said addressing
the officials. He also instructed the Deputy
Director
Livestock
Development Department
to plant Napier grass in
Gauthans by making best
arrangements for the pastures.

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):
V i g i l a n c e
Commissioner Suresh N
Patel was on Wednesday
appointed as the Central
Vigilance Commissioner, a
year after the post fell vacant.
Patel, who has been
working as the acting
Central
Vigilance
Commissioner
(CVC)
since June this year, was
sworn in as the chief of
the probity watchdog
Central
Vigilance
Commission by President
Droupadi Murmu at
Rashtrapati Bhavan here.
Press Trust of India
(PTI) had last month reported that Patel's appointment as the CVC was
cleared by a selection committee headed by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.

TIRANGA BIKE RALLY

Gang raped
Ballia (UP): An 18year-old woman was
allegedly raped by
four people when she
had stepped out to
ease herself in a village in Uttar
Pradesh’s Ballia district, police said on
Wednesday. The
woman in her police
complaint alleged that
the incident took place
on July 30. The accused, aged between
25 and 35 years, and
the woman are from
the same village under
Nagra police station
limits, they said.

Union Minister Smriti Irani with Union Minister of State For Health Bharti Pawar arrive
at the India Gate during the ‘Tiranga Bike Rally' for the MPs of all parties, in New
Delhi, Wednesday. The rally was flagged off by Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu at
the Red Fort and culminated at the India Gate.

Herstory: Poetry with Different Notes

 Book Review
by Hriday G Sarat

O

ne reason why we read is
so that we can learn about
the worlds of others. In doing so
perhaps we forget that even to
write- demands the perceptiveness to appreciate the worlds of
others. Or in other words empathy shapes our worldview as
both readers and writers.
‘Herstory’ a poignant new collection of poems by Neha
Bansal, a career civil servant
aims to throw a fresh perspective on the lives of the others.
When I say others- I mean we all
know the stories of Bheem,
Arjun, Ram, Lakshman and
Ravan but have we ever bothered to think of the lives of
Hidimba, Draupadi, Urmila,
Mandodari or Meenakshi?
Perhaps not. Bansal’s work aims
to rectify and redress this injustice and bring these women’
stories or ‘Herstory’ into the
panoply of a modern vibrant lit-

People along with their motorcycles ride a boat to cross the flooded Ganga river after removal of the Pipa bridge,
that connects Kachchi Dargah to Raghopur Diara, in Patna, Wednesday.

Suresh N Patel appointed
Flood tourism? It's a thing
Central Vigilance Commissioner and Kerala warns against it

Seven killed
Dhar/Satna (MP):
Seven persons were
killed and as many
others injured in two
road accidents in
Dhar and Satna districts of Madhya
Pradesh, officials said
on Wednesday. Both
the accidents took
place on Tuesday, they
said. Four persons
were killed when the
motorcycle they were
riding on collided
with a car near Dehri
village, around 90
kms from Dhar district headquarters,
under Bag police station limits on
Tuesday night, Sub
Divisional Officer of
Police (SDOP) Dilip
Singh Bilwal said.

FLOODED GANGA

Rahul attends key Cong meet in Karnataka,
urges leaders to fight 2023 polls unitedly

At a ceremony held
today at 1000 hrs at
Rashtrapati Bhavan, Shri
Suresh N Patel, was sworn
in as the Central Vigilance
Commissioner. He made
and subscribed the oath of
his office before the
President, a communique
issued by the Rashtrapati
Bhavan on Wednesday
said. The ceremony was
also attended by the prime
minister
and
Vice
President M Venkaiah
Naidu. Patel, former man-

Uddhav's Thane
leader held for rape
Mumbai: Mumbai Police has
registered an FIR against Shiv
Sena's new Thane district chief
Kedar Dighe and his friend
Rohit Kapoor for alleged criminal intimidation and rape.
The N M Joshi Marg police in
Mumbai registered a case
under section 506 of the Indian
Penal Code (criminal intimidation) against Dighe. A case was
also filed under section 376
(rape) of the Indian Penal Code
against Kapoor, who police
said is a friend of Dighe.
Kedar Dighe is nephew of
the Shiv Sena leader Anand
Dighe who passed away in
August 2001.
On July 31, Kedar Dighe was
appointed by Shiv Sena president Uddhav Thackeray as the
new Thane district chief of the
party.
"An FIR has been registered
against Thane Shiv Sena president Kedar Dighe, who is also
the nephew of late Shiv Sena
leader Anand Dighe and his
friend Rohit Kapoor.

aging director and chief
executive
officer
of
Andhra Bank, was in
April 2020 appointed as the
vigilance commissioner.
Former
Indian
Administrative Service
(IAS) officer Sanjay
Kothari had completed his
term as the CVC on June
24 last year.
The Central Vigilance
Commission is headed by
a central vigilance commissioner and it can have
two vigilance commissioners.
At present, there is no
vigilance commissioner
working
in
the
Commission.
A three-member selection panel headed by the
prime minister had met in
July to decide on the CVC
and vigilance commissioners.

Thiruvananthapuram,
Aug, 03: As rains continued in Kerala, state
Revenue Minister K Rajan
on Wednesday said that
people should strictly
avoid going to areas
which are inundated or
flooded as part of a growing trend of "flood
tourism" and warned that
police would be used to remove such persons.
Rajan said there is a
growing trend among people to visit areas which
are flooded and try to
enter the waters there or
catch fish and the same
should be avoided as it
creates an additional burden on the authorities carrying out relief and rescue operations.
He gave the example of
an elephant being stranded for hours in the

Chalakudy river on
Tuesday morning, news
reports of which led to a
large number of people
arriving at that place and
creating a problem for the
local authorities.
"Such activities in
flooded areas would not
be permitted at all and if
necessary, police assistance would be sought to
remove such persons," he
said. On evacuating people from disaster prone
areas, he said that according to guidelines in the
Orange book such people
have to be mandatorily relocated.
Rajan said that the state
government has taken all
necessary steps, like setting up relief camps, so
that there is no loss of life
and people can comfortably wait out the rains.

India can become vishwa guru by 2047: Shah

New delhi, Aug 03:
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah said that if
the countrymen fulfil resolutions for the development of the country in
the next 25 years, India
will become a Vishwa
guru. "How will India be
in 2047? How will it be in
every field? How will it be
in the field of education,
health, and development?
This year is the year to
make India better in

every field. If we work on
these core sectors and fulfill its goals in the next 25
years, then after 25 years,
India will become Vishwa
Guru," Union Home
Minister Amit Shah said
while addressing an
event in the national capital.
Urging every citizen to
hoist the national flag at
their houses during 'Har
Ghar Tiranga' campaign
(August 13 to 15), Amit
Shah on Tuesday said the

PROTEST

About the Author

programme gives a message to the world about
the determination of the
people of India for the
prosperity of the nation.
He said the call for flag
hoisting at each household under Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav (AKAM)
is also to tell the younger
generation about the sacrifices made by the freedom fighters during the
90-year-long struggle and
inculcate a feeling of patriotism among them.

Eknath Shinde
govt issued 751 GRs
in one month

A student of English literature, Neha Bansal is a literature buff
and has had the good fortune to teach literature to both undergraduate and postgraduate classes until she joined the civil
services. An officer of the 2010 batch of the Indian
Administrative Service, Bansal is a Commissioner of Food
Safety in the Government of NCT of Delhi. Her interest lies in
reading literature, history, mythology, and travel writing.
erary canon. One thing that jars
about ‘Herstory’ is that there are
broadly three themes to
Bansal’s work- ‘poems reinterpreting’ mythology, poems of
experience and observation and
poems of introspection. While
all three contribute to the rich
tapestry she weaves for us,
interspersing the poems dulls
the impact of each thematic
unit. The anthology would have
been better served with a bit of
sequestration of themes. There
are echoes of Ezekiel in
Arranged Marriage: The ‘old
fashioned way’ and the
Modernists like Eliot and Auden
throughout. Largely written in

free verse the poems are not
without stylistic ornamentation
or lack of scansion as the poet
makes clever use of rhythm and
rhyme to sharp effect. Another
aspect which stood out very distinctly was her use of colorful
imagery and words for colours
which left a vibrant image in the
mind. I can recall at least five
different shades of blue mentioned each with its relevant
iconography. Her work makes us
pause after each poem of
‘Herstory’ and introspect on our
own biases and prejudices and
hopefully makes us wiser in our
own treatment of the other half
of humanity (not just women).

Aam Aadmi Party workers stage a protest against the Union government over
imposition of 12 percent GST on 'Sarais', in Amritsar, Wednesday.

Mumbai: The Maharashtra government has issued 751 government resolutions (GRs) ever
since Eknath Shinde took over
as chief minister on June 30,
and over a hundred of these
orders are related to the health
department alone. These resolutions are uploaded on the government's official website. A GR
is essentially an approval order
sanctioning release of funds for
development related works. In
June this year, soon after a
rebellion broke out in the then
ruling Shiv Sena, the Maha
Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government headed by Sena president
Uddhav Thackeray had issued
182 GRs in just four days.
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EXPLAINER: Why Pelosi went to Taiwan, and why China’s angry
Washington, Aug 03 (AP):

When House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi flew into
Taiwan on an Air Force
passenger jet Tuesday, she
became the highest-ranking American official in 25
years to visit the self-ruled
island. China announced
military maneuvers in retaliation,
even
as
Taiwanese officials welcomed her and she headed
to her hotel.
The reason her visit
ratcheted up tension between China and the
United States: China
claims Taiwan as part of
its territory, and it views
visits by foreign government officials as them
recognising the island’s
sovereignty.
President Joe Biden has
sought to calm that complaint, insisting there’s no
change in America’s longstanding “one-China policy,” which recognises
Beijing but allows informal relations and defence
ties with Taipei.
Pelosi portrays her
high-profile trip as part of

a US obligation to stand
with democracies against
autocratic countries, and
with democratic Taiwan
against China.
A look at some of the issues at play:
WHY DID PELOSI GO
TO TAIWAN?
Pelosi has made a mission over decades of showing support for embattled
democracy movements.
Those include a trip in
1991
to
Tiananmen
Square, where she and
other lawmakers unrolled
a small banner supporting
democracy, as frowning
Chinese security officers
tried to shut them down.
Chinese
forces
had
crushed a homegrown
democracy movement at
the same spot two years
earlier.
The speaker is framing
her Taiwan trip as part of
a broader mission at a
time when “the world
faces a choice between autocracy and democracy.”
She led a congressional
delegation
to
the
Ukrainian capital of Kyiv
in the spring, and her lat-

est effort serves as a capstone to her years of promoting democracy abroad.
“We must stand by
Taiwan,” she said in an
opinion piece published by
The Washington Post on
her arrival in Taiwan. She
cited the commitment that
the US made to a democratic Taiwan under a 1979
law.
“It is essential that
America and our allies
make clear that we never
give in to autocrats,” she
wrote.
WHAT IS THE US
STAND ON TAIWAN?
The Biden administration, and Pelosi, say the
United States remains
committed to its “oneChina policy.”
Taiwan and mainland
China split during a civil
war in 1949. But China
claims the island as its
own territory and has not
ruled out using military
force to take it.
China has been increasing both diplomatic and
military pressure in recent years. It cut off all
contact with Taiwan’s gov-

Taiwan’s Foreign Minister Joseph Wu, left, gestures while
speaking with U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi as she
prepares to leave Taipei, Taiwan, Wednesday.
ernment in 2016 after
President Tsai Ing-wen refused to endorse its claim
that the island and mainland together make up a
single Chinese nation,
with Communist Beijing
the sole legitimate government.
Beijing sees official
American contact with
Taiwan as encouragement

to make the island’s
decades-old de facto independence permanent, a
step US leaders say they
don’t support.
HOW IS THE CHINESE
MILITARY HANDLING
THE TENSION-RAISING TRIP?
Soon after Pelosi’s arrival, China announced a
series of military opera-

tions and drills, which followed its promises of “resolute and strong measures” if Pelosi went
through with her visit.
China’s
People’s
Liberation Army said the
maneuvers would take
place in the waters and
skies near Taiwan and include the firing of longrange ammunition in the
Taiwan Strait.
China’s official Xinhua
News said the army
planned to conduct livefire drills from Thursday
to Sunday across multiple
locations. An image released by the news agency
indicated that the drills
were to take place in six
different areas in the waters surrounding Taiwan.
Taiwan’s
Defence
Ministry
said
early
Wednesday that China had
sent 21 planes flying toward Taiwan, 18 of them
fighter jets. The rest included an early warning
plane and an electronic
warfare plane.
HOW HAS THE
UNITED STATES
RESPONDED?

While Biden has expressed some wariness
about Pelosi’s trip, the administration has not openly opposed it and said it is
up to Pelosi to decide
whether to go.
Ahead of Pelosi’s visit,
the American military increased its movements in
the Indo-Pacific region.
The aircraft carrier USS
Ronald Reagan and its
strike group were in the
Philippine Sea on Monday,
according to officials who
spoke on condition of
anonymity to discuss military operations.
The Reagan, the cruiser
USS Antietam and the destroyer USS Higgins left
Singapore after a port visit
and moved north toward
their home port in Japan.
The carrier has an array
of aircraft, including F/A18 fighter jets and helicopters, as well as sophisticated radar systems and
other weapons.
IS ARMED
CONFLICT A RISK?
Chinese President Xi
Jinping and Biden both
have made clear they don’t

want that. In a call with
Biden last week, Xi
echoed a theme of
Biden’s their countries
should cooperate on
areas where they can.
The biggest risk is likely an accident if China
tries the kind of provocative maneuver it’s increasingly been executing with other militaries
around the South China
Sea. Those include close
fly-bys of other aircraft
or confronting vessels at
sea.
However,
when
it
comes to the United
States, with the world’s
strongest military, “despite a chorus of nationalistic rhetoric, China
will be careful not to
stumble into a conflict
with colossal damages on
all fronts,” said Yu Lie, a
senior research fellow at
the Chatham House think
tank. For China, the best
approach is patience and
time, Jie said building toward the day when its
economy and military
could be too big for the
US to challenge.

We come in friendship: Nancy Pelosi on Taiwan visit
UN nuclear chief:
Ukraine nuclear plant is ‘out of control’
Taiwan, Aug 03:

There is a paradoxical situation in which the plant is
controlled by Russia, but
its Ukrainian staff continues to run its nuclear operations, leading to inevitable moments of friction and alleged violence,
he said. While the IAEA
has some contacts with
staff, they are faulty and
patchy, he said. Grossi said
the supply chain of equipment and spare parts has
been interrupted, so we
are not sure the plant is
getting all it needs. The
IAEA also needs to perform very important inspections to ensure that
nuclear material is being
safeguarded, and there is a
lot of nuclear material
there to be inspected, he

said. When you put this together, you have a catalog
of things that should never
be happening in any nuclear facility, Grossi said.
And this is why I have been
insisting from day one that
we have to be able to go
there to perform this safety and security evaluation,
to do the repairs and to assist as we already did in
Chernobyl. The Russian
capture of Zaporizhzhya
renewed fears that the
largest of Ukraine’s 15 nuclear reactors could be
damaged, setting off another emergency like the
1986 Chernobyl accident,
the world’s worst nuclear
disaster, which happened
about 110 km (65 miles)
north of the capital Kyiv.

The UN nuclear chief
warned that Europe’s
largest nuclear power
plant in Ukraine is completely out of control and
issued an urgent plea to
Russia and Ukraine to
quickly allow experts to
visit the sprawling complex to stabilise the situation and avoid a nuclear
accident. Rafael Grossi, director general of the
International
Atomic
Energy Agency, said in an
interview Tuesday with
The Associated Press that
the situation is getting
more perilous every day at
the Zaporizhzhya plant in
the southeastern city of
Enerhodar, which Russian

troops seized in early
March, soon after their
Feb 24 invasion of
Ukraine. Every principle
of nuclear safety has been
violated at the plant, he
said. What is at stake is extremely serious and extremely grave and dangerous. Grossi cited many violations of the plant’s safety,
adding that it is in a place
where active war is ongoing, near Russian-controlled territory.
The physical integrity of
the plant hasn’t been respected, he said, citing
shelling at the beginning of
the war when it was taken
over and continuing information from Ukraine and
Russia accusing each other
of attacks at Zaporizhzhya.

Russia repeats
Putin’s new
message against a
nuclear war

Wickremesinghe thanks India for providing
‘a breath of life’ to crisis-hit island nation

United Nations, Aug 03
(AP): A Russian official
has
twice
repeated
President
Vladimir
Putin’s new message that
a nuclear war cannot be
won and must never be
fought, apparently trying
to roll back on Putin’s
warning after the Ukraine
invasion that Russia is a
potent” nuclear power and
any attempt to interfere
would lead to consequences you have never
seen.
Putin’s comment then
dramatically escalated
global tensions, which
rose even further days
later when he ordered
Russian nuclear forces put
on high alert.

President
Ranil
Wickremesinghe
on
Wednesday thanked India
and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for giving
Sri Lanka “a breath of
life” by providing timely
economic assistance to his
country as it faced the
worst economic crisis in
decades.
P r e s i d e n t
Wickremesinghe made the
remarks while addressing
a ceremonial sitting of
Parliament which reconvened on Wednesday after
a seven-day adjournment.
“I wish to specially mention the assistance provided by India, our closest

United Nations, Aug 03 (AP):

Colombo, Aug 03 (PTI):

neighbour, in our efforts of
economic revitalisation,
he said.
“The government of
India under the leadership
of Prime Minister Modi
has given us a breath of
life. On behalf of my people and that of my own, I
convey our gratitude to
Prime Minister Modi, the
Government and people of
India,” Wickremesinghe
added.
Last week, Modi congratulated
President
Wickremesinghe and said
that India will continue to
be supportive of the quest
of the people of the island
nation for stability and
economic
recovery,
through established demo-

cratic means. The new Sri
Lankan government faces
the task of leading the
country out of its economic collapse and restoring
order after months of
mass protests that forced
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa to flee the country and resign.
The Indian government
assistance to Sri Lanka
has reached almost USD 4
billion since January this
year.
Sri Lanka needs about
USD 5 billion in the next
six months to cover basic
necessities for its 22 million people, who have been
struggling with long
queues, worsening shortages and power cuts.

RISHI SUNAK IN A CAMPAIGN

Rishi Sunak gestures as he speaks during an event of his campaign to be leader of the Conservative Party and the
next Prime Minister, in Ludlow, Britain, Wednesday.

United States House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi on
Wednesday said that she
came to Taiwan as she
seeks “peace for the region” after her visit irked
China.
“We come in friendship
to Taiwan, we come in
peace for the region,”
Pelosi said during the
meeting with Tsai Chichang, the deputy speaker of Taiwan’s parliament.
Despite China’s warning, US House Speaker
arrived in Taipei on
Tuesday night and said
that this trip in no way
contradicts longstanding
United States policy on
the self-governed island.
During the press conference, over the US-

Pelosi visit: China
bans imports
of Taiwanese food

Taiwan economic cooperation, Pelosi said that her
new US legislation aimed
at strengthening the
American chip industry
in Taiwan which will
compete with China.
“Now we look forward
to our conversation
about how we can work
together to save the planet from the climate crisis.
We thank you for your
leadership and we want
the world to recognise it.
Our visit was about
human rights, unfair
trade practices, security
issues,” she added.
Pelosi further said that
she is here to listen and
learn from Taiwanese
people as to how can they
come together.
“We congratulate you
on successfully addressing the issue of Covid

which is also an issue of
health, economy, security
and governance,” US
House Speaker said.
Taking to Twitter,
upon her arrival, Pelosi
said, “Our Congressional
delegation’s visit to
Taiwan
honours
America’s unwavering
commitment to supporting Taiwan’s vibrant
Democracy.”
“Our visit is part of
our broader trip to the
Indo-Pacific — including
Singapore,
Malaysia,
South Korea and Japan
— focused on mutual security, economic partnership and democratic governance. Our discussions
with Taiwan leadership
will focus on reaffirming
our support for our partner and on promoting
our shared interests, in-

cluding advancing a free
and open Indo-Pacific region,” she added.
Pelosi also expressed
the US solidarity with 23
million people of Taiwan
in the face of the increasing threat from China.
“Our visit is one of
several Congressional
delegations to Taiwan and it in no way contradicts
longstanding
United States policy,
guided by the Taiwan
Relations Act of 1979, USChina
Joint
Communiques and the
Six Assurances. The
United States continues
to oppose unilateral efforts to change the status
quo,” she added.
Pelosi’s plane touched
down in Taiwan amid a
heightened
security
threat from China.

TOP LEADERS MEET

Chronicle
Unlocking trade potential
through Chabahar Port

I

ndia is increasingly looking at unlocking the trade potential
of the erstwhile dormant Chabahar Port in Iran to ensure
higher trade engagement in Central Asian countries. This is evident from the fast-tracked deliberations on the International
North South Transport Corridor (INSTC). Once India starts exploring this route for trade, it will be able to rationalise its logistical
cost, interms of money and time, helping build an economical,
faster, and shorter route between the two regions. With this objective in mind, Union Shipping Minister Sarbananda Sonowal has requested diplomats from Central Asian countries to take this message ahead and make the business community aware about the
opportunity and potential that this route may unlock. He made the
plea on the occasion of Chabahar Day, which saw renewed interest from stakeholders amid the Russia-Ukraine conflict, as
India looks to seize the bilateral trade opportunity with Russia
and Central Asia. The meeting was attended by diplomats from
Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Kazakhstan. In fact, there is a need for bilateral engagement on
trade. A problem on that route is bottlenecks for inbound cargo
due to lack of consistent supply of goods from the region. Against
this backdrop, a thorough commodity-wise discussion took place
during the deliberations at the meeting with diplomats, and there’s
a clear consensus to revive the INSTC and the Chabahar Port.
Recently, India and Uzbekistan agreed on a pilot container
cargo movement from Tashkent to Navi Mumbai, as an in-principle commitment to boost business through the free trade route. In
2018, Chabahar Port was acquired by India Ports Global through
its subsidiary India Ports Global Chabahar Free Zone (IPGCFZ).
The shipping ministry, from its deliberations, is hopeful of the possibility of a trans-Caspian multi-modal transit corridor between
Central Asia and South Asian nations in the future. The route was
identified as an alternative to the European route via the Suez
Canal, which takes significantly longer. India supports the corridor to reduce transit cost and time. Europe-bound shipments that
take 45-60 days to reach Europe, via Suez Canal, can be delivered
in 23 days using INSTC. The corridor will improve India’s economic
engagement with gulf countries like Iran and Iraq. India has also
been pushing for boosting regional connectivity. It is already
working with Iran to develop the Chabahar port. India has proposed to include the port in the framework of the INSTC. At a
connectivity conference inTashkent last year, External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar projected the Chabahar Port as a key regional transit hub including Afghanistan. Also, the route may help
India in fulfilling its energy needs. The improved connectivity
along with RBI's latest rupee settlement announcement may help
the country import oil from Iran. Once a leading importer of
Iranian oil, India stopped buying the commodity after the USA
imposed sanctions on Iran in 2018.The INSTC is a 7,200-kilometre-long corridor, conceptualised with the aim of optimising trade
potential between India and Russia, Eurasian, and central Asian
economies, which reportedly has an eightfold potential for increase. The INSTC transportation network offers the shortest connectivity route to its member states. It was established on
September 12, 2000, by Iran, Russia and India. The corridor encompasses sea, road and rail routes.The main purpose of the corridor was to reduce carriage costs and transit time between India
and Russia. The transit time is expected to reduce to almost half,
once the corridor becomes fully functional.

Beijing, Aug 03:
Furious over the US
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi’s high-profile visit
to Taipei, the first by a top
American official in 25
years,
China
on
Wednesday announced
punitive measures on outfits seeking “Taiwan independence”, banned imports of some Taiwanese
food products and suspended the export of natural sand.
China, which claims
Taiwan as its territory
and opposes any engagement by Taiwanese officials with foreign governments, announced a series of military exercises
around the self-ruled island on Tuesday night
after Pelosi landed in the
Taiwanese
capital,
Taipei.
By allowing the 82year-old top Democrat to
visit Taipei, China accuses the US of violating the
‘One China’ policy under
which Beijing regards
Taiwan as part of the
Chinese mainland.

The United States and
Indonesian militaries began
annual joint combat exercises
Wednesday on Indonesia’s
Sumatra island, joined for the
first time by participants from
other partner nations, signalling stronger ties amid
growing maritime activity by
China in the Indo-Pacific
region. More than 5,000 soldiers from the US, Indonesia,
Australia, Japan and Singapore
were participating in this year’s
exercises, making them the
largest since the drills were
established in 2009. The exercises are designed to strengthen interoperability, capability,
trust and cooperation in support of a free and open IndoPacific, the US Embassy in

Jakarta said in a statement. It’s
a symbol of the US-Indonesia
bond and the growing relationship between land forces in
this consequential region, Gen
Charles Flynn, Commanding
General of US Army Pacific,
said in the statement. Because
land forces are the glue that
binds the region’s security
architecture together.
Flynn
and
Indonesia’s
Military Chief Gen Andika
Perkasa opened the joint drills
with
a
ceremony
on
Wednesday
morning
in
Baturaja, a coastal town in
South Sumatra province. The

exercises will last until Aug 14,
encompassing army, navy, air
force and marine drills. The
planned
two-week
drills
opened after China’s Defence
Ministry said Tuesday night it
would conduct a series of targeted military operations to
safeguard national sovereignty
in response to US House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s visit to
self-governed Taiwan, which
China claims as part of its territory to be annexed by force if
necessary. China has also been
increasingly assertive over its
claim to virtually the entire
South China Sea.

Freebies hurt you
more in long run
Brij Bhardwaj

P

olitics of freebies to attract voters has been played by political
parties in India for a long time. To start with it was started by offering liquor and food before voting day. Some changed it to distribution of cash. The Election Commission made it difficult by putting in
place effective measures to check it and seized a lot of cash from political agents. Not to be deterred , political parties started distributing
pressure cookers and other goodies including lap tops and mobile
phones. The Aam Aadmi Party took it a step further, as instead of distributing goodies before the polls it started promising favours to be
given after elections. It included free power and water for small consumers, free bus travel for women and allowance for unemployed.
Question that arises is how will it help. As the current financial position
of States is far from healthy. Majority of them have huge deficit and
are unable to pay for power supplied and consumed or water to
Electricity boards and other undertakings providing services to them.
If States run deficits at some stage it will be passed on to Centre, If all
act irresponsibly and start running deficits and are unable to manage
within the income generated, there will be no option to but to print
more money which will lead to inflation and currency will come under
pressure and start losing value in international markets. This is not
imagination as we have witnessed it in our neighbourhood in Sri
Lanka. A stage will come where deficit between our exports and imports will become so large that we would have no foreign exchange to
buy essential items like crude oil and medicines. Inflation will also
make prices of essential items so high that forget the poor, even middle class will not be able to buy them. The prudent policy is that we
should balance our income and expenditure and also our exports and
imports. This is essential for a healthy economy. Political parties need
to observe restraint while making election promises. If they act irresponsibly they will have to pay a price in future as they will not be able
to fulfil promises and voters will punish them when they go to them
during next polls. Political promises have to be realistic and in the
process politicians should not lose the plot. Recently Aam Aadmi Party
has taken the lead in making offers like free power, water and free
travel for some. It plans to add benefits like unemployment allowance
and good education without charging. It does not explain from where
funds will come. It could be done to a some extent in Union Territory
which is a surplus budget state. It does not explain how it will do it in
Punjab where there is huge debt. In addition, it is spending huge sums
on advertising not only in Delhi but also in States where it hopes to do
well. Delhi advertising budget is more than budget of many large
states. The best example was money spent on advertisement scheme
to convert agriculture waste into manure. While farmers got few lakhs
as subsidy for implementing it ,over hundred crores were spent on
publicising it. Delhi Government alone is not guilty of wasting funds on
publicity and advertising but many states are advertising on electronic
channels. What we need is schemes for unemployed in freebies. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has warned against culture of freebies and
there is urgent need to check the same. Any freebies may look attractive to start with but you pay for it when indirect taxes are levied to
make up for deficit. India needs productive schemes to make Indian
economy strong and not freebies.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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US, Indonesia hold joint military
drills amid China concerns
Jakarta, Aug 03 (AP):

✍

C E N T R A L

President Droupadi Murmu, Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu and Prime Minister Narendra Modi with the newly sworn-in
Central Vigilance Commissioner Suresh N. Patel, at the Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi, Wednesday.

BHEEM – Breastfeeding to Harness,
Evolve, Encourage the Motherhood
DR ASHWINI SIRAPANASETTY KARACHE

“A new-born has only three demands; they are Warmth in
the arms of its mother, Food
from her Breasts and security
in the knowledge of her presence. Breastfeeding satisfies
all three. –Dr Grantly”

A

s the world celebrates its
International Breast-feeding
Week from 01 August 2022 to 07
August 2022 with the theme for the
year 2022 is “Step Up For
Breastfeeding: Educate and Support”.
As per World Health Organization
(WHO)
&
United
Nations
International Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF) which states that
“India, China, Nigeria, Mexico &
Indonesia alone are responsible for
more than 2,36,000 children deaths
each year due to inadequate breastfeeding”. The development of young
children is nowadays recognized as a
nation’s concern and gained wide
prominence across the world. Early
childhood development spanning
from birth to the age of 6 years is the
period that sees the most rapid
growth & development of the entire
human lifespan. It is during this period, that the foundation of cognitive,
physical, socio-emotional development, language & personalities are
laid. Diarrhoea & Pneumonia are two
major causes of death in infants
which can be prevented by breastfeeding. It is not only to protect the
infants but it also reduces the risk of
deaths in Indian women as breast &
ovarian cancers are one of the leading causes for mortality in mothers.

Why not Breastfeeding Publically? A
Thought Provoking Question!
According to Neuroscientist,
Advocate for Global Harmony & Peace
– Abhijit Kaskar, “It is True that breasts
can induce sexual tension in Men, but
truer than that is the fact, that breasts
are the Primary & healthiest source of
nutrition for the infants, so, if men
can’t use their higher mental faculty of
self-restraint at the sight of breastfeeding at Public Places, then it’s not
the women who need to change their
breastfeeding Place, it’s the men who
need to work on their character.”
In the Rapid Developing Country
like India, where women from higher
sections of Society do not prefer to
openly breastfeed in public areas due
to social stigma and patriarchal
norms. In Contrast, the women from
middle and lower sections of society
supports and believes in this beautiful
natural phase of open breastfeeding
as a most sacred responsibility. Breast
milk is not only provides immunity to
infants but also promotes maximum
growth & development of the child in
early stage of life.
Motherhood Bridged
to ARTICLE-21
Article 21 of the constitution guarantees “The Right to Life & Personal
Liberty” to every Person (citizen or
non-citizen) only proper legal procedure can interfere with & restrict the
right to life & personal liberty. Over
the years, through judicial interpretation the meaning of ‘LIFE & PERSONAL LIBERTY’ has expanded to include
several specific rights.
The Karnataka High Court has said

that “Breastfeeding is an inalienable
right of lactating mothers & this attribute of motherhood is fundamental
right protected under Article 21 (Right
to Life) of the constitution of India”.
Jurisprudence developed around
Article 21 of the constitution by the As
a Right to Food, Nutrition & health
have been judicially crafted as being
part & parcel of the ‘RIGHT TO LIFE’ to
which every citizen including a child is
entitled to.
International
Conventions & Policies
1. Early Child Development (ECD)
& the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR) 1948 which represents
the 1st Global expression of
Universally Protecting Fundamental
Human Rights, pronounced the special rights of the child for the first
time by providing that “Motherhood
& Childhood are entitled to special
care & assistance, All children
whether born in or out of wedlock
shall enjoy the same SOCIAL PROTECTION”.
2. UNICEF (United Nations
International Children’s Emergency
Fund) was established to promote
care for the children across the nation. The declaration of the rights of
the child, which reaffirmed the notion
that “Mankind owes to the child the
best that it has to give”. By United
Nations General Assembly in 1959 this
declaration further expanded into 10
principles out of which include “The
right to social security, adequate nutrition, housing, recreation & medical
services also special protection, opportunities & facilities to develop
Physically, Mentally, Morally,
Spiritually & Socially in healthy & normal manner & in conditions of freedom & dignity”.
3. WHO’s Health for All (HFA)
Declaration 1978 – “It expressed the
need to address improvement in nutrition of both mother & the child, to
impart knowledge about Nutrition in
particular, proper feeding of children
timely & Nutrition of mothers during
pregnancy & lactation & need for urgent action by all government, health
workers & world community to protect & promote health for all”.

A Perspective from an Amazonian
Nation
Article 227 of the Brazilian
Constitution declares “It is the duty of
the family, the society & the state to ensure children & adolescents with absolute priority, the right to life health,
nourishment, education, leisure, professional training, culture, dignity, respect,
freedom & family & community life as
well as to guard them from all forms of
negligence, discrimination, exploitation, violence, cruelty & oppression”.
Few State Legislation Enactments
1. Assam Public Health Act 2010
specifically provides for a “Right to
Health” (Section-5) this is a general
right that will also cover the rights of
young children’s & infant’s Nutrition,
Growth, development of young children
in the under-6 years of age group.
2. Goa children’s Act 2003 -Section
3(4) states that raising the level of
Nutrition & standard of living as well as
the improvement to public health are
among the state’s primary duties is a
“Right of a Child”.
3. Madras Public Health Act 1939
provides for Maternity & Child welfare
under Section 82 stating that “Every
local authority shall be bound to carry
out such measures pertaining to
Maternity & Child welfare”.
A Dream Which Can Come True!
According to Swami Vivekananda,
“There is no chance of the welfare of
the world unless the condition of
women is improved. It is not possible
for a bird to fly on one wing”.
The Indian government has always
been proactive to honour the motherhood and child by supporting through
various health schemes like “Janani
Shishu Suraksha Karyakram (JSSK)”.
So, I believe as a Nation we need to introduce a new social reform scheme
which will support open Breastfeeding
to Harness, Evolve, Encourage the
Motherhood (BHEEM).
- Dr Ashwini Sirapanasetty Karache
is Obstetrics and Gynaecologist
Surgeon and also a wife of Major Anil
Kumar Sirapanasetty who is a Serving
Army Officer currently residing in
New Delhi. contact: Email id: drashwiniksobgy21@gmail.com

Every year the World
Breastfeeding Week is
celebrated from August 1
to August 7. To improve
the status of breastfeeding
globally,
World
Health Assembly, the
forum through which the
World
Health
Organization is governed
by its 194 member-states,
had set a target of increasing the rate of exclusive breastfeeding in
the first 6 months to at
least 50 per cent by 2025,
as compared to the prevailing rate of 38 per
cent. Also Read - It pays
but also costs to engage
in the circular economy
One of the major benefits
of breastfeeding is protection against illness.
Breast milk is the perfect
food for a new-born, and
the nutrition it offers is
unparalleled. Feeding infants with breast milk
has proven a lot of health
benefits for the mother
and the baby as well, and
it can have a profoundly
positive effect on the
emotional well-being of
both. Breastfeeding offers a sense of comfort,
as the baby adjusts to a
new environment. Also,
the skin-to-skin contact
of breastfeeding boosts
the levels of oxytocin
(the calming hormone)
for the mother. WHO and
UNICEF
state
that
breastfed children perform better on intelligence tests, are less likely to be overweight or
obese, and less prone to
diabetes later in life. It
may be recalled that four
years ago a hundred-odd
mothers
from
the
Philippines made their
nation proud when they
nursed their babies in a
gover nment-backed
mass
breastfeeding
event aimed at combating child deaths.
Ranganathan
Sivakumar, Chennai.

Justice still hasn’t
rendered
Apropos, to the Qaeda
chief Zawahiri killing by
CIA on 3rd August, I completely disagree with the
US president's claim that
"justice has been delivered and people around
the world need not fear"
because the killing of a
single terrorist leader
doesn't put an end to the
problem why because in
the 21 years span since
9/11, one can easily imagine how many brains he
would have deeply instilled with extremism
and terrorism, which
then multiplied exponentially and spread throughout the world.Justice for
the 2977 souls lost can
only be served after terrorism is totally eradicated from this world.
Vijaykumar H K, Raichur

When the distinction of necessity, enjoyment and addiction blurs
Er.Rajesh Pathak
hese days the complaints have fast beT
coming common of ear ringing with the sound of whistle due to overuse of head
phone; and of problem of
dryness-irritation in the
eyes due to the effect of light
of screen while using mobile. This is an instance of
harm incurred when the
distinction of necessity, enjoyment and addiction
blurs.
No less severe are the
mental problems born out of
it, as also. Mental ailmentsexperts hold that the tendency of our mind is to always seek ‘something new’ .
For it (newness) releases the
dopamine in brain that keep
ourselves happy. And ever
new thing is easily available
in the internet one seeks.
And who traps into the
charms of its world he begins to feel offline –life a

boredom. Then what, it gets
elusive for him to get out of
the vice-like intoxication of
internet. And that how
much tense has got to be his
mind due to the information
overload he could not even
discern it. And, unable to
tide over this habit, he gradually gets drifted into depression, and besets with
hormonal imbalance either.
More so the over indulgence into social media
gradually devours the
sleeping hours of the night,
and we could not even notice
it.
Be
remindful!
Insufficient sleep begets the
look of an old-man in early
age. For the muscles, cells
and skin get themselves
nourished and regenerated
during sleep. In case of insufficient sleep they loss
that valuable time for it and
their ( muscles, cells…)
health keep falling.
Yet this is not all. Take it
for sure, who are always

found with mobile in the
hands they are usually addicted with unnecessary
habits. How they put themselves and others to risk of
life , this we can see when
somebody at home gets ill.
More than doctor they prefer to rely on ‘Google’; and
they are termed as ‘Google-

doctor’ in the medical fraternity in joke ! Before
searching remedy of ailment in Google one should
at least have that much
sense that what a medical
expert earns for the knowledge through years of study,
how that could be compared
with a few clicks in Google.
Not to say, given to their
habits, the people spend the
time on the social- media
less for professional purposes and other works indispensable for the life. And more
to overcome boredom, chatting with the friends and relatives, making entertainment, sending the messages
like ‘Hello’, ‘Good morning’
and such other. Such ‘just
passing the time’ folks constitutes as high as 70% of
total network users, a study
suggests.
Tons of carbon emission
could be avoided, notably if
whole world come together
to decide to check on ex-

changing avoidable post like
‘Good
morning’
only.
Assessing wireless network
requires the consumption of
energy. Consequently we get
carbon dioxide which is
3.7% of total global greenhouse emission, means
equal to that from the airline
industry.
However for whom taking
the aid of network is indispensable they could lessen
and also avoid the harms by
adding few things in the liferoutine. According to the
medical experts medicines
help removing infection, but
it is our body that could
fight better against any
problem born out of ailment. And the ways we have
always heard and read to
achieve what is called
‘Immunity’ are to consume
nutritious food; and doing
yoga- exercise, which fulfil
one more role of keeping
away the age-related ailments.
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BRIEF
Appointment

FM Sitharaman defends
handling of inflation

̈ Says GST regime hasn’t
raised tax burden
New Delhi, Aug 03:
New Delhi: Ranjit
Rath has taken over as
the new chairman and
managing director of
India's second-largest
state-run oil and gas
producer, Oil India Ltd.
A geoscientist, Rath is
an alumnus of IIT
Bombay, IIT
Kharagpur and Utkal
University and took
over the charge on
August 2, the company
said in a statement on
Wednesday. Rath, 50,
previously was chairman and managing director of Mineral
Exploration
Corporation Ltd
(MECL) and was selected for the top job at Oil
India Ltd by the government headhunter
in March. He replaces
Sushil Chandra
Mishra who superannuated on June 30.

348 apps blocked
New Delhi: The government has blocked
348 mobile applications that were identified by the Home
Ministry for transmitting users' information in an unauthorised manner to
servers located outside the country,
Parliament was informed on Wednesday.
Minister of state for
electronics and IT
Rajeev
Chandrasekhar in a
written reply to the
Lok Sabha said the
apps are developed by
various countries, including China.

75,000 startups

Finance
Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on
Tuesday put a strong defence of her handling of inflation as she compared
current prices to rates existing six months before
the UPA exited power, and
said the GST regime has
not increased the tax burden on families.
Replying to a debate on
price rise in Rajya Sabha,
she said the GST tax on
food items such as rice,
wheat flour and curd was
agreed to by all states and
that such a levy pre-existed
on one or the other daily essentials in 22 states.
Clarifying on misgivings
over the levy of GST tax on

some of the most talked
about items, the minister
said no tax has been levied
either on cash withdrawals
from bank accounts or on
crematorium or hospital
beds and ICUs. A GST has
been levied on the purchase of printed cheque
books by banks from printers, she said adding there is
no tax on cheque books
used by ordinary bank customers.
Similarly, a GST has

been levied only on the construction of new crematoriums and the equipment
used in it. Funeral, cremations or burials are not
taxed, she said. A GST has
been levied only on hospital rooms whose daily rent
is over Rs 5,000 and not on
hospital beds or ICU. With
opposition breathing fire
over a rise in prices of
daily
essentials,
Sitharaman compared the
current price of tomato,

onion and potato with that
prevalent in November
2013 to say the rates are stable. She went on to attack
the Congress-led UPA
regime of that time saying
prices had seen triple-digit
growth, with onion rates
crossing Rs 100 per kg
mark. She did not mention
of the prices that were
there when the UPA exited
power in May 2014 or onion
prices had crossed Rs 100
per kg mark in November
2019 and again in October
2020. "GST has not increased the burden on families. The rate (of taxation)
on some of the items prior
to GST was far higher," she
said. "Nobody is saying or
nobody is in denial about
price rise. We will see the
numbers also, and what
are the ground realities
also.

Bill to set up carbon markets
introduced in Lok Sabha
New Delhi, Aug 03:
A bill that seeks to make
it mandatory for buildings
with a minimum connected load of 100 kW to meet
their energy requirements
from renewable sources
was introduced in the Lok
Sabha on Wednesday.
Power Minster R K Singh
introduced in the Lok
Sabha
the
Energy
C o n s e r v a t i o n
(Amendment) Bill that
also has provisions to establish carbon markets
and empower state electricity regulatory commissions to make regulations
for a smooth discharge of
its functions. Trinamool
Congress MP Saugata Roy
opposed the introduction
of the Bill, contending the
provisions were not sufficient to find alternative
sources of energy and the
bill seeks to make the
Bureau
of
Energy

Efficiency (BEE) a topheavy structure. "This Bill
has nothing to improve the
introduction of green hydrogen, green ammonia
and other non-fossil fuels,"
Roy said and urged the
government to bring more
comprehensive draft legislation. Seeking to address
concerns raised by Roy,
the Union power minister
said the bill did not seek to
turn BEE into a large body,
but only increase the
members in the governing
council to ensure participation of other depart-

ments in its functioning.
"We are also introducing
carbon markets. A person
embracing renewable energy will earn credits
which can be purchased
by others. This will make
financing renewable energy projects easier," Singh
said.
The Bill seeks to mandate the use of non-fossil
sources, including green
hydrogen, green ammonia, biomass and ethanol
for energy and feedstock.
Singh said big residential
buildings consume 24 per
cent of electricity and the
bill has provisions to make
such buildings more energy efficient and sustainable. It also has provisions
to slap penalties for noncompliance with the rules
by industrial units or vessels, and on manufacturers if a vehicle fails to
comply with fuel consumption norms.

Chennai, Aug 03:
Akasa Air on Tuesday said it
would fly daily direct flights on
the Chennai-Mumbai route
from next month onwards as
its gears to launch its commercial operation in the country
later this week. The flights
between Chennai and Mumbai
sector would commence from
September 15, a company
statement said. The airliner as
part of pan-India network connectivity, would also add new
routes between Ahmedabad
and Bengaluru routes from

August 23. "With the first
flight scheduled to take off on
August 7, we have seen
tremendous response for booking from travellers and our
first flight got sold out within a
day of going live," Akasa Air
co-founder and chief commercial officer, Praveen Iyer said.
"With an aircraft arriving
every fortnight, we are delighted to augment our network to
meet our commitment of progressively adding more cities
along new sectors to establish
a pan-India presence," he said.
Akasa Air would fly between
Mumbai-Ahmedabad on
August 7 the inaugural day and
would later expand the routes
to Bengaluru-Kochi (August 12
onwards), Bengaluru-Mumbai
(August 19 onwards),
Bengaluru-Ahmedabad (August
23 onwards).

The government has
halved the windfall tax
on the export of diesel
and scrapped the levy on
jet fuel (ATF) shipments
but raised the tax on domestically
produced
crude oil. The tax on the
export of diesel was cut
to Rs 5 per litre from Rs
11, according to an official notification issued
on Tuesday evening.
Export of petrol will continue to attract nil tax.
The tax on domestically
produced crude oil was
hiked to Rs 17,750 per
tonne from Rs 17,000, a
move that will hit producers like ONGC and
Vedanta Ltd.
The cut in taxes - the
second in as many weeks
- came as India's trade

Markets bounce back on
fag-end buying; log 6th day of gains
Mumbai, Aug 03:

Rupee plummets
68 paise to close
at 79.21 against
US dollar

ber of nations that taxes
super normal profits of
energy companies. But
international oil prices
have cooled since then,
eroding profit margins at
both oil producers and refiners. On July 1, export
duties of Rs 6 per litre
(USD 12 per barrel) were
levied on petrol and ATF
and a Rs 13 a litre tax on
the export of diesel (USD
26 a barrel). A Rs 23,250
per tonne windfall tax on
domestic crude production (USD 40 per barrel)
was also levied.
Thereafter, in the first
fortnightly review on
July 20, the Rs 6 a litre export duty on petrol was
scrapped, and the tax on
the export of diesel and
jet fuel (ATF) was cut by
Rs 2 per litre each to Rs 11
and Rs 4, respectively.

Food regulator FSSAI
has launched a nationwide campaign to check
adulteration in edible
oils during August 1-14.
In a statement, Food
Safety and Standards
Authority
of
India
(FSSAI) said the campaign is to "check adulteration in edible oils,
presence of trans-fatty
acids in hydrogenated
oils and to crack down on
the sale of loose edible oil
in the country."
The sale of multisource edible oils without proper labelling will
also be checked. The
commissioners of food
safety of all states/UTs
have been directed to lift
surveillance samples of
these products in a staggered manner from the

markets so that the sample base is wide and representative of all Food
Business
Operators
(FBOs)/brands being
sold therein. "In case of
sale of loose edible oils,
seizure in accordance
with the provisions of
FSS Act, 2006 and
Rules/Regulations will
be made immediately on
the spot," it said. The regulator emphasised that
failure of any surveillance sample will be immediately followed by
drawing of regulatory
samples to take legal action against such FBOs.
As per the latest reports
received
from
15
states/UTs, 279 samples
of edible oils (single oil
as a constituent), vanaspati and sale of multisource edible oils have
been drawn.

Deliveries begin for the
‘23 Model Year Discovery Sport’
Mumbai, Aug 03:

Mumbai, Aug 03:
New Delhi: India in
its 75th year of
Independence is now
home to as many as
75,000 startups, union
minister Piyush Goyal
said on Wednesday. In
a tweet, the Commerce
and Industry Minister
said "These numbers
tell the power of a vision. A vision to see innovation & enterprise
drive growth." "India
is now home to 75,000
startups in the 75th
year of Independence
and this is only the beginning," Goyal said in
the tweet. The minister had recently said
the country aspires to
become the largest
startup ecosystem in
the world.

Moonlighting policy
New Delhi: Food ordering and delivery
platform Swiggy on
Wednesday said it has
introduced an industry-first 'Moonlighting
policy', wherein employees can take up
external projects for
pro-bono or economic
consideration based
on internal approvals.
"This could encompass activity outside
of office hours or on
weekends that does
not impact their productivity on the fulltime job or have a conflict of interest with
Swiggy's business in
any way," a company
release said.
Moonlighting policy
allows employees to
work second jobs, outside normal business
hours of the primary
job, under certain conditions.

ctress Sakshi Tanwar
feels the iconic show
'Kahaani Ghar Ghar Kii'
changed the viewing experience for the better. As the show
is coming back after almost 13
years, Sakshi gets nostalgic
about being part of the show
and portraying an ideal
daughter-in-law, Parvati in it.
According to her, this was
among the shows that had set
a trend of saas-bahu sagas on
TV and was so much connected to the daily lives of
people that one can see similar incidents happening
next door.
She shares: "It truly pioneered the change of television viewing experience. It is one of those
shows which set the
precedent for what we
still see on TV as daily
soaps. The relationship between television actors and
their viewers is
quite unique to
me."
"It is a beautiful
exchange of emotions through television which
may even be
compared
to
meeting your
neighbours on
a daily basis. I
am truly excited to see its rerun on TV,"
adds the actress known for
TV shows such as
'Bade Achhe Lagte
Hain', 'Kutumb' and
many more.
She also worked in films like
'Dangal' and was seen as Daya
Kaur, wife of former wrestler
Mahavir Singh Phogat, played
by Bollywood star Aamir
Khan.

Equity
benchmarks
staged a comeback during
the fag-end of trade on
Wednesday, with the
Sensex climbing over 214
points amid continuous
foreign fund inflows and a
largely positive trend in
global markets. Buying in
IT counters and Reliance
Industries added to the
momentum.
In a volatile session, the
30-share BSE benchmark
ended 214.17 points or 0.37
per cent higher at
58,350.53. During the day, it
hit a high of 58,415.63 and
a low of 57,788.78. The
broader NSE Nifty went
up by 42.70 points or 0.25
per cent to 17,388.15.
Among the Sensex constituents, Tech Mahindra,
TCS, Infosys, Titan, Asian
Paints, ICICI Bank, Bharti
Airtel
and
Reliance
Industries were the major

gainers. On the other
hand, Maruti Suzuki, Sun
Pharma, Kotak Mahindra
Bank, IndusInd Bank and
Bajaj Finance were among
the laggards. In Asia, markets in Seoul, Tokyo and
Hong Kong ended higher,
while Shanghai settled

lower. European stocks
were trading in the green
during mid-session deals.
The US markets had ended
lower
on
Tuesday.
Meanwhile, international
oil benchmark Brent crude
declined 0.91 per cent to
USD 99.63 per barrel.

ROJGAR MELA

The rupee slumped 68
paise to close at 79.21 (provisional) against the US
dollar on Wednesday, as
disappointing macroeconomic data weighed on investor sentiment. At the interbank foreign exchange
market, the local currency
opened lower at 78.70 and
fell further to settle at the
day's low of 79.21.
On Tuesday, the rupee
rallied 53 paise -- its best
single-day gain in over 11
months -- to close at an over
one-month high of 78.53
against the US dollar.
"Dismal macroeconomic
data from India also put
downside pressure on
Rupee. India Services PMI
declined to 55.5 in July
from 59.2 in June while
Composite PMI declined to
56.6 from 58.2 during the
same period.

bit easier and more enjoyable with its practical 5+2
seating layout improved
with 40:20:40 split-folding
second row seats.
The Discovery Sport has
a load space capability that
allows for up to 157* litres of
wet volume. This equals a
dry capacity of 115 litres,
measured through solid
blocks with the second and
third row stowed away, you
can increase storage capacity to 1794 litres. The dry capacity reaches 1574 litres. It
is built on Land Rover’s
Premium
Transverse
Architecture that, alongside
the latest all-terrain tech-

nology, ensures this is an
SUV designed to get its
users anywhere and everywhere safely. The Discovery
Sport is the perfect companion for off-roading, the vehicle sports some key features
such as Hill Descent
Control,
All
Terrain
Progress Control and
Clearsight Ground View.
Available with 3D Surround
Camera, the ClearSight
Ground View can effectively
help one see ‘through' the
Discovery Sport’s bonnet
and display multiple exterior views, including the vehicle’s underside and wheels,
as they drive.

India’s services sector growth
falls to 4-month low in July
New Delhi, Aug 03:

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath looks at Indian national flags, being sold
at a stall in Rojgar Mela, at Madan Mohan Malaviya University (MMMUT), in
Gorakhpur, Wednesday, Aug. 3.

Jaguar Land Rover India,
announced start of deliveries for the 2023 Model Year
Discovery Sport in India.
The Discovery Sport is
available with a choice of
2.0 l Turbocharged Petrol
producing 184 kW and 365
Nm of torque or a 2.0 l
Turbocharged Diesel producing 150 kW and 430 Nm
of torque. Available in the
R-Dynamic SE model, the
Discovery Sport comes
with a 5+2 seat configuration.
Rohit Suri, President &
Managing Director, Jaguar
Land Rover India Ltd
(JLRIL),
said:
“The
Discovery Sport epitomizes
the DNA of the Discovery
brand through its exemplary versatility in design and
engineering capabilities.”
The Discovery Sport is
highly versatile and convenient, making life that little

India's services sector
lost momentum in July as
demand was curtailed by
competitive pressures, elevated inflation and unfavourable weather, a
monthly survey said on
Wednesday. The seasonally adjusted S&P Global
India Services PMI
Business Activity Index
fell from 59.2 in June to
55.5 in July, pointing to
the slowest rate of growth
in four months. For the
12th straight month, the
services sector witnessed
an expansion in output.
In Purchasing Managers'
Index (PMI) parlance, a

print above 50 means expansion while a score
below 50 denotes contraction. As per the survey,
service providers that reported higher sales in
July
mentioned
favourable demand conditions and fruitful advertising. However, growth
was dampened by fierce
competition and unfavourable weather, survey participants said.
According to Pollyanna
De Lima, Economics
Associate Director at S&P
Global
Market
Intelligence, there was a
"noticeable loss of momentum for the Indian
service economy as de-

mand was somewhat curtailed by competitive
pressures, elevated inflation and unfavourable
weather. Both output and
sales increased at the
weakest rates for four
months".
The domestic market
remained the key source
of sales growth as international demand for
Indian services worsened
further, the survey said.
Meanwhile, business sentiment in the service
economy was subdued in
July as only 5 per cent of
companies forecast output growth in the year
ahead, while a vast majority of firms (94 per cent)

predict no change in business activity from present
levels. On the prices front,
services companies reported a further increase
in their average expenses
during July, with food,
fuel, materials, staff, retail and transportation
cited as the key sources of
inflationary pressures.
Input costs rose sharply,
though at the slowest pace
in five months. "The subtle easing in cost inflationary pressures to a
five-month low was also
welcomed by services
firms struggling to preserve margins and contributed to a softer rise in
prices charged.

F

riends are an integral part of our
lives, and friendship is
a bond that people
cherish forever, no matter how old they get. On
this Friendship Day, &TV
artists talk about their
childhood friends who are
still their best buddies.
These include Mouli
Ganguly (Mahasati
Anusuya, Baal Shiv),
Kamna Pathak (Rajesh
Singh, Happu Ki Ultan
Paltan), and Vidisha
Srivastava (Anita Bhabi, Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai).
Kamna Pathak, Rajesh in &TV’s
Happu Ki Ultan Paltan, shares, “My
childhood friend who is still the
closest to me is Komal. She resides
in Indore, which is also my hometown. Due to my hectic shooting
schedule, I hardly get a chance to
speak with or keep a check on her,
but I make sure to stay in touch
and do everything possible to make me feel
good. For instance, she

A

Akasa Air to launch daily
Govt cuts windfall tax on diesel, ATF FSSAI launches drive to check
flights on Chennai-Mumbai export; raises levy on domestic crude oil adulteration in edible oils
New Delhi, Aug 03:
New Delhi, Aug 03:
route from Sept 15
gap swelled to a record.
The measures come
hours after data showed
India's trade deficit ballooned to a record high in
July, as elevated commodity prices and a weak
rupee inflated the country's import bill.
The gap between exports
and
imports
widened to USD 31.02 billion in July from USD
26.18 billion in June.
This, as a result of exports falling and elevated
commodity prices together with a weak rupee, is
inflating the import bill.
Imports jumped 43.59
per cent in July from the
year-ago month, while exports dropped 0.76 per
cent.
India first imposed
windfall taxes on July 1,
joining a growing num-

‘Friends are an integral
part of our lives’

Sakshi Tanwar:
‘Kahaani Ghar Ghar Kii’
set the precedent for
daily soaps

It is a
blessing to
work with
Jayaram
sir: Karthi
howering praises on
actor Jayaram, with
whom he worked on director Mani Ratnam's eagerly awaited magnum opus,
'Ponniyin Selvan', actor
Karthi said that only Jayaram
could be called an actor while
Jayam Ravi and he were only
at the 'a' of acting. At an event
where the first single of the
film was recently launched,
Karthi said, "Making this film
was such an enterprising experience. Jayam Ravi, Jayaram sir
and I were the only ones who
have been together for the
longest time for this film. "It is a
blessing to work with someone
like Jayaram sir. Ravi and I
would tell this to each other
often. 'Only he (Jayaram) is an
actor and we are just at the 'a' of
acting.' Such a talent!" "I won't
disclose the secrets but here is an
interesting fact. The character
Jayaram sir plays on screen -Nambi -- is five-and-a-half feet in
height. But Jayaram sir is sixand-a-half feet. To bring down his
height to five-and-a-half feet, he
has done something unimaginable in this film." Turning to
Jayaram, Karthi said, "We
are blessed sir."

S

Ram Kapoor wins Pihu’s heart by throwing a B'day party for Priya
much to the astonishment of
Priya who is emotional by the
gesture. She would be looking at
Ram and her daughter, Pihu
fondly as they would dance together, making Priya's heart
swell.
Talking about the celebrations, Aarohi spoke about living
the experience, "I really liked
the dress that Priya di was
wearing. I also loved being a
part of the celebrations because
I was wearing such a lovely
dress and the three of us were
enjoying ourselves a lot! I
danced with Nakkul bhaiyaa
who is a really good dancer. He
taught me some steps and told
me to follow his lead, which I
did. Priya di looked amazing
and I have asked my mother to
also gift me a dress like that on
my birthday."
To know more, tune in to
Bade Achhe Lagte Hain 2, every
Monday to Friday at 8:00 PM
only on Sony Entertainment
Television!

I

ndian television's favourite
couple #RaYa, Ram Kapoor
(Nakkul Mehta) and Priya
(Disha Parmar) are rifting
through choppy waters as the
story of Sony Entertainment
Television’s much-loved show
'Bade Achhe Lagte Hain 2' continues. Amid much apprehension,
Ram and Priya are finally starting to see each other eye to eye
much to the relief of the show's
loyal fans. In the current track of
the show, Priya's birthday has
her daughter Pihu (Aarohi
Kumawat) in a fix which will be
saved by an unassuming knight
in shining armour, Ram!
Desiring to gift her mother a
dress, Pihu asked for help from
Krish much to the dismay of
Ram. He would then go all out to
impress Pihu by getting her the
dream dress of Priya. A man of
his words, Ram leaves no stone
unturned and finally gets his
hands on the dress. Now, the trio
would be seen celebrating Priya's
birthday in a grand celebration,

Ravi Teja to
make up for
damages
suffered by
‘Ramarao
On Duty’
producer
T

he recently-released
'Ramarao On Duty' can
be considered as the biggest
failure in Ravi Tejas' career,
because Sudhakar
Cherukuri, the film's producer, has lost a huge
amount, which is vested
in for the action drama.
However, Ravi Teja
seems to have
assured to compensate the losses.
It is reported that,
in order to compensate the huge
losses, the
'Bhadra' actor told
the 'Ramarao On
Duty's producer that he would
star in another movie under his
banner without accepting payment. For the time being, this
has been a big relief for the producer.
Ravi Teja, who has dropped
back-to-back flops, is being
blamed for his hasty decisions
regarding his movies. His fans
are also bashing him on the
social media. Some of them
went forward to pen down an
open letter, in which they
remind him to be extra cautious about his story selection. All eyes are currently
focused on the actor's next
films, 'Tiger Nageswara Rao',
'Dhamaka' and 'Ravanasura'.
With these movies, Ravi Teja is
trying to end his string of
duds. He will also appear in
the KS Ravindra-directed film
'Waltair Veerayya' starring
Megastar Chiranjeevi.

C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE THURSDAY AUGUST 04
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Career responsibilities may require a
temporary separation from a love partner today, Aquarius. This is apt to be
upsetting and rather disheartening, but
there's likely nothing you can do about it
except work as quickly as you can so
that you can finish and get back to your
partner. Make sure your friend knows
what's going on.

Travel arrangements may have to be put off
because of unexpected developments that
keep you where you are, Pisces. You may
be worried about the consequences, but
don't waste your energy. You'll be able to
make the necessary trip and accomplish
whatever you're hoping to do - just not
today. Worry will only stress you out.

You may feel especially lonely, overworked, and passionate today, Aries, and
therefore longing for the company of your
romantic partner. But responsibilities
involving you both could well be keeping
you apart. This could be more than frustrating - it could make you gloomy. Don't
let that happen. Concentrate on your
work and finish before evening.

Upsets in the home could occur today,
Taurus. You and other members of your
household are on edge and liable to
snap at the least provocation. Someone
could get all flustered over a minor
problem and storm out. Don't worry. At
day's end everyone should see events
in their proper perspective, and all be
friends again. Hang in there.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Expected calls or deliveries may prove
more trouble than they're worth,
Gemini. You could get involved in endless games of phone tag, and deliveries
might come when you're out. This can
be avoided if you're prepared. Make sure
everyone knows what you're expecting
so they can watch for it.

A temporary delay in receiving some
expected funds might force you to postpone a much-needed purchase, Cancer.
Don't make yourself crazy over this. It isn't
worth the stress. The delay is disheartening, but it isn't a cancellation. Your money
will arrive, and you'll be able to go ahead
with your plans. In the meantime, keep
yourself busy. Hang in there.

Some older people, perhaps your parents, might be too vocal in their assessment of how you're handling a situation,
Leo. You're particularly sensitive today,
and far less tolerant of criticism than
usual. Don't lash out. Causing a rift
won't solve anything. Change the subject and take whatever course of action
you feel is best.

Beware that creative efforts involving
modern technology, such as computer
graphics, recording, or film, might suffer
from "too many cooks." Everyone has a
different idea of how things should be
handled. If this is your project, make sure
everyone knows you're the boss. If you
have partners, discuss the situation
rationally with them.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

In spite of the leaps and bounds you've
taken over the last several months, Libra,
a slump could set in as you start to doubt
your ability to attain your goals. A disheartening and unexpected setback may
have occurred, but you've never let this
sort of thing stop you before. Don't fall
into this trap now. Brace yourself, reassess
your methods, and get back in the saddle.

Are you waiting to hear some important
news, Scorpio? Significant career matters
may be involved. This isn't a good day to
sit around waiting. Your call will probably
come late, when you least expect it. Turn
on your voicemail, get dressed, and go out
and do something else for a while.
Otherwise you could well drive yourself
crazy hoping for the news.

This isn't a good day to travel,
Sagittarius, especially by air. Long
lines at the ticket counter, endless
delays, and lost luggage could be the
result. This may not even be a good day
to plan a trip, although you can consider your options. If you must fly today,
get to the airport early, travel light, and
take something good to read.

A friend or colleague involved in an enterprise with you could be inhibited in some
way by lack of money, Capricorn. This
might involve some unexpected adjustment on your part, perhaps finding someone else to temporarily fill in. It's a pain,
but you and your colleagues will manage,
and your friend should have it together in
time.
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47. Before, to poets
49. Built
50. Perfume
54. Tax agency (abbr.)
55. Read a bar code
56. Slight error
59. Fatigue
63. Popcorn seasoning
64. Diva's forte
65. Peeled
66. In addition
67. Afflictions
68. Stage remark
69. Mast
70. Seeded breads
71. Boxer Mike ____

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Consecrate
6. Sharpen
10. Have to
14. Reluctant
15. Brave one
16. Man or Wight
17. Concur
18. Paddles
19. Citi Field predecessor
20. Gap
21. ____ tax

always bakes and sends me my
favourite brownie cake on my birthday. She has always supported me
greatly, brightened my dullest days
and toughest times, and made my
liveliest moments even happier and
brighter. I remember each
moment of our life and how
we enjoyed Indore’s street
food at Sarafa Bazar.

22. Malicious look
23. Green vegetable
25. Abandons
27. Country near Greenland
31. Bus depot (abbr.)
32. Heavenly
35. Totaled
39. Building addition
40. More flavorful
42. "We ____ Family"
43. Gaze steadily
45. Lunchroom

1. Uninspired
2. Advertising emblem
3. James ____ Jones
4. Church tower
5. That girl
6. Stop!
7. Make better
8. Miscalculated
9. Throws
10. Deceive
11. Theater attendant
12. Ice pellets
13. Rips
21. Christmas visitor
24. Opposite of western
26. Appetizer
27. Freezes
28. Welshman

29. She, in Madrid
30. Phonograph record
33. ____ moment's notice (2 wds.)
34. Existence
36. Small arrow
37. Famous canal
38. ____ Sea Scrolls
41. Weird
44. Come back in
46. Bliss
48. Filled pastry
50. Curvy letters
51. Overcharge for tickets
52. Hot sauce
53. Ahead of time
57. Stack
58. Fresh talk
60. Spring flower
61. Remodel
62. Eve's garden
65. Light touch
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Commonwealth Games

Indian women register 3-2 win
over Canada, enter semifinals
Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):
The Indian women's
hockey team survived
some anxious moments before beating lower-ranked
Canada 3-2 in its must-win
Pool A match to qualify for
the semifinals of the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
The Indians looked in
control of the match till the
22nd minute, having taken
a 2-0 lead over their world
no.15 opponents through
goals from Salima Tete (3rd
minute) and Navneet Kaur
(22nd).
But the Canadians, then,
produced a lion-hearted
performance to level the
scores through goals from
Brienne Stairs (23rd) and
Hannah Haughn (39th).
With England already assured of a semifinal berth
from the pool with a 3-1 win
over India on Tuesday, it
was a do-or-die match for
the Savita Punia-led side,
with Canada needing just a
draw to progress as they
had a better goal difference.
Locked 2-2, Janneke
Schopman's girls responded
brilliantly
when
Lalremsiami scored off a
rebound, after a penalty
corner in the 51st minute.

India's Kaur Navneet celebrates scoring the team's second goal during the women's
pool A hockey match between Canada and India.

The Indians came out aggressive in the first quarter
and dominated the proceedings from the start.
India's attacking intent
bore fruit as early as the
third minute of the game
when Salima scored off a
rebound from a penalty
corner. Two minutes later,
Lalremsiami missed a
great opportunity to double

Ruthless India drub Canada
8-0 in men’s Hockey
Birmingham, Aug 03:
The Indian men's
Hockey team hammered
Canada 8-0 in their third
pool
B
game
on
Wednesday to all but confirm their spot in the
semifinals. Braces from
Harmanpreet Singh and
Akashdeep Singh and
goals from Mandeep
Singh, Gurjant Singh,
Amit Rohitdas and Lalit
Upadhyay ensured India
went to the top of the
group with a commanding performance.
The men's team had a
disappointing outing last
time around as they let a
3-0 advantage slip to draw
with England 4-4. India
made a bright start to the
first quarter with con-

stant circle penetrations
into the Canada D. They
got their first two Penalty
Corners in the fifth
minute of the game but
the Canadian defence did
brilliantly to ensure India
didn't take the lead. They
got their third PC in the
seventh minute and this
time Harmanpreet Singh
wouldn't be denied as he
gave India the all-important lead. Amit Rohitdas
then scored an incredible
goal to extend India's lead.
The Indian star danced
into the circle and unleashed a vicious shot past
the Canadian goalkeeper
in the ninth minute of the
game. India started off the
second quarter on the
front foot and made it 3-0
quickly.

the lead, her shot whizzing
past the Canadian goal
post.
Just seconds from the
first quarter, Sangita
Kumari showed great skills
to carry the ball from the
baseline and create a great
chance for India, which
was saved by Canadian
goalkeeper Rowan Harris.
The Canadians showed

more intent in the second
quarter and managed to
put the Indian defence
under pressure on a few occasions.
But it was India who
doubled their lead, in the
22nd minute, through
Navneet Kaur, who shot in
an open goal after receiving
a pass from Lalremsiami.
A minute later Canada se-

Boxer Nitu Ganghas
enters semifinals,
assures India of medal

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):
Indian pugilist Nitu Ganghas progressed to the
semifinals of women's 48kg boxing category to
assure herself of a medal at the Commonwealth
Games here on Wednesday. The 21-year-old Nitu, a
two-time youth gold medallist, was declared winner by ABD when her Northern Ireland's opponent
Nicole Clyde threw in the towel in the third and final
round of the quarterfinal match. Four Indian boxers
Lovlina Borgohain, Nikhat Zareen, Ashish Kumar
and Mohammad Hussamuddin will compete in their
quarterfinal bouts later in the day.

cured a penalty corner and
reduced the deficit through
Stairs. In the 39th minute,
Canada secured another
penalty
corner
and
Haughn equalised for her
side. With seconds left in
the third quarter, Canada
secured two more penalty
corners, but India defended
in numbers.
Facing
elimination,
Monika came close to
handing India the muchneeded goal in the 47th
minute, but was denied by
Canadian
custodian
Harris.
Two minutes later Neha
Goyal pushed in from close
range but the goal was disallowed as the ball hit
Salima's back stick.
The Indians kept up the
pressure and secured a
penalty corner in the 51st
minute, and this time,
Lalremsiami tapped in
from a goal mouth melee
after Gurjit Kaur's shot was
saved by the Canadian defence.
Two minutes from the
hooter, India secured another penalty corner but
failed to utilise it.
The Indians kept their
defence in shape for the
rest of the game to eke out
the all-important win.

New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):

India's Lovepreet Singh
won a bronze in men's 109
kg to continue the country's medal rush in
weightlifting at the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
The 24-year-old from
Punjab lifted a total of 355
kg, including a new national record of 192 kg in clean
and jerk, to finish third on
the podium. He lifted
163kg in snatch.
Junior Nyabeyeu of
Cameroon claimed the
gold medal with a total lift
of 361 kg, while Jack
Opeloge of Samoa bagged
the silver by lifting 358 kg
in the event.
India have so far won eight
weightlifting medals,
including three gold, in the
showpiece.

Union minister Nitin
Gadkari on Wednesday
told Rajya Sabha members
that he was the ''father of
toll tax" on expressways in
the country as he built the
first such road in
Maharashtra during his
stint as the state minister
in late 1990s.
The senior minister
made the remark while responding to supplementary queries in Question
Hour where members expressed concerns over the
setting up of toll plazas on
expressways inside city
limits due to which the
local population had to pay
toll even when commuting
within the city. The road
transport minister, who is
often praised even by opposition members for the

Taiwanese artists wearing their traditional attire pose for photos during their visit to the Taj Mahal, in Agra, Wednesday.

Rs 35 lakh found at
govt clerk’s residence
During search by police
Bhopal, Aug 03 (PTI):

Tulika Mann storms into
women’s 78kg Judo final

Squash: Chinappa-Sandhu
pair advances to
pre-quarters

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):

India's Tulika Mann booked her
berth in the women's 78kg final to be
assured of a medal at the
Commonwealth Games here on
Wednesday.
The 22-year-old, a four-time national champion, trailed in the match initially but performed an 'Ippon' to humble New Zealand's Sydnee Andrews
within three minutes in the semifinal
match. Tulika will now face Scotland's
Sarah Adlington in the final later
tonight. The only other Indian,
Deepak Deswal, went down to Fiji's
Tevita Takawaya in the men's 100kg
Repechage event. This is India's third
medal in Judo at the showpiece event.
L Shushila Devi and Vijay Kumar had
claimed a silver and bronze in
women's 48kg and men's 60kg respectively on Monday. It must be noted that

The mixed doubles
pair of veteran Joshna
Chinappa and Harinder
Pal Singh Sandhu progressed to the pre-quarterfinals
of
the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
The immensely experienced Chinappa and
her partner Sandhu
downed Sri Lanka's
Yeheni Kuruppu and
Ravindu Laksiri 8-11 11-4
11-3. The Indians were a
bit shaky initially and
ended up conceding the
first game.
However, they quickly
turned things around
and made a strong come-

in the wake of the de-recognition of
the Judo Federation of India on April
22, an expert committee was constituted by the Sports Authority of India to
oversee the trials and the selection
process for the CWG and also suggest
necessary changes. The committee included Olympian Judokas Cawas
Billimoria, Sandeep Byala and Sunith
Thakur as well as Judo masters Arun
Dwivedi and Yogesh K Dhadve.

Basseterre, Aug 03 (PTI):
India skipper Rohit
Sharma wants the team to
step away from what it had
been doing for the past
five-six years and has
given the players security
and freedom to express
themselves, said star allrounder Hardik Pandya.
"Ro (Rohit Sharma)
gives you a lot of flexibility and freedom which is
his strength throughout
his captaincy stint whenever I have played with
him," Pandya said after
India's seven-wicket win
in the third T20I.
"A lot of credit goes to
him and Rahul Dravid the
way they have got the

team together and making
sure a lot of positive mindset comes in and players
are feeling secure; they are
not looking over their
shoulder; making sure
they are getting ample
chances; they are getting
told as well if they are not
playing, and that is something which is commendable."
India chased down a target of 165 with ease on the
slow surface at Warner
Park to canter to a threewicket win in the third
game and take a 2-1 lead in
the five-match series.
"Credit again goes to Ro
and the coach. We were all
having a chat about how
we should go about the

Basseterre, Aug 03 (PTI):
Suryakumar Yadav gave
an exhibition of his incredible hitting skills with
a superb 76 as India cantered to a seven-wicket
win against the West
Indies in the third T20
International here on
Tuesday.
India now lead the fivematch series 2-1 with the
cricket caravan moving to
USA's Florida for the last
two games of the series.
While more than 147
had never been chased in a
T20I at the Warner Park
ground, Suryakumar decided to alter that script in
a 44-ball knock as India
made a short work of the
165-run target in 19 overs.
Shreyas Iyer (24 off 26
balls) was an ideal partner
at the other end in a stand
of 86 as they made the target look way easier than it
actually was and that too
on a surface which exactly
didn't look batting-friendly
during the first part of the
game.
Having had a brief dry
spell after his maiden T20I
hundred at Nottingham,
Suryakumar was back in
his element and this time
in an unfamiliar role as an
opener, which he has been
performing during the series. It was another 360 degree effort which showed

Suryakumar moves up to second spot in ICC T20 rankings
Dubai, Aug 03 (PTI):
India batter Suryakumar
Yadav has moved three spots
up to the second position in
the latest T20 rankings for
batters. Suryakumar, who
scored a 44-ball 76 in the
third T20 International
against the West Indies on
Tuesday, moved within two
rating points of top-ranked
batter Babar Azam. The
knock against the West Indies
won Suryakumar the player

his flexibility, skill and
hand-eye coordination, all
in one go. There were eight

‘I’m the father of expressway
toll in the country’

Birmingham, Aug 03 (PTI):

back to bag the next two
games without breaking
much sweat.
Earlier in the day,
Sunayna Kuruvilla defeated Fung-A-Fat of
Guyana in the women's
squash single plate final.
Sunayna downed her
Guyanese opponent 11-7
13-11 11-2 in what turned
out to be a comfortable
victory for the 23-yearold squash player.
World number 15
Saurav Ghosal, who
went down in the semifinal yesterday, will take
on
home
favourite
James Willstrop of
England in the bronze
medal play-off later in
the day.

Hardik credits Rohit-Dravid SKY is limit: Surya smashes 76 as India
beat West Indies by seven wickets
for India’s success in WI
slow wicket, do we still
want to continue this style
of play," Pandya said.
"He gave us the freedom,
saying that you know
what, forget about the results, we are trying something new, we are going to
make mistakes, we are
going to learn from it.
"But what we have been
doing for five-six years, we
are going to go away from
that, and make sure that
we try everything and all
options that are available,
and when it comes to the
World Cup, we'll know how
to play."
Pandya also heaped
praise on Suryakumar
Yadav, who scored 76 off 44
balls to emerge as the best
batter for India in the 3rd
game.
"Surya is someone who
is an exceptional player.
When
he
starts
playing...some
shots
which he plays, you just go
in awe. Today he played an
amazing knock and it was
not at all easy," Hardik
said.
"A lot of credit goes to
him. He has worked hard
and is getting his due."
Hardik also extolled the
current Indian middle
order, comprising the likes
of Rishabh Pant, Deepak
Hooda and Ravindra
Jadeja, for its performance.

TRADITIONAL ATTIRE

Lovepreet Singh wins
bronze in men’s 109kg

of the match award.
Suryakumar, who now has
816 rating points, leads the
batting chart with 111 runs
from three matches in the
five-match series, which
India lead 2-1.
Meanwhile, South Africa batter Reeza Hendricks, who
notched half-centuries in all
three matches against
England, has moved up 16
slots to 15th position.
West Indies batter Brandon
King (up 29 places to 27th),

England's Jonny Bairstow (up
13 places to 31st) and South
Africa's Rilee Rossouw (joint37th) have also made notable
gains. Heinrich Klaasen and
Indian wicket-keeper batter
Rishabh Pant (66th spot)
have also moved up in the
rankings. South Africa spinner Tabraiz Shamsi, who
grabbed eight wickets in the
series against England, has
made remarkable gains in the
T20 bowlers ranking and
advanced to the second spot.

fours and four sixes in his
knock. There was a picture-perfect lofted six over

extra cover off Alzarri
Joseph, which will be difficult to forget as he held his

pose for several seconds
after execution. There was
slashed six off the same
bowler and the ramp shot
using the pace and bounce,
a pull over deep mid-wicket and a cross-batted
punch over mid-on fielder.
Against the parsimonious left-arm spinner
Akeal Hosein, there was a
slog sweep over square leg
to complete his half-century. At the half-way stage,
the score was 96 for no loss
despite skipper Rohit
Sharma (11) retiring hurt
with a back muscle pull.
By
the
time
Suryakumar was dismissed, India had the
match under control with
Rishabh Pant (33 not out
off 26 balls) providing finishing touches.
After Rohit won a good
toss and opted to field, his
bowling unit maintained
disciplined for the better
part before Avesh Khan
and Arshdeep Singh's relative inexperience saw West
Indies put up a competitive
164 for 5.Left-handed Kyle
Mayers (73 off 50 balls)
did punish the Indian attack with eight fours and
four sixes in his kitty as
he added 50 in 7.2 overs
with skipper Nicholas
Pooran (22 off 23 balls)
after an opening stand
with Brandon King that
yielded 57.

Madhya
Pradesh
Economic
Offences
Wing (EOW) probing a
disproportionate assets
complaint found Rs 35
lakh in cash at the
Bhopal residence of a
state government clerk
who drank a poisonous
liquid during the search
on Wednesday, an official said.
The incident occurred
in the morning when a
team of EOW officials
reached the residence of
Hero Keswani, an upper
division clerk (UDC)
with the state Medical
Education Department,
in the Bairagarh area.

Maha Crisis

SC asks Shinde
faction to redraft
submissions on
Uddhav camp
petitions
New Delhi, Aug 03 (PTI):
The Supreme Court
Wednesday asked the
Shiv Sena faction led by
Chief Minister Eknath
Shinde to redraft his
submissions on petitions filed by the rival
Uddhav
Thackeray
group on constitutional
issues arising due to the
recent political crisis in
Maharashtra.
A bench headed by
Chief Justice N V
Ramana was hearing
petitions filed by the
Shiv Sena and its rebel
MLAs on constitutional
issues of splits, merger,
defection and disqualification. Senior advocate
Kapil Sibal, appearing
for
the
Uddhav
Thackeray faction, said
the MLAs who have
sided with the Shinde
cam can save themselves from disqualification under the tenth
schedule
of
the
Constitution only by
merging the splinter
group with another
party
They have no other
defence available, Sibal
told the bench, also
comprising justices
Krishna Murari and
Hima Kohli. "Once you
have been elected it
does not mean the umbilical cord with the political party is severed
and that you have nothing to do with your political party," Sibal said.
Senior
advocate
Harish Salve, appearing
for the Shinde faction,
said the anti-defection
law is not a weapon for
the leaders who have
lost the numbers to lock
their members.

EOW Superintendent
of
Police,
Rajesh
Mishra, told PTI that
Keswani tried to stop officials and push them.
"Keswani consumed
some phenyl-like substance. He was rushed to
the state-run Hamidia
Hospital. His condition
is stable," the SP said.
The EOW has found
Rs 35 lakh in cash and
documents of immovable properties and
other
assets
at
Keswani's residence,
said Mishra.
"The search is on and
the value of the disproportionate assets will be
known after the search
is over," he said.

Nitin Gadkari
performance of his ministry, assured the members
that the issue will be rectified and claimed the problem had arisen under the
UPA rule. He said before
2014, when the UPA government was there, tolls
were introduced near the
city area and everyone had

to pay it. "This is very unfortunate and unlawful,"
he noted. "Fortunately or
unfortunately, I am the father of this toll because for
the first time in this country, I started the toll system and the first project
of BOT (build-operatetransfer) was Thane

‘Kerala govt not to impose any
specific uniform code in schools’
Thiruvananthapuram, Aug 03 (PTI):
Amidst raging debate on
the implementation of
gender-neutral uniforms
in state schools, the Kerala
government
on
Wednesday made it clear
that it has not taken a decision to impose any specific
dress code upon children.
A uniform that is generally acceptable and comfortable for children to
wear is something that is
recognised in the society,
General
Education
Minister V Sivankutty
said here. Stating that the
concept of gender neutrality is something that is
being widely debated in
Kerala, he said it has been

decided to conduct gender
auditing of textbooks in
the state.
Gender-neutral
uniforms have been voluntarily implemented by the
management in certain
schools and have been
wholeheartedly welcomed
by the public and the
media, he said in a press
meet. It is understood that
there are no complaints either from children or from
parents in those schools
that have implemented
such a decision, the minister said.
"But, the government is
not insistent in implementing this. We have not
taken the decision to impose any specific uniform

code
in
schools,"
Sivankutty said.
With regard to a recent
order by the state child
rights panel directing the
government to turn all single-sex schools in the state
to co-educational institutions, he said the LDF government has already converted 21 educational institutions into mixed schools
after it came to power.
Those schools, which
apply for the co-education
status with the consent of
parent-teachers' association and the respective
local bodies, would be
made mixed institutions
after conducting necessary inspections there, he
said. At present, there are

a total of 381 girls/boys
schools in the state including 138 in the government
sector and 243 in the aided
sector. The minister said
the first-year Higher
Secondary classes would
begin on August 25 in the
state after completing the
allotment
procedures
which would begin on
August 5.
Due to the delay in receiving central allocation
for the implementation of
the mid-day meal scheme
in schools for the year
2022-23, the state government has allotted Rs 126
crore from its budget for
the same, he said.
Sivankutty also said it
has been decided to con-

duct the school youth festival for five days from
January 3, 2023 in
Kozhikode.
As the online classes
were over and the regular
classes were resumed in
the state schools from this
academic year, it has been
decided at the government
level that the children
need not to bring mobile
phones anymore in the
school campuses and
classrooms, he said.
The minister also urged
teachers as well as parents
to pay more vigil against
the indiscriminate usage
of mobile phones among
children as it would cause
them health and behavioural issues.

in Maharashtra," Gadkari
said.
Under Gadkari's stint as
PWD minister in the
Maharashtra government
between 1995 and 1999, the
first of its kind MumbaiPune Expressway project
was taken. The minister
said with the new system
which is going to be
launched, "we will see that
the city area will be eliminated and there will be no
charge on the people".
He said often the people
in the city use only 10 km
of the expressway road
and are made to pay the
toll for 75 km. "That is absolutely wrong. But that is
not my problem and it
happened during the previous government. We
will rectify the thing," he
said, allaying the concerns of members.

Odisha for upgrading
high schools to
check dropout rate
Bhubaneswar, Aug 03
(PTI): The Odisha government aims to upgrade 100
high schools in the next academic session to check
the high dropout rate in
the state, School Education
Minister Samir Dash said
on Wednesday.
As many as 49,098 secondary school students
have dropped out of
schools before entering
higher secondary-level in
2020-21. They include
15,792 tribals and 11,045
Dalits. Dash said the government plans to upgrade
the
large
secondary
schools in the blocks,
where there are no Plus 2
colleges, if the former fulfills the requirements. "An
exercise has been started
to upgrade 100 schools to
Plus 2 in the next academic
session," he told reporters.

‘Job to at least one person per family’ Kolkata school to launch
its own nano-satellite

Gorakhpur (UP), Aug 03 (PTI):

Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
on Wednesday said his
government will give employment to at least one
person in every family in
the state, for which a skill
mapping exercise will be
initiated. "During skill
mapping, data will be prepared of families where no
one is employed. Members
of such families will be associated with a special programme and at least one
family member will get
employment," he said at
an employment fair here.
"As per requirement,
people will be trained and
associated with employment or self-employment.
No family in the state will
be deprived of employment," he added.

UP CM Yogi Adityanath feeds a child during her annaprashan
ceremony, in Gorakhpur, Wednesday.
The chief minister said
the BJP's double-engine
government in the state
and the Centre has started
several programmes like

Skill India and Startup
India to recognise the skill
and potential of workers.
The state government
gave jobs to 5 lakh youth

Babul Supriyo: From singer to BJP’s
poster boy to Mamata’s minister
Kolkata, Aug 03 (PTI)
Babul Supriyo, who was
on Wednesday sworn in as
a minister in Mamata
Banerjee's cabinet, has
had a roller-coaster ride,
from being a popular playback singer to BJP's poster
boy in West Bengal to joining the TMC government.
Supriyo started off as a
city banker who rose to be
a BJP minister at the
Centre after a chance
meeting with yoga guru
Ramdev, but suddenly
found himself out in the
cold after losing an assembly
election
from
Tollygunge last year by a
huge margin of 50,000
votes. However, Supriyo
bounced back to win the
prestigious Ballygunge
constituency in April for
his new party the
Trinamool
Congress

which he joined in
September 2021 in a surprise move. Born in West
Bengal's Uttarpara as
Supriya Baral in 1970, he
changed his name to
Babul Supriyo while trying his luck as a
Bollywood singer after
quitting his banking job.
After a successful stint
as a Hindi playback singer,
Supriyo entered politics in
2014, getting a ticket to
contest the Lok Sabha
elections for the BJP from
West Bengal on Ramdev's
recommendation. He surprised everyone by defeating TMC's Dola Sen from
the industrial town of
Asansol and was made the
Union Minister of State
for Urban Development.
Two years later, he was
shifted to the Ministry for
Heavy Industries and
Public Enterprises during

a reshuffle in July 2016.
In 2019 Lok Sabha polls,
Supriyo's winning streak
continued when he defeated TMC's Moon Moon Sen
by a huge margin of 1.97
lakh votes. This time the
Bollywood singer was
named the Minister of
State for Environment,
Forest
and
Climate
Change. Supriyo was
again pitted in April 2021,
as the BJP candidate for
Tollygunge Assembly constituency, which has as its
centerpiece the movie studio known as Tollywood,
against three-time TMC
MLA Aroop Biswas.
The two-time BJP MP
had then promised he
would end Biswas's dictatorship in Tollywood.
However, this time round
his streak of luck seemed
to have run out. Supriyo
lost by over 50,000 votes.

during the last five years
and 60 lakh artisans got
loan, he claimed. "In 201516, the unemployment rate
in the state was more than
18 per cent. It has now
dropped by over 16 per
cent and is currently at 2.7
per cent," claimed the CM.
Adityanath said UP has
taken steps towards becoming USD1 trillion
economy, which will contribute to the wish of PM
Narendra Modi of making
India a USD5 trillion economy. "In 2016, the UP economy was on the sixth position in the country and
now it has reached the second position. During the
last five years, per-capita
income and the GDP has
doubled. The youth, artisans and workers are moving on the path of self-reliance," the CM claimed.

Kolkata, Aug 03 (PTI):
A private school in
Kolkata will launch its
own nano-satellite to train
its students in space science. The South Point
High School, a part of the
MP Birla Group, has decided to name its satellite
PriyamvadaSat in the
memory of Priyamvada
Birla, the former chairperson of the business group.
An agreement has been
signed between the Indian
Technology
Congress
Association (ITCA) and
the school for the launch.
The project is a part of the
'Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav'
to commemorate the 75
years
of
India's
Independence and it will

be monitored by ISRO.
Students of classes 11
and 12 will be associated
with the project, which is
expected to take off after
nine months, said Krishna
Damani, the vice-chairman of the school's managing committee. South
Point is among two schools
in the country, and the
only one in eastern India
to take up such a project,
he said.
"It will ensure a greater
emphasis on science-based
education and experiencebased learning to foster an
innovation culture and
give exposure to the future
generation of students in
the ever-expanding space
arena and allied sectors,"
he told PTI. The agreement

signed with ITCA includes
design, development, integration, qualification, testing and launching of
PriyamvadaSat to Low
Earth Orbit (LEO).
The functional satellite
will be sent to LEO as a
part of the mission and a
classroom model similar to
it will be built on the campus. "Our children will be
trained and be part of the
designing and fabrication
process of the satellite,
which will be launched by
ISRO from Sriharikota,"
Damani said. "A ground
station-cum-space lab will
be set up on the school
campus for students to
monitor PriyamvadaSat as
well as to harvest the data
sent by it," he said.

CHANTHATTAM RITUALS

Priests perform ‘Chanthattam’ rituals at Sree Valayanadu Devi Temple, in Kozhikode, Wednesday.
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